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Abstract 
Canal hydraulic models can be used to understand the hydraulic behaviour of large 
and complex irrigation networks at low cost. A number of computational hydraulic 
models were developed and tested in the early 1970s and late 80s. Most were developed 
using finite difference schemes and procedural programming languages. In spite of 
the importance of these models, little progress was made on improving the numerical 
algorithms behind them. Software development efforts were focused more on developing 
the user interface rather than the core algorithm. 
This research develops a database-driven, object-oriented hydraulic simulation model 
for canal irrigation networks using modern high-resolution shock capturing techniques 
that are capable of handling variety of flow situations which includes trans-critical flow, 
shock propagation, flows through gated structures and channel networks. The technol-
ogy platforms were carefully selected by taking into account a multi-user support and 
possible migration of the new software to a web-based one which integrates a Java-based 
object-oriented model with a relational database management system that is used to 
store network configuration and simulation parameters. 
The developed software is tested using a benchmark test suite formulated jointly by 
the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) and the Environ-
ment Agency (EA). A total of eight tests (seven of them adapted from the DEFRAjEA 
benchmark suite) were run and results compiled. The developed software has outper-
formed ISIS, REC-RAS and MIKE 11 in three of the benchmark tests and equally well 
for the other four. The outcome of this research is therefore a new category in hydraulic 
simulation software that uses modern shock-capturing methods fully integrated with a 
configurational relational database that has been fully evaluated and tested. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
Today, in the most countries suffering water shortages, at the heart is the question of 
whether a water crisis can be averted or whether water can be made more productive 
by using it efficiently. Increasing the productivity of water is central to producing food, 
fighting poverty, reducing competition for water and in ensuring adequate water for 
nature. The more food produced with less water and/or with the same amount of water 
will result in the less need for infrastructure development, the fewer conflicts among the 
sectoral water uses, the greater local food security and the more water for agricultural, 
household and industrial uses. However, to achieve such goals, major improvements are 
still required in water resource use and irrigation technology management. The efficient 
management of existing water resources at all levels therefore assumes a crucial role 
in the intensification and sustainability of irrigation. One way of managing water 
resources in a better way is to modernise the irrigation systems by implementing better 
technologies. Typical project irrigation efficiencies1 are in the range of 25-35% (Burt 
and Styles, 1999). Thus, there is a vast scope for increasing water use efficiency in the 
irrigation sector. Raising efficiency of water use is a 'do or die' task and cost-effective 
means for achieving this is through adoption of modern techniques in canal irrigation 
management. Use of computer modelling in hydraulic simulation is one of the tools 
IThe percentage of water delivered to the field that is used beneficially 
1 
1.1 Genesis 
used in improving canal operation and management by understanding the hydraulic 
behaviour of the system as a whole. 
Canal bydraulic models can be used to understand the hydraulic behaviour of large 
and complex irrigation networks. The poor management of irrigation networks lead to 
inequity in water delivery and mismatch between supply and demand, thus, resulting 
in rigid operation schedules and reduced service standards. To overcome some of these 
problems, computerised flow simulation models have been developed to describe the 
flow situation in the canal system. 
1.1 Genesis 
Computer solution of the unsteady-flow equations began with single in-line canals and 
solution with the method of characteristics. During the 1960s and '70s, significant 
advances were made in simulating unsteady open-channel flow with computers (Clem-
mens, 1993). Finite Difference Methods (FDM) were developed in the 1970s (Liggett 
and Cunge, 1975) and applied to branching and looped networks (Cunge et al., 1980). 
Most of the applications of these techniques were for river- and sewer-system hydraulics. 
Irrigation canal networks are somewhat different from other open-channel networks 
because of the type of structures in use and the types of operations of these struc-
tures (A8CE, 1993). Few computer programs for canal- and river-system modelling 
were developed by consulting firms and marketed as a part of their services to clients, 
e.g., I8IS from HR Wallingford and MIKEll from DHI. 
Unsteady flow of water in a one-dimensional (I-D) approximation is governed by 
the shallow water or St Venant equations which are expressions for conservation of 
mass and momentum (Garcia-Navarro et al., 1999). These are coupled first order, 
hyperbolic, non-linear, partial differential equations. Most unsteady, irrigation canal 
hydraulic simulation programs use FDM (see Table 2.1, page 45). While finite differ-
ence schemes such as the Preissmann (Cunge et al., 1980) and Abbott-Ionescu (Ab-
bott and Basco, 1989) schemes are widely used in hydraulic engineering, they are not 
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suitable for certain types of problems, particularly flows which exhibit strong discon-
tinuities (Erduran et al., 2002). These limitations can be dealt with by introducing 
shock capturing schemes (Glaister, 1995). Shock capturing capabilities are much easier 
to implement using Finite volume methods (FVM) because they use the conservative 
form of governing equations (Zhao et al., 1996). The FVM is based on discretisation 
of the computational domain into smaller sub-domains over which the equations are 
integrated. Finite volume methods are closely related to finite difference methods, and 
a finite volume method can often be interpreted directly as a finite difference approxi-
mation to the differential equation. However, finite volume methods are derived on the 
basis of the integral form of the conservation law, a starting point that turns out to 
have many advantages (Leveque, 2002). FVM with shock capturing schemes applied 
to the shallow water equations is thus suitable for modelling a variety of types of flow; 
subcritical and supercritical; steady and unsteady; continuous and discontinuous and it 
is thus emerging as a powerful tool in computational hydraulics (Erduran et al., 2002). 
Majority of the numerical algorithms of the existing hydraulic models discussed 
in the Section 2.6 were developed in the 1970s using sequential programming lan-
guages. The recent efforts on these hydraulic models were focused on the development 
of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) with visualisation tools and Geographic Infor-
mation System (GIS) components (Kutija and Murray, 2002; Murray, 2003), without 
any change in a programming paradigm of the core numerical algorithms. Thus, these 
numerical algorithms have failed to take advantage from the advances in the software 
programming. Further, Kutija (1998) has pointed out the lack of efforts in the develop-
ment of new numerical algorithms. In general, it was seen that the technology adoption 
in the field of hydraulic simulation of irrigation canals has been quite slow and thus 
the need was felt to bring in some industry-wide software development standards like 
object-oriented programming, relational databases and configuration management to 
build a highly-scalable software for hydraulic simulation of a canal irrigation network 
using the latest numerical algorithm. 
Originality of this research is the use of FVM in association with a high-resolution 
shock- capturing technique to develop a database-driven, object-oriented hydraulic sim-
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ulation model for canal irrigation networks. This is the first known attempt where a 
relational database structure has been developed and integrated into the core hydraulic 
simulation model. The issues related to canal irrigation networks and some of the com-
mon flow scenarios occurring in a network are discussed in the Section 2.2 and 2.3. 
It is envisaged that the newly developed model will be able to simulate various flow 
scenarios in a canal network and could also be used to determine how best to operate 
the canal to deliver water in an optimal manner to the users. 
1.1.1 Rationale 
Feldman (1992) discussed the initiative called Next Generation (NexGen) simulation 
models and proposed the idea of providing the user with a better means to visualise 
and understand the process being simulated, and to build more engineering expertise 
into the models themselves. With recent advances in programming languages, data,. 
bases, and hardware it is possible to develop models with tools to easily work with 
input data, simulation processes, and output results. These models could also benefit 
from web/intemet technology to run in a networked environment. Additionally, the 
database-integrated system offers flexibility in storing and retrieving the network con-
figuration, operational and output data. Due to object-oriented design of the model, 
it would be relatively easy to build an integrated modelling system and perform en-
hancements to the code with minimum effort. For example, a comprehensive irrigation 
management system could be developed around the canal hydraulic model which takes 
inputs from reservoir operation and/or canal scheduling modules such as Area and 
Water Allocation Model (AWAM) (Smout and Gorantiwar, 2005). The 00 nature of 
the developed canal hydraulic model code provides reusable components for the fu-
ture development and allows it to readily benefit from the new advances in numerical 
schemes. 
After the first web page written in 1990, the world has seen an exponential growth 
in the use of intemet (http://www.zakon.org/robert/internet/timelinel).This 
proliferation of intemet and the World Wide Web (WWW) calls for the development 
of web-based hydraulic models which could be run using standard web browsers and 
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a robust back-end to manage the data. Velickov et al. (1998) have described briefly 
the use of Common Gateway Interface (CGI), ActiveX and Java technologies in remote 
modelling, distributed computing and collaborative decision-making. Jolma (1998) has 
reported development of the Rosa system for a reservoir operation using a Java-based 
client. These kind of technologies will help end-users to set up their own models, execute 
them and analyse the model's results from their offices and homes using the internet. 
Thus, the philosophy of a development of the new model stems from the possible 
migration of such a stand-alone model to a web-based one. It will be relatively easy 
task to develop a web interface around the existing database-driven Java-based model 
enabling multiple end-users to run the model simultaneously over the internet. Keeping 
this in mind, it was decided to use Java! and MySQL2 as a preferred development 
platform with a Concurrent Versions System3 (CVS) back-bone for the version control 
of the code. 
Java has attracted the scientific computing community because of its simple object-
oriented model and features like portability, safety, automatic garbage collection, and 
multi-threading (Biount and Chatterjee, 1999). An effective database management 
system has always been a high priority for modelling systems. MySQL is the world's 
most popular open-source relational database management system (RDBMS). Its speed, . 
scalability and reliability makes it suitable for small to medium sized databases (http: 
/ /www.mysql.com). Discussion on object-oriented programming languages, relational 
databases, CVS and a rationale behind selecting Java and MySQL is presented in the 
Chapter 3. 
1.1.2 Aims and Objectives 
The principal alm of this research is to develop an object-oriented hydraulic simulation 
model for canal irrigation networks using a FVM with use of high-resolution shock 
1 Java is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc., USA 
'MySQL is a trademark of MySQL AB, Sweden 
3CVS is available under GNU General Public License (GPL) 
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capturing techniques. The model has been developed to specifically address the needs 
of rotational irrigation systems. 
Thus, the study aims at development of a 00 model for hydraulic simulation of 
canal irrigation networks, referred to as CanalFlow, with the following objectives: 
• Design and develop a FVM based model for hydraulic simulation of irrigation 
canals using modern shock capturing techniques and object-oriented technology; 
• Simulate flow conditions in the canal network for both steady and unsteady state, 
based on a water delivery schedule; 
• Design and develop a database strncture for the efficient storage and retrieval of 
the necessary data and integrate the developed model with the database; and 
• Test and validate the developed model for various flow scenaxios. 
1.2 Thesis Structure 
This thesis is divided into the following chapters: 
• Chapter 1 provides an introduction and sets a stage for the subsequent chapters. 
• Chapter 2 provides detailed discussion on vaxious issues in operating canal ir-
rigation networks, role of hydraulic simulation models in solving these issues, 
numerical methods and their attributes. It also discusses several hydraulic sim-
ulation softwaxes and their underlying numerical methods ending with a short 
discussion on testing and validation of the softwaxe. 
• Chapter 3 is on computer softwaxe and modelling with short discussion on pro-
gramming languages, object-oriented programming techniques, Java, relational 
databases, MySQL, reasons behind selecting Java and MySQL and use of CVS 
in this reseaxch. 
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• Chapter 4 is on the theory behind the model, governing equations, solution of 
governing equations using finite-volume method, high-resolution methods and 
discussion on initial and boundary conditions. 
• Chapter 5 is on the design methodology of the software. The software design is 
explained with the help of class diagrams. It also provides good insight into the 
data model used for this research. 
• Chapter 6 describes the test strategy and description of the test cases used for 
this research with detailed results and discussion in Chapter 7. 
• Chapter 8 provides concluding remarks and discusses future enhancements. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Hydraulic Simulation Softwares 
and Numerical Solution Methods 
2.1 Introduction 
The objective of hydraulic simulation software is to create a flow situation in the model 
which is dynamically similar to a flow in the prototype. The prototype behavior is then 
inferred from appropriate quantities estimated by the software. The starting point of 
an hydraulic model is a mathematical model. A wide variety of flows are described 
by the mathematical models of a shallow-water type. These mathematical models 
consist of partial differential equations (PDE) along with the initial and boundary 
conditions. The mathematical description of the prototype is then transformed into 
concrete numerical algorithms and procedures in the model and then solved numerically 
by a computer. 
This chapter discusses the necessity of a canal hydraulic modelling, various problems 
faced in managing the canal networks, existing numerical methods, available hydraulic 
simulation softwares, testing and validation of these softwares. 
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The canal irrigation system delivers water from its source(s) to one or more points 
of outlets on the downstream side. A typical irrigation system consists of a main 
intake structure, a conveyance system, a distribution network, and a field application 
system as shown in Figure 2.1. Operation of sluice gates in a canal network controls the 
movement and behaviour of water in a canal system. The primary function of operation 
is to manage the changes in flow and depth throughout the canal system. Several 
methods for canal operation exist and they are described in detail in Clemmens and 
Replogle (1989). The method of operation determines the water level to be maintained 
in a canal pool in order to satisfy the user demands on the downstream side. A canal's 
recovery characteristics - the speed and manner in which the canal recovers to a steady 
state flow after a flow change - depends on the method of canal operation. 
One of the root causes of the poor performance of irrigation systems is the lack 
of scientiflc approach to their management. On most command areas served by a 
canal, water is poorly distributed over area and time. A common shortcoming is that 
tail-end users do not get sufficient water. If they are supplied, it may be insufficient 
and unreliable. Conversely, head-end users often get too much water, either because 
they have no choice or deliberately take water when they can and often more than 
needed (Mandavia, 1999). This phenomenon is common in rotational irrigation systems 
in South Asia and was reported by Mishra et al. (2001). 
The operation of an irrigation network becomes complicated due to the following: 
• Main canals range from tens to hundreds of kilometers and monitoring of dis-
charge and water level along the length of the canal is difficult. For example 
Sardar Sarovar Project (SSP) in India has a main canal of length 478 km and a 
distribution network of over 2750 km (http://www . sardarsarovardam. org); 
• The command area spreads across a large area and is located far away from the 
reservoir. In case of SSP, the distance of the farthest service area from the head 
works is about 1000 km; 
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C8:I ConITol Structure 
Figure 2.1: Plan view of a typical irrigation network showing a reservoir, main canal, 
control structures, distribution network and a field application system. 
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• Changes are made in the releases at the head of the canal in anticipation of the 
change of demand (closing ofrunning distributaries and opening of new ones, e.g., 
as for rotational water supply). The first aspect of this dynamic behaviour is the 
varying time delay between an upstream operation and the corresponding change 
in different locations of the system. Another aspect of this dynamic behaviour 
is the fact that transient flow takes place most of the time, leaving only short 
periods for steady flow. As an illustration, measurements made by International 
Irrigation Management Institute (HMI) on Kirindi Oya Right Bank Main Canal, 
Sri Lanka during 1991/92 on a 19 weeks period showed that steady flow periods 
accounted for less than 20% of the time (Kosuth, 1996); 
• Gates along the irrigation canal network are operated more or less simultaneously 
and generally independently by various operators, thus inducing upstream and 
downstream fluctuations in water levels and flows; and 
• Pumps may be operated along the canals to irrigate the command area at a higher 
elevation. 
These are some of the problems encountered in an irrigation network and in a no 
way an exhaustive list. Numerical hydraulic modelling of irrigation systems is a cost-
effective way of tackling the above-mentioned problems. The use of computer modelling 
in hydraulic simulation is an appropriate tool in improving canal operation and man-
agement by understanding the hydraulic behaviour of the system as a whole (ASCE, 
1993). Typically, with help of a hydraulic simulation model user will be able to, for 
instance, 
• Respond quickly to changes in delivery requirements throughout the system. A 
study concerned with a response of a canal system to various techniques of opera-
tion was carried out by Hamilton and DeVries (1986) using a hydraulic simuiation 
model. It was concluded that simulating alternative operational schemes would 
permit the determination of the most efficient method of the water delivery; 
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• Minimise adverse hydraulic transients during flow changes. The transients hap-
pen due to opening and closing of the gates. It was found that the wave reflection 
effects from fixed gates are significant and, in some situations, may cause embank-
ment erosion and bank overtopping (Misra et al., 1992). Gichuki et al. (1990) 
developed a hydraulic model to simulate transient flow conditions in branching 
canal networks; 
• Provide fast response in unusual or emergency operation conditions. For example, 
Grelle et al. (2003) used a hydraulic model to study the flow due to a structure 
failure on the new reach of the Canal du Centre in Belgium. The flows were 
studied on both sides of the failure - on the upstream side using the method of 
characteristics and on downstream side, using a finite-volume scheme with the 
approximate Riemann solver of Roe; and 
• Make reliable deliveries of predetermined amounts of water to satisfy demand in 
the command area. Mutua and Malano (2001) used the Dutch Flow (DUFLOW) 
model to simulate two alternative operational scenarios for the Pyramid Hill No. 
1 Channel, Australia and concluded that under simulated remote-manual con-
trol, the simulation results show that deviations between demand and supply are 
minimised for the entire period, thus enabling the water authority to satisfy the 
demand more closely. 
Canal hydraulic-models can also be used to understand the hydraulic behaviour of 
large and complex networks, to evaluate their performance and to improve the opera-
tion and management of such systems at a low cost. Kumar et al. (2002) performed 
analysis of the Right Bank Main Canal of Kangsabati Irrigation Project, India using 
Canal Management Software (CanaIMan) and concluded that overall excess irrigation 
water supply during just one season was 13.38% (or 40 million m3 in terms of the 
volume). For the same irrigation scheme Mishra et al. (2001) observed the decline in 
performance ratio along the length of a main canal. This shows that the distribu-
taries located at the head and middle reaches drew more than their share. Thus, in 
large scale irrigation system, it is quite difficult to visualise and control the flow at 
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various structures manually. This leads to inequity in water delivery, and a mismatch 
between supply and demand. Canal hydraulic models can help user to anticipate these 
inequities in a canal network. Some of the other performance indicators related to 
adequacy, equity, reliability and efficiency of the irrigation networks are explained in 
Ha1crow (1998). 
The main applications envisioned for unsteady-flow models are (ASCE, 1993; Hal-
crow, 1998) : 
1. Real-time control: Unsteady-flow models can be used in real-time to assist in 
controlling the flow in irrigation canals. It can be used ahead of time to determine 
what actions should be taken to provide proper control for a particular water 
delivery schedule. It could also be used to test the newly developed canal control 
algorithms. This application of hydraulic modelling is indispensable since the 
testing of canal control algorithms on real systems is in practice not possible. 
2. Gate scheduling: Unsteady flow models determine flow rates and water levels 
from known boundary conditions and gate settings. Gate openings are calculated 
to achieve desired water levels and flows in the system. 
3. Analysis: This includes analysis of the system characteristics, development and 
testing of operational plans and control strategies. In particular, it is important 
to understand the characteristics of the lateral and smaller branches of the canal 
system and their interaction with the main canal. One important aspect is the 
lag time required for changes in flow to be routed through the canal system. In 
the diverging nature of canal networks, even relatively slow changes in flow rate 
create transients that propagate throughout the entire system. 
4. Enhance performance: To evaluate the characteristics of existing or planned irri-
gation systems such as the in-storage capacity, physical constraints, incompatible 
and interfering structures, and storage reservoirs. Knowing these characteristics 
and thus taking them into consideration can greatly improve the operation and 
performance of the project. 
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5. Flood routing: To analyse the impact of floods which may enter irrigation systems 
and test the effectiveness of the available alternatives to route the flood waves 
through the system in order to prevent or minimise the damage. 
6. Maintenance: To assess the effect of improper or lack of maintenance such as 
weed growth, sedimentation, malfunctioning or damaged structures on system 
operation and performance. 
7. Modernisation: To assist in system rehabilitation and modernisation studies by 
assessing the improvement in system performance due to modified canal sections 
and control structures. 
8. Training: To train design engineers and system operators on the basic principles 
of unsteady flow in open channels and the consequences of changes made in sys-
tem design and operation on the flow and water levels in the system. The better 
understanding of such issues by design and operation engineers should help them 
make better designs and plan more effective and achievable operational proce-
dures. 
2.3 Problems Unique to Modelling Irrigation Networks 
Most of the unsteady simulation engines developed previously (listed in Table 2.1, page 
45) were meant for river and sewer studies. Irrigation canal networks are somewhat 
different from river or other open-channel networks for the following reasons: 
• Canals generally branch out in the downstream direction while rivers converge; 
• Type of structures in use and the type of operations of these structures. These 
control structures are extremely important model elements and nearly all branch 
points are controlled by structures; and 
• Dynamic gate control and pump operations. 
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Thus, the computational environment for canal simulation is much more demanding due 
to extreme variability and unsteadiness of the flow. Further, complications arise because 
of the following flow scenarios which could be encountered (adapted from ASCE (1993); 
Holly and Merkley (1993) to explain various flow scenarios): 
1. Dry-bed flow: Filling and emptying of the canals occur regularly in many 
irrigation systems. Dry bed flow involves both the advance of water in an empty 
canal, and the subsequent dewatering of the canal after inflow is discontinued. 
This flow situation is common in a rotational irrigation system where canals 
are operated for a certain fixed duration and then closed until the next cycle of 
irrigation (own experience). Thus, this situation is an important consideration in 
unsteady hydraulic modelling. 
2. Mixed-regime flow: Transition from sub-critical to super-critical flow regime or 
vice-versa is a common situation in a canal system. Super-critical flow is always 
accompanied by a downstream hydraulic jump (discontinuity), or a free overfall 
caused by an abrupt drop in the canal bed. When both super- and sub-critical 
flows exist within a given canal reach, a mixed flow regime results, and mathemat-
ical simulation of the hydraulics becomes more complex. Within a canal reach, 
the transition between super-critical and sub-critical flow is manifested by a dis-
continuity in the water surface, and also in the solution to the governing hydraulic 
equations. This discontinuity is called a hydraulic jump, and is characterised by 
a large-scale localised turbulence and a consequent loss of energy. 
3. Reversing flow: Flow reversal is a common occurrence in tidal-estuary mod-
elling, and in irrigation or power canals, in which rapid gate movements can cause 
local flow reversal. The situation arises in flow through hydraulic structures, es-
pecially free-flowing ones such as weirs. 
4. Gate submergence: Irrigation canal systems use hydraulic structures to control 
flow. These structures could be vertical or radial gates, which behave as orifices 
under most operating conditions. Depending on the specific physical details of 
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such gate, and the conditions upstream and downstream, the flow regime may be 
free or submerged. A discharge discontinuity usually results when the flow regime 
through a gate changes from free to submerged, or vice-versa. This discharge dis-
continuity can introduce hydraulic instabilities in a real system. It can also cause 
numerical instability in an unsteady-flow model. Another problem occurs when 
a gated structure is opened to a level above the water surface. In this case the 
structure behaves as a channel constriction (non-orifice flow condition) instead of 
an orifice. Submerged weirs also behave as channel constrictions. The modelling 
of these constrictions requires the application of a different algebraic equation to 
relate flow depth with discharge at the structure, and the form of the equation is 
such that convergence of the overall numerical solution is complicated. When the 
regime changes back to that of orifice flow, there will be a sharp discontinuity in 
simulated flow levels and discharge through the structure. 
5. Inverted siphons and culverts: Inverted siphons and culverts usually appear 
in a canal model as short computational reaches that obey specialised hydraulic 
laws for the particular structure. These laws are the rather straightforward pipe-
flow equations with appropriate entrance, exit, and friction losses when siphons 
or culverts are flowing full with submerged inlets and outlets. The flow may be 
partially surcharged and partially free surface when the inlets/outlets are par-
tially submerged or free flowing. The computational problem arises from the 
near impossibility of incorporating such detailed and dynamically changing hy-
draulics in the required two equations (continuity and momentum) between the 
computational points at the ends of the computational reach. It is especially im-
portant to be able to reproduce the energy loss associated with a hydraulic jump; 
and this cannot properly be done through ad hoc adjustment of loss or discharge 
coefficients, especially in a dynamic environment. The only solution may be to 
implement as complete a description of the conduit hydraulics as possible, as a 
subcomponent of the simulation code. 
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6. Canal networks: Irrigation canal systems always form a network of channels. 
Solution algorithms for tree-like or dendritic branched networks are a generalisa-
tion of single-channel algorithms. The primary feature is compatibility conditions 
at channel junctions, comprising mass and energy (or momentum) conservation 
relations. The computational problem becomes much more difficult in multiply-
connected, looped or meshed networks, in which there is no unique computational 
path from one boundary point to another. In canal systems, these loops may arise 
simply from the multiple flow paths through a composite structure (controlled 
gate, fixed gate, overflow weir), or they may arise from a true canal loop. Algo-
rithms implemented in existing models assume complete hydraulic connectivity 
along any path between two junctions. It means there is a continuous relation-
ship among the water levels and discharges at each end of all the computational 
reaches comprising the path. This is assured as long as these obey the St Venant 
equations, but may not be true across structures such as free-flowing weirs or 
sluice gates, especially during dynamic fiow reversal. 
7. Control system interaction: Numerical modelling is finding increasing appli-
cation to problems of real-time automated control of canal systems. Simulation 
codes for such applications must have the capability of communicating, or inter- . 
facing, with automatic (rule-based programmed procedures) or manual (console-
driven inputs) commands to change gate positions, pump speeds and turnout 
discharges at regular intervals during the simulation. The mechanics of this in-
teraction are straightforward; it is simply a matter of endowing a code with the 
ability to pause, display the hydraulic and physical states of the network, acquire 
possible changes to the physical configuration and boundary conditions, and im-
plement these changes in succeeding time steps prior to the next interruption. 
Implementation of multithreads in such a code will allow the program to con-
tinue regardless, with the user able to regulate control structures in the same, 
one would play a game using a handheld device connected to the console (idea 
emerged during discussion with my Supervisor). This type of code would be 
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ideal for training purposes. But in such operations it is essential to maintain the 
computational efficiency and robustness of the underlying computational scheme. 
Details of mathematical formulation of the flow structures, junctions in a canal 
network and boundary conditions are provided in the Section 4.6.2. 
2.4 Numerical Methods 
The majority of numerical methods to solve the shallow water equations (SWE) fall 
in one of the following categories: Method of characteristics (MoC), Finite difference 
method (FDM), Finite element method (FEM) and Finite volume method (FVM). 
Numerical solution of the equation provides answers at discrete points in the domain 
called as grid points. The governing equations are approximated in order to obtain the 
solution. Anderson, .Jr. (1995) defines discretisation as: 
A process by which a closed-form mathematical expression, such as function 
or a differential or integral equation involving functions, all of which are 
viewed as having an infinite continuum of values throughout some domain, 
is approximated by analogous (but different) expressions which prescribe 
values at only a finite number of discrete points or volumes in the domain. 
In short, it is the process of expressing general flow laws, written for a continuous 
medium, in terms of discrete values at finite number of points in the flow field. Dis-
cretised flow laws are then numerically solved to furnish solutions, i. e., flow depth and 
discharge. 
The objective of this section is to review the numerical methods, in brief, before 
discussing the hydraulic simulation softwares. The softwares discussed in the Section 
2.6 use one of these numerical methods. It also sets a background for much of the 
model theory discussed in Chapter 4. 
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2.4.1 Method of Characteristics 
Method of Characteristics (MoC), known to have many physically and theoretically 
appealing features, was first developed by Massau in 1889 for graphical integration 
of the unsteady open-channel flow equations (Lai, 1986). The objective is to fill the 
(x, t) plane with characteristics so that the dependent vaxiables are defined at the 
intersection of these characteristics. This method was among the first to be used in 
numerical modelling of unsteady open-channel flow (Amein, 1966). The two basic 
numerical schemes emerged were the grid of characteristics (GC) and the specified 
time interval (STI) schemes (Lai, 1988). The close relationship between physical and 
mathematical properties makes this method a useful tool in analyzing the complex 
problem of unsteady flow. The method is generally considered to be more accurate 
than others and is sometimes used to provide a yardstick for comparison (Lai, 1986). 
However, the method fails if hydraulic bores are present because of the complications 
introduced by shock interaction and reflection (Liggett and Cunge, 1975). 
This method is widely referred by various authors (Abbott and Verwey, 1970; 
Baltzer and Lai, 1968; Burt, 1990; Price, 1974; Rogers and Merkley, 1993; Sivalo-
ganathan, 1974; Strelkoff, 1970; Terzidis and Strelkoff, 1970) and discussed in detail by 
Abbott (1966, 1975) and Liggett and Cunge (1975). As seen from Table 2.1 on page 45, 
Unsteady Model (USM) is the only known canal hydraulic simulation software which 
uses MoC. Although MoC is not used to calculate the flow and water levels within 
channels in this research, it is required for the correct application of boundary condi-
tions for the explicit method adopted by CanalFlow. This is discussed in more detail 
in the Section 4.6.2. 
2.4.2 Finite Difference Method 
In FDM, the partial derivatives in the governing equations are replaced by approximate 
algebraic difference quotients, where the algebraic difference quotients are expressed 
strictly in terrns of the flow-field vaxiables at two or more of the discrete grid points. 
Thus the laws describing the evolution of the continuum are replaced by algebraic finite 
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difference relationships. Most common finite-difference representations of derivatives 
are based on Taylor's series expansions. There are various ways in which derivatives 
and integrals are expressed by discrete functions called finite difference schemes (Cunge 
et al., 1980). Some of the FDM schemes used in canal hydraulic models are implicit 
Preissmann four-point (Cunge et al., 1980), Abbott-Ionescu (Abbott and Basco, 1989), 
and Delft Hydraulics Laboratory (Cunge et al., 1980) scheme. It is apparent from Table 
2.1 that 60% of the models listed there use Preissmann's scheme, thus, making it most 
widely used numerical scheme. 
The implementation of FDM is straightforward and well-defined with several prac-
tical applications demonstrating the feasibility of the approach (Aureli et al., 2000). 
The main utility of the finite difference formulation resides in its simplicity for devel-
oping new numerical schemes (specially in I-D) that later can be generalised to finite 
volumes and several dimensions (Wang et al., 2000). Classical implicit finite-difference 
schemes, such as Preissmann, are commonly used (Clemmens et al., 1993; Cunge et al., 
1980; DeLong et al., 1997; Franz and Me1ching, 1997; Holly and Parrish Ill, 1993; 
Malaterre and Baume, 1997; Merkley, 1997; Schuurmans, 1993; USACE, 2001) but 
they are highly inaccurate in modeiling discontinuous flow, and have indiscriminate 
space-difference approximations in sub-critical and super-critical regions (Delis et al., 
2000). The Preissmann scheme is shown to be invalid for trans-critical flow conditions, 
which is of practical interest in irrigation networks (Meselhe and Holly, 1997). Usually 
the convective terms from the momentum equation are reduced or totally dropped when 
Preissmann scheme is applied to the trans-critical flow. Thus, to study the performance 
and stability ofPreissmann and Abbott-Ionescu schemes in handling super-critical flow, 
Kutija (1993) developed four models. These were: 
i. full equations and a two-point boundary condition at the upstream end; 
ii. mass and a reduced Bernoulli equation with a one point boundary condition at 
each end; 
iii. mass and fully-reduced momentum equation with a one point boundary condition 
at each end; and 
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iv. mass and partly-reduced momentum equation with a one point boundary condi-
tion at each end. 
It was concluded that results were worst (as compared with other three methods) 
when the momentum equation was used with a fully-reduced convective term, while 
the method with a part-reduction of convective term (corresponding to the convective 
term of the Bernoulli equation) yielded good results. 
Several finite-difference schemes satisfying conservative and shock-capturing prop-
erties have appeared in literature, originally for Euler equations of gas dynamics (Roe, 
1981). These schemes when extended to a higher order of accuracy for enhanced shock 
resolution, employ sophisticated techniques to obtain smooth solutions and one class 
of such schemes is referred to as Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) schemes (Fiedler 
and Ramirez, 2000). Delis et al. (2000) showed that the modified flux linearised conser-
vative implicit (LCI) and monotonic upstream-centered scheme for conservation laws 
(MUSCL) TVD were able to cope with all steady cases of sub-critical and mixed regime 
flows with strong discontinuities. 
MacCormack and TVD finite-difference schemes have been used by several authors: 
Fiedler and Ramirez (2000) reported a MacCormack finite difference scheme to simulate 
two-dimensional overland flow with spatially variable infiltration and micro-topography 
using the hydrodynamic flow equations; Burguete and Garcia-Navarro (2001) pre-
sented high-resolution TVD schemes to solve shallow water flow with a source term; 
Delis and Skeels (1998) used variety of finite difference TVD schemes, viz., second-
order symmetric, second-order upwind, predictor-corrector and the MUSCL scheme 
to model flow in open channels; Liska and Wendroff (1999) presented finite-difference 
schemes on uniform rectangular mesh and trapezoidal mesh for two-dimensional shal-
low water equations. The authors have applied Lax-Wendroff, Lax-Friedrichs and 
weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) composite schemes to the SWEs (Liska 
and Wendroff, 1999). Macchione and Morelli (2003) compared the performance of 
first-order and TVD second-order upwind flux difference splitting schemes, first-order 
and second-order space-centered schemes with the TVD artificial viscosity term. The 
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schemes were applied to the dam-break cases in a dry frictionless horizontal chan-
nel, in a dry, rough and sloping channel and in a non-prismatic channel. Mohapatra 
and Bhallamudi (1996) presented a MacCormack finite-difference scheme to simulate 
a dam-break flow in channel transitions. Tseng (1999) presented Wgh-resolution non-
oscillatory shock-capturing finite-difference schemes to solve steady and unsteady one-
dimensional flow with steep waves in channel. Further, Tseng and Chu (2000b) reported 
a finite-difference predictor-corrector TVD scheme for the computation of unsteady one-
dimensional dam-break flows. Numerical modelling of open channel flows using explicit 
finite difference schemes is constrained by the Courant, Ftiedrichs, and Lewy (CFL) 
stability criteria which limits the time step. To overcome this limitation Yost and Rao 
(2000) introduced multiple grid algorithm coupled with a second-order accurate Mac-
Cormack scheme. In a multiple grid algorithm, time marching is accompanied by a 
spatial marching. At any time level, the solution is marched over progressively from a 
fine grid to a coarse grid level. TWs was the first attempt to use this algorithm to solve 
a flow problem with moving shock fronts. 
2.4.3 Finite Element Method 
In the FEM, solutions are approximated by either eliminating the differential equation 
completely (steady state problems), or rendering the PDE into an equivalent ordinary 
differential equation, which is then solved using standard techniques such as finite dif-
ferences. The FEM relies upon a variational formulation (Zienkiewich and Taylor, 2000) 
of the governing equations. Its main advantage stems from its rigorous mathematical 
foundation that allows error to be estimated from the results (explained in detail in 
Zienkiewich and Taylor (2000)). However, it is conceptually more difficult and far fewer 
authors choose this option (Alcrudo, 2002). The program TELEMAC (Hervouet and 
Petit jean, 1999; Hervouet et al., 2000) was one of the first to be applied to dam-break 
modelling using the finite element method. Hanke (1998) has successfully used a semi-
discrete finite element method for the computation of transient shallow water flows 
and applied the method to dam break flood propagation in experimental flumes and to 
solve irrigation problems (Hauke, 2002). A discontinuous Galerkin FEM is described 
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by Aizinger and Dawson (2002) for the supercritical, river inflows and tidal flows as 
well as for contaminant transport. Aronica et al. (1998) presented a hyperbolic model 
for the simulation of flood wave propagation on initially dry land and Heniche et al. 
(2000) developed a model to simulate two-dimensional free surface flow in rivers and 
estuaries with drying and wetting using the Eulerian method to predict the position of 
the moving boundary. Quecedo and Pastor (2002) showed how classical finite element 
formulation can be used to solve the wetting drying problem in an efficient manner and 
Ribeiro et al. (2001) implemented the generalised residual minimum (GMRES) itera-
tive solver using an edge-based data structure. When used to perform matrix-vector 
product operations, the edge-by-edge formulation results in a remarkable improvement 
in the performance over a conventional element-by-element technique, in terms of the 
memory and CPU requirements. Sheu and Fang (2001) developed a high-resolution 
Taylor-Galerkin finite element model to simulate SWEs for bore wave propagation in 
2-D. Shock-capturing has been achieved using flux-corrected transport filtering tech-
nique which is similar to the one discussed in the Section 2.4.5. 
2.4.4 Finite Volume Method 
Finite-volume schemes solve the integral form of the shallow water equations in com-
putational cells. Instead of point-wise approximations at grid points, the FVM divides 
the domain into grid cells and approximates the cell average of a function, which is 
the total integral divided by the volume of the cell (Leveque, 2002). These values are 
modified in each time step by the flux through the edges of the grid cells. It is essential 
to determine good numerical flux functions that approximate the correct fluxes reason-
ably well, based on the approximate cell averages. One of the methods of evaluating 
fluxes at cell faces is by solving a Riemann problem, which is discussed in the Section 
4.3. 
FVMs have several advantages over FDM and FEM approaches. FVMs combine 
the simplicity of FDMs with the geometric flexibility of FEMs (Mingham and Causon, 
1998). Thus, the methods can be applied using an unstructured grid system as FEM; 
generally FVM needs less computational effort than FEM. FVM is based on the integral 
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form of the conservation equations, thus a scheme in conservative form can easily be 
constructed to capture shock waves (shock-capturing property). By discretisation of the 
integral form of the conservation equations, the mass and momentum remain conserved, 
exactly. As discussed earlier, the key problem in FVM is to estimate the normal 
flux through each cell interface and methods which estimate this flux should handle 
the intrinsic directional property of signal propagation in the SWEs. For example, 
in I-D unsteady, sub-critical flow, information propagates from both upstream and 
downstream, whilst, in super-critical flow, information propagates from upstream side 
only. Methods capable of doing so are those which employ Riemann solvers (which 
solve the Riemann problem and discussed in the Section 4.3). When used in FVM, the 
Riemann solver is especially suitable for capturing flow discontinuities which arise in 
a dam break, bore wave propagation in a channel, or rapid opening and closing of a 
sluice gate (Mingham and Causon, 2000). As already discussed in the Section 2.3 of 
this chapter, these flow situations are common in canal irrigation networks. 
In last ten years, FVM has been widely used to solve problems in the field of 
hydraulic engineering. Few examples in the literature which refer to solving I-D, 2-D 
problems using FVM are: 
.• Dam~break (Brufau and Garcia-Navarro, 2000; Caleffi et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2003, 
2005; Nujic, 1995; Tseng et al., 2001; Valiani et al., 2002); 
• Hydraulic jump and bore waves (Glaister, 1995; Hu et al., 1998; Yoon and Kang, 
2004; Zhou and Stansby, 1999); 
• Roll waves (Zanuttigh and Lamberti, 2002b); 
• Trans-critical flow in channels (Causon et al., 1999; Tseng, 1999); 
• Tidal wave propagation (Bermudez et al., 1998; Chippada et al., 1998); 
• Urban runoff (Sanders et al., 2001); 
• Actual river flow problem (Caleffi et al., 2003; Capart et al., 2003; Goutal and 
Maurel, 2002; SchuIz and Steinebach, 2002); and 
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• Simulation of flow over wet/dry beds (Yoon and Kang, 2004; Zoppou and Roberts, 
1999) and in prismatic/non-prismatic channels (Sanders, 2001). 
As seen from the list, the FVM has been applied to solve a variety of hydraulic 
engineering problems but no known reference in the literature exist where a FVM 
based high-resolution model has been developed for the hydraulic simulation of a canal 
irrigation network. However, Zoppou and Roberts (1999) and Erduran et al. (2002) 
have applied their model for a single irrigation channel to test the ability of the model 
to simulate a wetting and drying phenomena. 
2.4.5 High-Resolution Methods 
The shallow water mathematical model is a set of hyperbolic PDEs that typically 
represents propagation phenomena. In order to correctly reproduce such physical 
phenomena, where flow variables may be discontinuous, upwind schemes were devel-
oped (Hirsch, 2002). A family of methods that belong to this class is the Godunov-type 
ones. In 1959, Godunov gave an exact solution of the Riemann problem. The Riemann 
problem is defined as a standard shock-wave problem describing the interaction of two 
different constant-property states (for example depth and velocity) and the methods in 
which a numerical solution is built up from a series of elementary Riemann problems 
at cell interfaces are called Riemann solvers. Riemann solvers are discussed in detail 
in Hirsch (2002), Leveque (2002), and Toro (2001). Riemann solvers can be classi-
fied based on their solution as exact and approximate solver. Exact Riemann solvers 
are more accurate but computationally more expensive. Roe's approximate Riemann 
solver (Roe, 1981) has led the way to many others (Brufau and Garcia-Navarro, 2000; 
Delis et al., 2000; Hu et aI., 1998; Nujic, 1995; Sanders, 2002; Valiani et al., 2002) while 
the exact Riemann solver is used by Alcrudo and Benkhaldoun (2001), Karelsky et al. 
(2000), and Zanuttigh and Lamberti (2002a). The exact Riemann solver used in this 
research is described in the Section 4.4.2, page 91. The Riemann solvers like Osher, 
HLL, HLLC exist and are discussed elsewhere (Erduran et al., 2002; Toro, 2001). 
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There have been two approaches to computing solutions containing discontinuities: 
the shock-fitting approach and the shock-capturing approach (Toro, 2001). In the shock-
fitting approach, discontinuities are fitted or tracked explicitly and are regarded as inter-
nal boundaries across which appropriate jump conditions are imposed. The governing 
PDEs are solved by a method suitable for smooth flows away from these boundaries. 
The major advantage of this approach is that discontinuities are computed as true dis-
continuities and the disadvantage is that they become too complicated or impossible 
to apply in case of complex wave interaction and multiple dimensions. In the shock-
capturing approach, a single numerical scheme is used for the complete domain and 
shock waves and other discontinuities emerge as a part of the complete solution. The 
main advantage of this approach is simplicity and generality while the disadvantage 
is that the discontinuities are not computed as true discontinuities, instead they are 
smeared or spread over a number of computing cells. 
The name shock-capturing is generic and it refers to the numerical methods that 
have the ability to automatically deal with all flow features in the flow. A successful 
new class of shock-capturing numerical methods is called as high-resolution methods. 
These methods are blend of low- and high-order methods, such that oscillations are 
avoided but high-order accuracy is obtained in smooth parts. 
Some authors still rely upon shock-fitting technique, for instance Holdahl et al. 
(1999) but the outstanding majority use shock capturing techniques. With the advent 
of high-resolution algorithms, viz., TVD, ENO, WENO, during the 1990s (although 
the techniques had formerly been applied in the field of aerodynamics) shock fronts 
can be easily computed with high accuracy and robustness. They are mainly based 
on Riemann solvers, either exact or approximate. However, the Roe's method through 
different adaptations to the SWE is still the most widely used approach as a shock 
capturing operator. In order to achieve second order accurate space discretisations 
some form of interpolation is needed (either based on the flux or on the variables, 
MUSCL-type) and these must maintain monotonicity or preserve total variation in 
order that the solution be free from spurious wiggles (Hubbard, 1999; Jha et al., 2001; 
Mingham and Causon, 1998, 2000; Sanders, 2001; Sanders and Bradford, 2002; Tseng 
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and Chu, 2000a,b). Thus, the concept of limiters is introduced. High-resolution limiters 
used in this research are discussed in the Section 4.5.1, page n6. 
2.5 Attributes of Numerical Solution Techniques 
In this section, various attributes of the numerical solution techniques, viz., applicabil-
ity, accuracy, convenience and robustness are described: 
• Applicability refers to the range of system geometries and flow regimes that the 
technique is designed to handle. Examples of the system geometry are control 
gates, cross-section, pumps, channel branches, and looped networks. Examples of 
flow regimes are backwater effects, entry of water into a dry channel, dewatering a 
sloping channel with upstream inflow cut off, flow overtopping gates, a hydraulic 
jump downstream of a free flowing gate, supercritical flow, and bores. 
• Accuracy in a model means that the values of depth and discharge it predicts 
are sufficiently close to the physical reality to be useful. The model, if allowed to 
run indefinitely with constant and equal inflow and outflow must converge to a 
steady-state solution, without adding or losing water. Ultimately, the best test 
of accuracy for a theoretically sound model run within its range of applicability 
is agreement with field and/or laboratory tests. 
• Convenience refers to the degree of user intervention needed to achieve a solution. 
For example, adjustment of numerical parameters should not be needed to prevent 
a program from aborting under developing flow conditions. 
• Associated with convenience is the attribute of robustness. A robust technique 
is one that does not produce sawtooth fluctuations in the numerical results, even 
under severe flow conditions. Fragile techniques are likely to develop sawtooth 
profiles. A saw-toothed solution for depth is likely to drop below zero at some 
point, usually resulting in an aborted simulation, since depth appears in the 
equations typically to a non-integer or negative power (Streikoff and Falvey, 1993). 
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• Other attributes like Implementability, computational efficiency, memory require-
ments and user friendliness are equally important. The numerical solution tech-
nique should be easy to formulate and code and at the same time be efficient in 
terms of memory and processor time. 
Thus, the numerical solution technique used to develop the model should be applicable 
to a variety of flow conditions, should be accurate in estimating the flow parameters 
and convenient to use. Finally, the technique should be easy to implement using some 
programming language, the developed code should execute quickly, should have small 
memory requirements, use modular construction, and provide convenient method to 
input the data and present the output which can be interpreted in relatively short 
time (Lai, 1986). 
2.6 Hydraulic Simulation Softwares 
In 1987, the Irrigation and Drainage Division of ASCE presented a symposium on Plan-
ning, Operation and Rehabilitation of Irrigation Water Delivery Systems (Zimbelman, 
1987). One topic of focus was irrigation water distribution system management, and 
basic technical details on water-control hardware and strategies were provided. As a 
result of this symposium, an ASCE task committee was formed in 1989 to evaluate and 
examine unsteady flow simulation models. The committee was interested primarily in 
the models' ability to simulate water level and flow variations in canal systems with a 
variety of gates and weirs. A special issue of the Journal of Irrigation and Drainage 
Engineering (119(4), July/August, 1993} presented the committee's findings, including 
a description and evaluation of the various unsteady flow programs. This special issue 
carried a review of five hydraulic models in use at that time. Since then new versions 
of some of these models were released and many more new softwares were available 
for the hydraulic simulation in an open-channel network. Thus, it was thought to be 
appropriate to review the existing hydraulic simulation softwares, look at their features 
and known limitations before embarking on the development of a new model. In short, 
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this section is a snapshot of hydraulic models developed and used in the last three 
decades. 
In this section, various hydraulic simulation softwares are discussed with a brief de-
scription of the software and underlying numerical solution technique provided. These 
models are classified based on their numerical method, system platform and availability. 
2.6.1 BRANCH 
BRANCH (Branch-Network Dynamic Flow Model) is a dynamic, one-dimensional model 
to simulate steady or unsteady flow in a single open-channel reach (branch) or through-
out a system of branches (network) connected in a dendritic or looped pattern (http: 
!!smig.usgs.gov!SMIC!). BRANCH is applicable to a wide range of hydrologic sit-
uations wherein flow and transport are governed by time-dependent forcing functions. 
BRANCH is particularly suitable for the simulation of flow in complex geometric con-
figurations involving regular or irregular cross sections of channels having multiple in-
terconnections, but can be easily used to simulate flow in a single, uniform open channel 
reach. Typical uses of the model encompass the assessment of flow and transport in 
upland rivers in which flows are highly regulated or backwater effects are evident, or 
in coastal networks of open channels wherein flow and transport are governed by the 
interaction of freshwater inflows, tidal action, and meteorological conditions. Surface-
and ground-water interactions can be simulated by the coupled BRANCH and United 
States Geological Survey (USGS) modular, three-dimensional, finite difference ground-
water flow (MODFLOW) models, referred to as MOD BRANCH. 
The BRANCH model uses a weighted four-point, implicit, finite difference approx-
imation of the unsteady-flow equations. Flow equations are formulated, using water 
level and discharge as dependent variables; to account for non-uniform velocity distrib-
ution through the momentum Boussinesq coefficient, to accommodate flow storage and 
conveyance separation, to treat pressure differentials due to density variations, and to 
include a surface wind stress. The extended form of the St Venant equations is formu-
lated so as to provide a high degree of flexibility for simulating diverse flow conditions 
produced by varied forcing functions in channels of variable cross-sectional properties. 
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Sub-division of branches into segments of unequal lengths is accommodated by the 
finite-difference technique and the implicit solution scheme permits computations at 
large time steps. 
2.6.2 Canal CAD 
Canal CAD (Holly and Parrish Ill, n.d.) was the first unsteady flow simulation soft-
ware developed primarily to test automatic canal control algorithms (Clemmens et al., 
2005). It is essentially a menu-driven front end to the unsteady simulation model 
CARlMA (Holly and Parrish III, 1993), which is discussed in the Section 2.6.4. Canal-
CAD simulates both steady and unsteady flow in canal systems with manual or au-
tomatic gates. Hydrodynamic channel computations are based on the full, dynamic, 
one-dimensional St Venant equations. The hydrodynamic simulator is a mature appli-
cation designed originally to model extensive riverine systems. CanalCAD comprises 
the synthesis of a mature, reliable dynamic-equation solver; a menu-driven interface 
for canal definition and results processing; and user-customized access to gate-control 
algorithms. CanalCAD is designed for the design, analysis, and operation of irrigation 
canals comprising sub critical flow in a single in-line system of pools and appurtenant 
structures including turnouts, in-line weirs, check structures, culverts and off-line stor-
age reservoirs. The system supports a high degree of user guidance in canal description 
and simulation post-mortem diagnosis. 
Canal CAD utilises simulation technology developed based on the algorithms de-
veloped by Cunge, Preissmann, Chevereau, Holly, and others at Societe Grenobloise 
d'Etudes et d'Applications Hydrauliques (SOGREAH), France. Computations are 
based on the full, dynamic, one-dimensional St Venant equations and utilise the Preiss-
man four-point implicit finite difference scheme. 
CanalCAD allows seamless inclusion of a user-supplied control algorithm for the 
control of gates by means of compiling and linking the user's FORTRAN subroutine 
into the simulator's binary code. This is done entirely from within CanalCAD by means 
of a few simple commands, so that the user need not attend to compiler set-up and 
management issues (other than installation). 
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2.6.3 CanaIMan 
CanaIMan (Canal Management Software) was developed for performing hydraulic sim-
ulations of unsteady flow in branching canal networks (Merkley, 1997). The model was 
designed for use in design, analysis, operational and training activities, thus the name 
CanalMan. The model can be used to simulate canal operations in a manual mode, and 
it can generate proposed operating schedules through a centralised automatic mode. 
Several common local gate automation schemes are also included in the model, and 
these can be easily selected and calibrated through the model interface. 
CanalMan implicitly solves an integrated form of the St Venant equations of conti-
nuity and momentum for one-dimensional unsteady open-channel flow. Computational 
nodes are used internally by the model, and they are automatically inserted along the 
length of a canal reach, between the system layout nodes. 
The model is highly interactive and includes integrated data editing capabilities, 
with numerous options for canal system configuration, hydraulic simulations, and out-
put of results. Canal networks are bnilt interactively by inserting and arranging nodes 
graphically in a system layout window on-screen, where nodes represent locations of 
flow control structures and channel bifurcations. Simulations can be started by filling 
an empty canal system, continuing a previous simulation, or from a specified steady 
or unsteady flow condition. The model will directly simulate the layout of most canal 
systems, including branching canals. 
The model cannot handle channel de-watering, rapid flow changes (such as bores 
and surges), negative flow at the structures, hydraulic jump and a supercritical flow. 
Looping canal systems are also not handled. The computational time step can be 
from one to ten minutes, in whole minutes. Channel cross-sections can be either circu-
lar, trapezoidal or specified coordinates. Trapezoidal sections can be non-symmetrical 
(that is, different side slopes on either side), and by specifying up to 16 cross-section 
coordinates one can work with cross-section of an arbitrary shape. However, the cross-
sectional shape and size can change from reach to reach, but not within a reach. Thus, 
the model does not handle non-prismatic or natural channel sections. However, in 
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many cases natural channels can be adequately approximated (for hydraulic modelling 
purposes) by a trapezoidal section, and "section change" structure types can be used 
to model some kinds of non-prismatic channels (Merkley, 1997). 
2.6.4 CARIMA 
The Calcul des Rivieres MailJees (CARlMA) code simulates unsteady free-surface flow 
in simple or multiply-connected systems ofrivers or canals (Holly and Parrish IH, 1993). 
CARlMA was originally developed as a batch code, and has most often been used in 
this form. However, an unsteady flow simulator based on CARlMA's one-dimensional 
algorithms, restricted to a single suite of prismatic canal pools, has been developed 
and embedded in the CanalCAD (Section 2.6.2) system for the design and analysis of 
canals with automatic control. 
The simulation uses the Preissmann implicit finite difference method for the so-
lution of the complete St Venant equations and appropriate equations for hydraulic 
structures. The topological generality of CARlMA (branched and looped network) 
naturally accommodates features like downstream influence across structures with no 
modification to governing hydraulic equations. The nonlinear algebraic equations re-
sulting from application of the Preissmann method are solved in a Newton-Raphson 
context, although a single iteration is generally sufficient. Special features of the code 
include automatic topology recognition, a user interface for fully implicit incorporation 
of specialised supervisory and global control schemes, without limitation on network 
complexity or size of data tables. 
2.6.5 DUFLOW 
DUFLOW (from "Dutch flow") is a software package for simulating one-dimensional un-
steady flow in open-channel systems (Clemmens et al., 1993). The main computational 
procedures in DUFLOW are based on IMPLIC, a main-frame-based FORTRAN pro-
gram. The program is designed for simple networks of channels with simple structures. 
The program is intended for use in all types of open channels, e.g., rivers, navigation 
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channels, drainage canals, and not just irrigation canals. It has a user interface for con-
veniently entering a description of the network conditions. Although the program can-
not handle some of the more-sophisticated modelling needs, viz., dry beds, automatic 
gates, it is useful for the first-time users of canal network software. DUFLOW is now 
part of the DuHow Modelling Studio (DMS), which is an integrated water management 
modelling system (http://www.mx-groep.nl/producten/Duflow /Duflow-web/). 
A four-point implicit Preissmann scheme is used to solve the complete St Venant 
equations of continuity and momentum. The user has an option of selecting the so-
lution either by linearised or fully non-linear versions of the equations, the non-linear 
being solved with a Newton-Raphson type scheme that starts from the linearised re-
sults. External and internai boundary conditions are expressed and solved within the 
Preissmann scheme. The linear set of equations is solved by Gaussian elimination. 
DUFLOW allows the user three options related to the flow inertia. The user can 
choose to retain the Froude term (inertia fully accounted for), omit the Froude term 
(zero-inertia), or restrict the Froude-term effect to not exceed frictional-resistance ef-
fects (damped). This term has a small impact for large, slow-moving irrigation canals, 
but it can be signiflcant for higher velocity canal flows. Removing the inertial term 
allows waves to travel only in the main flow direction, and it removes reflected waves 
from downstream structures as the flow is dominated by gravitational forces. 
2.6.6 FEQ 
The Full Equations (FEQ) model for the simulation of one-dimensional unsteady flow 
in open channels and through control structures was first developed in 1976 to model 
the Sanitary and Ship Canal, Chicago. FEQ simulates flow in a open-channel network 
by solving the full, St Venant equations for one-dimensional unsteady flow in open 
channels (Franz and Melching, 1997). The structure of the program is designed to 
follow the structure of a open-channel system while providing maximum generality and 
flexibility of description. A channel system that is simulated with FEQ is subdivided 
into three broad classes of flow paths: (1) channel reaches (branches), (2) parts of the 
channel system for which complete information on flow and depth are not required 
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(dummy branches), and (3) level-pool reservoirs. These components are connected by 
special features or hydraulic control structures, such as junctions, bridges, culverts, 
dams, waterfalls, spiJIways, weirs, side weirs and pumps. 
The principles of conservation of mass and momentum are used to calculate the flow 
and depth throughout the channel network resulting from known initial and boundary 
conditions with an Preissmann four-point implicit finite-difference scheme. 
2.6.7 FESWMS-2DH 
Finite Element Surface Water Modelling System: 2-Dimensional Flow in a Horizontal 
Plane (FESWMS-2DH) is a hydrodynamic modelling code that supports both super-
and sub-critical flow analysis, including area wetting and drying. The FESWMS model 
allows users to include weirs, culverts, drop inlets, and bridge piers in a standard 2D 
finite element model. It was developed to simulate surface water flow where motion is 
primarily horizontal. FESWMS was developed for and was sponsored by the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) (Froehlich, 2002). 
FESWMS-2DH is a modular set of computer programs developed to simulate surface-
water flow where the flow is essentially two-dimensional in a horizontal plane. The pro-
grams that comprise the modelling system have been designed specifically to analyse 
flow at bridge crossings where complicated hydraulic conditions exist, although the 
program can be used to model many other types of steady and unsteady surface-water 
flows. Three separate, but interrelated, programs form the core of the modelling sys-
tem: (1) The Data Input Module (DINMOD), (2) the Depth-Averaged Flow Module 
(FLOMOD), and (3) the Analysis of Output Module (ANOMOD). 
The numerical technique used to solve the governing equations is based on the 
Galerkin finite element method. Application of the finite element method begins by 
dividing the water body being modelled into smaller regions called elements. An ele-
ment can be either triangular or quadrangular in shape, the shapes that can easily be 
arranged to fit complex boundaries. The elements are defined by a series of node points 
at the element vertices, mid-side points, and for nine-node quadrilateral elements, at 
their centres. 
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Galerkin's finite element method weights the governing equations over the entire 
solution domain. The weighting process uses integration, which is carried out numeri-
cally using Gaussian quadrature on a single element. Repetition of the integration for 
all elements that comprise a solution region produces a system of nonlinear algebraic 
equations when the time derivatives are discretised. As the system of equations is non-
linear, an iterative solution procedure is needed and is computationally expensive since 
it is 2-D. 
2.6.8 FourPt 
Four Point (FourPt) is a numerical model for simulating unsteady, one-dimensional 
flow in networks of open channels (DeLong et al., 1997). Options particularly useful in 
tralning or prototyping include selection of governing equations (kinematic, diffusion, or 
dynamic), boundary-value perturbation, and user-programmable constraint equations. 
The model can simulate non-trivial concepts, such as flow in complex interconnected 
channel networks, meandering channels, hydraulic structures defined by unique three-
parameter relations, and density-driven flow. Channel geometry may be rectangular, 
trapezoidal, or irregular depending upon which of three channel-property modules is 
linked with the program. 
As implied by the name, FourPt uses the four-point implicit Preissmann scheme. 
Simultaneous equations are solved by Gaussian elimination using an indexed, asymmet-
ric, sparse-matrix solver that is particularly useful in application to large (hundreds of 
channels), complex networks of interconnected channels. All relations constraining 
unknown variables, discharge and water-surface elevation, at boundaries and channel 
junctions are implemented implicitly. The model is coded in FORTRAN 77, and data 
encapsulation is used extensively to simplify modification and to encourage the modi-
fication and use of FourPt modules by other programs and programmers. 
2.6.9 HEC-RAS 
Hydrologic Engineering Center-River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) is an integrated 
system of software, designed for interactive use in a multi-tasking, multi-user network 
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environment to perform one-dimensional steady/unsteady hydraulic calculations for a 
. full network of natural and constructed channels. It was developed by the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). The system comprises a graphical user interface, 
separate hydraulic analysis components, data storage and management capabilities, 
graphics and reporting facilities (Brunner, 2001a,b). 
The HEC-RAS system contains three one-dimensional hydraulic analysis compo-
nents for: (1) steady flow water surface profile computations; (2) unsteady flow sim-
ulation; and (3) movable boundary sediment transport computations. A key element 
is that all three components use a common geometric data representation and com-
mon geometric and hydraulic computation routines. In addition to the three hydraulic 
analysis components, the system contains several hydraulic design features that can be 
invoked once the basic water surface profiles are computed. 
The steady flow water surface profiles component is intended for calculating water 
surface profiles for steady gradually-varied flow. The system can handle a full net-
work of channels, a dendritic system, or a single river reach. The steady state flow 
component is capable of modelling sub-critical, super-critical, and mixed flow regime 
water surface profiles. The basic computational procedure is based on the solution of 
the one-dimensional energy equation. Energy losses are evaluated by friction (using 
Manning's equation) and contraction/expansion (using a coefficient multiplied by the 
change in velocity head). The momentum equation is utilized in situations where the 
water surface profile is rapidly-varied. These situations include mixed flow regime cal-
culations (Le., hydraulic jumps), hydraulics of bridges, and evaluating profiles at river 
confluences (stream junctions). Special features of the steady flow component include: 
multiple plan analysis; multiple profile computations; and multiple bridge and/or cul-
vert opening analysis. 
The unsteady flow simulation component of the HEC-RAS modelling system is 
capable of simulating one-dimensional unsteady flow through a full network of open 
channels. The unsteady flow equation solver is adapted from Dr. Robert L. Barkau's 
UNET model (discussed in the Section 2.6.18). This unsteady flow component was de-
veloped primarily for sub-critical flow regime calculations and it uses four-point implicit 
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finite difference scheme for solving 1-D unsteady fiow equations. 
2.6.10 Hivel-2D 
Hivel-2D is a free-surface, depth-averaged, two-dimensional model designed specifi-
cally for fiow fields that contain super-critical and sub-critical regimes as well as the 
transitions between the regimes. The model provides numerically stable solutions of 
advection-dominated flow fields containing shocks such as oblique standing waves and 
hydraulic jumps. HIVEL-2D is designed specifically to simulate fiow typical in high-
velocity channels (CHL, 1997) by Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory (CHL) of Wa-
terways Experiment Station, USA. This program has been incorporated into Surface 
Modeling System (SMS) (http://www.ems-Leom/). 
The model is a finite element description of the two-dimensional shallow-water equa,-
tions in a conservative form. The model does not include Coriolis or wind effects as 
these are typically not important in high-velocity channels. The shallow water par-
tial differential equations are solved using finite element method. The finite element 
approach taken is a Petrov-Galerkin formulation that incorporates a combination of 
the Galerkin test function and a non-Galerkin component to control oscillations due to 
convection. The system of non-linear equations is solved using the Newton-Raphson it-
erative method. Because HIVEL-2D is a two-dimensional model, it is computationally 
expensive compared to 1-D models. 
2.6.11 ISIS 
ISIS consists of range of software tools for modelling rivers and their catchments. Its 
complete open channel modelling solution models open channel systems containing 
loops, branches, floodplain conveyance and storage. It incorporates standard equa,-
tions and modelling techniques for structures including weirs, sluices, bridges, culverts, 
pumps, siphons, orifices and outfalls. Logical control of moving structures systems 
can be simulated either in full unsteady mode, or as an advanced steady state simula-
tion (http://www.wallingfordsoftware.com/produets/isis!).ISIS systems (qual-
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ity, sediment and probability distribution module) are jointly owned, developed and 
supported by Wallingford Software Ltd and Halcrow Group Ltd. 
ISIS is a one-dimensional, full hydrodynamic simulator for modelling flows and lev-
els in open channels and estuaries. It uses a classical four-point implicit Preissmann 
scheme to solve the St Venant equations. ISIS can model complex looped and branched 
networks, and is designed to provide a comprehensive range of methods for simulating 
flood plain flows. It incorporates both unsteady and steady flow solvers, with options 
that include simple backwaters, flow routing and full unsteady simulation. The simu-
lation engine provides a direct steady-state solver and adaptive time-stepping methods 
to optimise run-time and enhance model stability. 
2.6.12 Mike 11 
MIKE 11 is a professional engineering software package for the simulation of flows, 
water quality and sediment transport in estuaries, rivers, irrigation systems, channels 
and other water bodies (http://wwv.dhisoftware.com/mikell/).Itis a dynamic, 
user-friendly one-dimensional modelling tool for the detailed design, management and 
operation of both simple and complex river and channel systems. 
The Hydrodynamic module, which is the core of MIKE 11 contains an implicit, finite 
difference computation of unsteady flows in rivers and estuaries. The formulations can 
be applied to branched and looped networks and quasi two-dimensional flow simulation 
on flood plains. The computational scheme is applicable to vertically homogeneous flow 
conditions ranging from steep river flows to tidally influenced estuaries. Both sub- and 
super-critical flows can be described by means of a numerical scheme which adapts 
according to the local flow conditions. The complete non-linear equations of open 
channel flow (St Venant) are solved numerically between all grid points at specified 
time intervals subject to given boundary conditions. 
2.6.13 MODIS 
MODIS (from Modelling Drainage and Irrigation Systems), developed at Delft Uni-
versity, was developed to investigate the hydraulic performance of dynamic controlled 
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irrigation systems (Schuurmans, 1993). 
MODIS can run in various computational modes, varying from steady-state mode 
to a full dynamic mode, in which the complete St Venant equations are solved. The 
applied numerical solution technique is based on finite differences using the Preissmann 
implicit numerical scheme. This numerical method is of second-order accuracy in loca-
tion and nearly of second order in time (depending on the value of time-interpolation 
coefficient). The values of the nonlinear terms of the St Venant equations are assessed 
by interpolation between the known values at old and new time level. 
2.6.14 NOAH 
The Newcastle Object-Oriented Advanced Hydroinformatics (NOAH) modelling sys-
tems is an advanced modelling system for hydraulic networks under unsteady, predom-
inantly free surface flow conditions. NOAH 1-D incorporates the latest developments in 
information technology, the most up-to-date numerical algorithms and, object-oriented 
numerics (Kutija and Murray, 2002; Mm·ray, 2003) developed using Delphi 51. It pro-
vides steady and unsteady solutions for nearly horizontal flows in a network of chan-
nels/pipes and it takes a unified approach in dealing with river and sewer modelling. 
The solution is based on the full St Venant equations for flow along a channel or a pipe 
while continuity equation and water level compatibility conditions are solved at the 
junction. NOAH ID is built using the primary building blocks of channels and nodes 
to create cyclic and dendritic networks of the physical system. The system is GIS en-
abled, thus, the model building process and network visualisation is greatly enhanced. 
It also contains an automation module, which enables creation, control and running of 
complex models to be carried out easily. 
NOAH includes one staggered grid (Abbott-Ionescu scheme) (Abbott and Basco, 
1989) and two tri-diagonal solvers, a traditional classic dendritic solver and a Gener-
alised Elimination Algorithm (GEA) (Kutija, 1995). As such, NOAH is designed to 
support a variety of numerical schemes and solution methods. Thus, object structures 
1 Delphi is a trademark of Borland Software Corporation, USA 
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to support the Preissmann scheme on a non-staggered grid and the N ewC scheme (K u-
tija and Hewett, 2002) on a staggered grid are also available (Kutija and Murray, 2002). 
The GEA implements concepts derived from graph theory, and gives a general, uncon-
ditionally stable, accurate and fast method of solution for solving a flow problem in 
a network. This general network algorithm provides a fully-automated instantiation 
and control procedure for combined dendritic and looped networks providing solution 
speeds independent of network complexity. This novel approach consists of two main 
parts: the definition of the control mechanism and the actual calculation of the flow 
conditions. The control mechanism required to steer the calculation procedure is ob-
tained on the basis of the graph-theoretical approach. The calculation of flow conditions 
consists of two parts, the one for flow conditions in the dendritic part of the graph and 
the other for flow conditions in the cyclic part of the graph. 
2.6.15 SIC 
The SIC software (Simulation of Irrigation Canals) is one of the hydraulic models 
developed by Centre National du Machinisme Agricole du Genie Rural des Eaux et des 
Forets (CEMAGREF). The first developments on hydraulic numerical modeling started 
at CEMAGREF in the early 1970s (Malaterre and Baume, 1997). The very first version 
of the SIC model was developed for the International Irrigation Management Institute 
(HMI) for a canal located in the south coast of Sri Lanka (Kirindi Oya Right Bank 
Main Canal). One purpose was to create a model easily usable by canal managers as 
a decision support tool, in order to help them in the daily operation and maintenance 
of their network. Since this first application was promising, CEMAGREF, with other 
partners, decided to develop a new standard version of this software, that could be used 
on most of the irrigation canals world-wide. 
The SIC hydraulic model solves the complete St Venant equations using the classical 
implicit Preissmann scheme. It consists of a topographical module used to enter the 
topological and geometrical data along with a steady and an unsteady flow module. 
The unsteady flow calculations can be performed from a steady state results or previous 
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unsteady flow state. SIC does not handle advances on a dry bed, channel dewatering 
and hydraulic jumps but automatic control of canal structures is possible. 
2.6.16 Sobek 
In 1993, Delft Hydraulics introduced a new unsteady flow simulation software package, 
Sobek - an integrated software package which links river and sewer systems. Sobek 
can handle a canal/sewer network of any size and has a robust numerical core (http: 
//""'" sobek.nl!). 
Sobek uses the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory implicit, staggered grid, finite differ-
ence scheme to solve the 1-D St Venant equations (Cunge et al., 1980). The scheme is 
based on the concept of nodes where the water surface elevations are computed. These 
computational nodes are connected to adjacent nodes on the left and right through 
discharge equations. Thus, a computational grid is set up that consists of water sur-
face elevations (h-points) and flow rates (Q-points). The h-points are located at the 
computational nodes and the Q-points are the connections between the nodes (Cunge 
et al., 1980). 
2.6.17 TELEMAC 
The TELEMAC system was developed by Electricite de France - Laboratoire N atio-
nal d'Hydraulique (EDF-LNH) to simulate the physical processes associated with free 
surface, solute and sediment motions in the fluvial, coastal, estuarine, lacustrine and 
ground water domains. Along with the main hydrodynamic code, i.e., TELEMAC-2D 
and 3D, the various other modules included in the system comprises mainly of SUBIEF-
2D and -3D (water quality model), SYSIPHE (sediment transport model), ESTEL-2D 
and -3D (underground saturated and unsaturated flows), ARTEMIS, TOMAWAC and 
COWADIS (wave simulation models), CALCIUM (coupling of different module of the 
chain with the TELEMAC code). The various modules have the same architecture and 
use common data structure and are highly compatible with each other. It comprises 
of pre- and post processors namely, SINUSX (digitising data), MATISSE (mesh gen-
eration) and RUBENS and POSTEL-3D (visualisation and extraction of results). The 
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software is supplied in modular form allowing users to create the package most suited 
to their needs. 
TELEMAC-2D solves, through a finite element method over non-structured grids 
consisting of triangular elements, the St Venant shallow water equations in two horizon-
tal dimensions, primary solution being two horizontal components of depth-averaged 
velocities and water depth. Since its early inception, TELEMAC-2D has been applied 
and validated extensively. The research community, as well as practicing engineers, 
have used TELEMAC in variety of applications, for example, floods (Asaro and Paris, 
2000), dam breaks (Hervouet, 2000), tides (Malcherek, 2000) and meandering chan-
nels (Rameshwaran and Shiono, 2002). TELEMAC-3D solves the three-dimensional 
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equation (RANS) with free surface and both hy-
drostatic and non-hydrostatic modes. Mostly suited for the flows which are vertically 
heterogeneous or purely three-dimensional, TELEMAC-3D allows the study of 3-D flow 
structures generated in compound meandering channels. 
2.6.18 UNET 
UNET simulates one-dimensional unsteady flow through a full network of open chan-
nels. One basic element of a full network problem is the split of flow into two or more 
channels. For sub-critical flow, the division of flow depends on the stages in each of the 
receiving channels. These stages are a function of channel geometry and downstream 
backwater effects (USACE, 2001). 
UNET uses the four-point implicit finite difference scheme for solving I-D unsteady 
flow equations. The resulting non-linear algebraic equations are solved using a Newton-
Raphson iteration technique. For a reach of river there are N computational nodes 
which bound N - 1 finite difference cells. From these cells, 2N - 2 finite difference 
equations are developed. Because there are 2N unknowns (AQ and Az for each node), 
two additional equations are needed. These equations are provided by the boundary 
conditions for each reach, which for sub-critical flow, are required at both the upstream 
and downstream ends. For supercritical flow, boundary conditions are only required at 
the upstream end. However, UNET is limited to sub-critical flow conditions. 
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2.6.19 USM 
USM (from "Unsteady Model") developed by the United States Bureau of Reclamation 
(USBR) is an hydraulic simulation computer program that models gradually-varied un-
steady flow in canal systems. The primary purpose and application of USM has been 
hydraulic analysis during the design of new canals and canal-control systems (Burt, 
1990; Rogers and Merkley, 1993). USM analyses canal systems with a variety of struc-
tural boundary conditions, including gates, weirs, siphons and pumps. The gates can 
have either manual or automatic gate contro!' Branching canals, supercritical flow, and 
channel dewatering cannot be analysed. 
USM solves the St Venant equations using the MoC, thus, providing high degree 
of computational accuracy. Two variations of the MoC solution are available in the 
program: complete grid of characteristics and specified time interval. In the complete 
grid of characteristics solution, the calculation time step varies as water depth and 
wave speed change. The specified time interval solution uses a fixed time step, requir-
ing interpolation to yield depth and flow values at regular time intervals. Numerical 
accuracy is particularly high when the grid of characteristics option is selected. 
Although, the MoC yields an accurate numerical solution, it requires a large number 
of computations largely because the calculations must also satisfy the Courant condi-
tion, typically resulting in a maximum time step of about 60 seconds. Therefore, the 
solution using the method of characteristics can be slower than other solution meth-
ods. USM is more efficient for solving problems of short duration involving rapid flow 
changes than for problems of long duration with gradual changes. 
2.6.20 Summary of Hydraulic Simulation Softwares 
It is apparent from the Table 2.1 that majority of the models (15 out of 20) fall un-
der the broad category of implicit finite difference scheme, which includes commercially 
available software ISIS, Mike 11 and the widely used REO-RAS. NOAR and CanalFlow 
are the only softwares implementing object-oriented numerics while only CanaIFlow im-
plements high-resolution shock capturing methods. The CanalFlow model is presented 
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in the Chapter 4 and 5. As a direct result of this research, a new category of canal 
hydraulic simulation software has been created (Category 6 in the Table 2.1). 
2.7 Testing and Validation of the Software 
Development of a computational software is a mammoth task and testing and validation 
of the developed code is an integral part of the software life cycle. Modelling and 
simulation can be divided into three phases that constitute a closed loop: 
1. Analysis of the phenomenon of interest, i. e., the reality, in order to generate a 
conceptual model of such reality, which in most cases is traced into mathematics 
and gives rise to a mathematical model; 
2. Solution of the mathematical model; and 
3. Testing and validation of the model solution against reality. 
Of utmost importance to the mathematical modeller is the concept of accuracy, that 
represents to which degree the model reproduces reality. Usually, accuracy is deter-
mined with respect to experimental data and/or analytical solution. Validation is the 
process of determining the accuracy of a model. Error can be defined as a recognizable 
deficiency in any phase of the simulation process that is not due to lack of knowledge. It 
can be acknowledged as it happens with the physical approximations made to simplify 
a model or unacknowledged as it happens with progra=ing errors (Alcrudo, 2002). 
Many papers can be found on the description of numerical methods for flood prop-
agation and dam break modelling where the method/model has been validated. The 
validation is usually performed against analytical solutions of the model equations or 
against other published numerical solutions on idealized flooding situations. Reference 
to such a work is found as early as 1974, where, Price (1974) reported a comparison of 
results from four numerical methods for flood routing with an exact analytical solution 
for the monoclinal wave. Recent instances are found in Aral et al. (1998), Chippada 
et al. (1998), Hu et al. (1998), Molls and Molls (1998), Liska and Wendroff (1999), Zop-
pou and Roberts (2003), Causon et al. (1999), Delis et al. (2000), Wang et al. (2000), 
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Table 2.1: Summary of hydraulic models (Notation: SC - Source code; Exe - Executa-
bles; PR - Proprietary; PU - Public). Included as a new category (Category 6) is a 
FVM based high-resolution shock capturing methods. 
Model Type Platform Affiliation I Domain 
I se I Exe 
Category 11 Impllclt Finite Difference (Prel8smann four-point scheme) 
BRANCH 1-0, Unsteady Flow and UNIX or DOS USGS,USA PU PU 
transport FORTRAN 
CanalCAD 1-0, Unsteady DOS IIHR, University of Iowa, PR PR 
FORTRAN USA 
CanalMan 1-0, Unsteady MS Windows Utah State University, USA PR PU 
CARIMA 1-0, Unsteady DOS SOGREAH, France PR PR 
DUFLOW 1-0, Unsteady DOS Delft University, PR PR 
IHE, Rijkswaterstat, Th. 
Netherlands 
FEQ 1-0, Unsteady DOS or UNIX USGS,USA PU PU 
FORTRAN 
FourPt 1-0, Unsteady DOS or UNIX USGS,USA PU PU 
FORTRAN 
HEC-RAS 1-0, Unl:lteady MS Windows HEe, USACE, USA PR PU 
Hydraulic Multi-User 
Modelling System 
ISIS 1-0, Unsteady, Hy· MS Windows Walllngford Software and PR PR 
draulic/Hydrodynamic Halcrow, UK 
Modelling System 
MODIS 1-0, Unsteady"Hydrody_ DOS Delft University, PR PR 
namic Model The Netherlands 
SIC 1-0, Unsteady MS Windows CEMAGREF, France PR PR 
UNET I-D Unsteady MS Windows HEC, USACE, USA PU PU 
Category 21 Implicit Finite Difference (Abbott-Ionescu scheme) 
Mike 11 1-0 Steady, MS Windows DHI, Denmark PR PR 
2-D Unsteady 
Hydraulic/Hydrodynamic 
Modelling System 
NOAHID 1,2-0 Unsteady MS Windows Newcastle University, PR PR 
Hydraulic model Delphi UK 
Category SI Implicit Finite Difference (Delft Hydraulics Laboratory SCheme) 
Sobek 1-0, Unsteady MS WlndowlJ WL Delft Hydraulics, PR PR 
Hydraulic modelling The Netherlands 
system 
Category 4= Method of Characteristics 
USM I 1-0, Unsteady I DOS I USBR, USA I PR I PR 
Category SI Galerkln Finite Element Method 
FESWMS 2-D, Unsteady UNIX USGS,USA PU PU 
Hydrodynamic FORTRAN 
Hivel-2D 2-D, Unsteady MS WindowlJ CHL, USWES, USA PR PR 
TELEMAC 2-D, 3-D Unsteady MS WindowlJ EDF-LNH, France PR PR 
Hydrodynamic UNIX 
Category 61 FVM based High-Resolution Shock Capturing Methods 
CanalFlow 1-0, Unsteady Independent Loughborough University, Not Not 
Hydraulic Java and MySQL UK decided decided 
Multi-User 
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Borthwick et al. (2001), and Sheu and Fang (2001). In few cases only the numerical 
behaviour has been tested, and therefore only truncation and round-off errors have 
been evaluated. In other cases the validation has been made against experimental data 
obtained in laboratory models of a flood event (Aureli et al., 2000; Jha et al., 2001; 
Tseng and Chu, 2000a). 
Validation work against real world data have been performed in Hervouet and Pe-
tit jean (1999), and Hervouet (2000) regarding the Malpasset dam break. Few authors 
have tested the canal hydraulic models using real canal data (Clemmens et al., 1993; 
Holly and Parrish IH, 1993; Malaterre and Baume, 1997; Merkley and Rogers, 1993; 
Rogers and Merkley, 1993; Schuurmans, 1993). Primarily, data from the Central Ari-
zona Project (CAP) (Rogers et al., 1993) and CalPoly Model (Parrish III and Burt, 
1993) was used for the testing. Rogers and Merkley (1993) used data from CAP to 
test the USM model. Direct comparison of water levels calculated by USM to field 
measurements was carried out. USM was found to be fairly accurate in estimation, pri-
marily because of its use of MoC scheme. But USM was more suitable for simulating 
fiow conditions with a long-term gradual changes in a canal network. Holly and Parrish 
III (1993) applied CARIMA model to the CalPoly model canal. Use of CARIMA was 
tested with the control algorithm CARDD for canal automation purposes. Merkleyand 
Rogers (1993) tested CANAL model using a hypothetical data for which known theo-
retical solutions were available and also using field data from CAP. CANAL was found 
to be a good tool for modelling daily canal operations. Clemmens et al. (1993) tested 
DUFLOW using test specified by Contractor and Schuurmans (1993) and CalPoly data. 
DUFLOW was primarily developed for simulating flow in drainage networks hence it 
did not handle the hydraulic structures as conveniently as other models, viz., CANAL, 
CARIMA, and USM. Malaterre and Baume (1997) tested SIC model for the Kirindi 
Oya Right Bank Main Canal in Sri Lanka and for the test caseS specified by Contractor 
and Schuurmans (1993). Kumar et al. (2002) applied CanalMan (Merkley, 1997) to 
the Right Bank Main Canal of the Kangsabati irrigation project in India. CanalMan 
was calibrated for the first irrigation period and then validated for the fourth irriga-
tion period in Kharif season. The observed and simulated values of inflow at system 
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source were found to be in a close agreement for both calibration and validation pe-
riod. Further, MacDonald et al. (1997) developed analytic benchmark solutions for the 
open-channel flows. 
However, there are few shortcomings with the above-mentioned test cases for irri-
gation canals: 
• Do not cover broad range of modelling scenarios, viz., flow transitions and looped 
systems; 
• Unavailability of analytical solutions to check the numerical accuracy; 
• Inadequate documentation and unavailability of the input/output data for the 
comparison purposes (Personal Communication - Burt, 2004); 
Thus, there was a serious need for exhaustive benchmark test cases in order to test 
newly developed hydraulic simulation software packages. This gap was recently filled 
by new benchmark tests developed under the Department for Environment Food and 
Rural Malrs (DEFRA)/Environment Agency (EA) Flood and Coastal Defence R & D 
Programme (Crowder et al., 2004a,i). The EA used three software packages to carry 
out these tests: ISIS, MIKE 11 and HEC-RAS. A total of twelve test specifications were 
published specificaliy to provide methods for assessing numerical accuracy, capability, 
and reproducibility of the models. The tests are well documented and input/output 
datasets along with analytical solutions were made available to the research community. 
After careful consideration, it was decided to apply CanalFlow, the canal irrigation 
network simulation model outlined in this thesis, to this sequence of test cases to allow 
a ready-made comparison with the ISIS, MIKE 11 and HEC-RAS models. As has been 
indicated, CanalFlow delivers the first of a new category of irrigation canal network 
simulation models using modern high-resolution shock-capturing methods. As may be 
expected, CanalFlow outperforms ISIS, MIKE 11 and HEC-RAS in almost all cases. 
This will be discussed in Chapter 7. However, before doing so, a discussion outlining 
the reasons behind the choice of technology platforms (Java and MySQL) is discussed 
in Chapter 3, followed by a theoretical background behind the CanalFlow in Chapter 
4. 
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Computer Software and 
Modelling 
3.1 Introduction 
Computing has played an essential role in the advancement of numerical algorithms. 
The advances in computing, viz., operating systems, programming languages, and com-
puter architecture has influenced the development of numerical algorithms. The term 
Scientific Computing was evolved and deals with constructing mathematical models, 
devising numerical solution techniques and using computers to analyse scientific and 
engineering problems. 
There are numerous algorithms implemented and run on computers. Netlib (Netlib, 
n.d.) is a repository of software for scientific computing. N etlib comprises a large num-
ber of separate programs and libraries. Most of the code is written in FORTRAN. The 
commercially available products such as IMSL, a library licensed from Visual N umerics 
by NCAR (IMSL, n.d.), and NAG libraries (NAG, n.d.) implement different numeri-
cal algorithms. A free alternative to these products is GNU Scientific Library (GSL, 
n.d.). Numerical Recipes Series (NRS, n.d.) contains enormous amount of material on 
computational methods with emphasis on the understanding of techniques. The other 
computer programs for performing numerical calculations include MATLAB (MATrix 
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LABoratory), the language invented by Cleve Moler in the late 1970s (MATLAB, n.d.); 
GNU Octave (a clone of MAT LAB), a free computer program for performing numerical 
computations (Octave, n.d.); R Programming Language (sometimes called GNU S), a 
mathematical language and environment used for statistical analysis and display (R, 
n.d.); Scilab, a scientific software package for numerical computations providing a pow-
erful open computing environment for engineering and scientific applications (Scilab, 
n.d.); and DADiSP (Data Analysis and Display, pronounced day-disp), a computer 
program which allows to display and manipulate data series, matrices and images in 
an environment similar to a spreadsheet (DADiSP, n.d.). 
This chapter takes a short tour of history of programming languages, then describing 
object-oriented programming and Java. Further, the chapter has a section on Java's 
performance in scientific computing and a rationale behind selecting Java. It also 
discusses relational databases, their role and the reasons behind using MySQL. 
3.2 Programming Languages 
Computers are very powerful tools that can store, organise, and process a tremendous 
amount of data. However, detailed set of instructions are required to perform the given 
task. These instructions are in a series of binary coded instructions, called machine 
language. In early days, software engineers used to write their programs using a simple 
language, called assembly language. In assembly language, programmers had to manu-
ally translate, or assemble, each line into a machine code. This type of translation was a 
difficult and tedious task until one software engineer wrote a program, called an assem-
bler. Later, programmers used assembly language to write programs and then used an 
assembler to translate the program into machine language. In this section, the history 
of programming languages is discussed, in short, before dealing with object-oriented 
languages and Java. 
With advent of technology, programming languages became more and more con-
venient for programmers to use. Over the years a series of high-level programming 
languages have been devised. These languages are attempts to let programmers write 
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in something that is easy for them to understand and that is also precise and simple 
enough for computers to process it. Early high-level languages were designed to han-
dle specific types of applications. For example FORTRAN was designed for number 
crunching; COBOL, for writing business reports; and PASCAL, for student use. Table 
3.1 shows classification of some of the more popular high-order programming languages 
in generations arranged according to the language features they first introduced (Booch, 
1994). 
Table 3.1: Classification of few popular high-order programming languages. 
Source: (Booch, 1994). 
Language Features 
First-generation languages (1954-1958) 
FORTRAN I Mathematical expressions 
ALGOL 58 Mathematical expressions 
Flowmatic Mathematical expressions 
IPLV Mathematical expressions 
Second-generation languages (1959-1961) 
FORTRAN II Subroutines, separate compilation 
ALGOL 60 Block structure, data types 
COBOL Data description, file handling 
Lisp List processing, pointers, garbage collection 
Third-generation languages (1962-1970) 
PL/I FORTRAN + ALGOL + COBOL 
ALGOL 68 lligorous successor to ALGOL 60 
Pascal Simple successor to ALGOL 60 
Simula Classes, data abstraction 
The generation gap (1970-1980) 
Many different languages were invented 
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In 1957, the first of the major languages appeared in the form of FORTRAN (FOR-
mula TRANslating system). The language was designed at IBM for scientific comput-
ing. The components were very simple, and provided the programmer with a low-level 
access to the computers innards. The commands like IF, DO, and GOTO statements, 
at the time, were a big step forward. The basic types of data in use today had their 
start in FORTRAN, these included logical variables (TRUE or FALSE), and integer, 
real, and double-precision numbers. 
Although FORTAN was good at handling numbers, it was not so good at handling 
input and output, which mattered most to business computing. Business computing 
started to take ofi'in 1959, and because of this, COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented 
Language) was developed. Its only data types were numbers and strings of text. It also 
allowed for these to be grouped into arrays and records, so that data could be tracked 
and organized better. 
In 1958, John McCarthy of Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) created 
the LISt Processing (or LISP) language. It was designed for Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) research. During the same time, Algol language was created by a committee for 
scientific use. Its major contribution is as a precursor to such languages as Pascal, C, 
C++, and Java. It was also the first language with a formal grammar, known as Backus-
Naur Form or BNF. Pascal was begun in 1968 by Niklaus Wirth. Its development was 
mainly out of necessity for a good teaching tool. Pascal introduced dynamic memory 
allocation, which meant that memory could be allocated while a program was being 
run, through the NEW and DISPOSE commands. Later, C was developed in 1972 
by Dennis Rltchie while working at Bell Laboratory in New Jersey. The transition in 
usage from the first major languages to the major languages of today occurred with 
the transition between Pascal and C. Its direct ancestors are Band BCPL, but its 
similarities to Pascal are quite obvious. 
Simula was developed in the 1960s at the Norwegian Computing Centre in Oslo, 
primarily by Ole-Johan Dahl and Kristen Nygaard. Syntactically, it is a superset of 
Algol 60, adding features that are close to the modern idea of classes and objects, 
plus coroutines. Simula introduced the object-oriented programming paradigm and 
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thus can be considered the first object-oriented programming language and a prede-
cessor to Smalltalk, C++, Java, and all modern class-based object-oriented languages. 
In 1970s, Smalltalk was developed at Xerox Palo Alto Research Centre (PARC) by 
by Alan Kay, Dan Ingalls, Ted Kaehler, Adele Goldberg, and others. Smalltalk is a 
dynamically-typed object-oriented programming language that has been a great influ-
ence on the development of many other computer languages, including Objective-C, 
Actor, Java and Ruby. Many software development ideas of the 1980s and 1990s 
like Model-View-Controller, Class-Responsibility-Collaboration card, design patterns 
(as applied to software), eXtreme Programming (XP) and refactoring came from the 
Smalltalk community. 
Objects are pieces of data and instructions that can be packaged and manipulated 
by the programmer. Bjarne Stroustroup liked this method and developed extensions to 
C known as "C with Classes". This set of extensions developed into the full-featured 
language C++, which was released in 1983. C++ was designed to organize the raw 
power of C using OOP, but maintain the speed of C and be able to run on many 
different types of computers. Sun Microsystems developed Java in 1995 which became 
very popular. Microsoft presented the Visual Basic, VC++, and C# programming 
languages. 
A brief history of programming languages is available at (http://www .levenez. 
com/lang/) and O'Reilly has published a timeline ofprograrnming languages (O'Reilly, 
n.d.). 
3.3 Object Oriented Programming 
Currently, there are over 2000 different high-order programming languages (Booch, 
1994). These languages were shaped by the particular requirements of its perceived 
problem domain. Furthermore, the existence of each new language enabled developers 
to move on to more and more complex problems. With each previously unexplored 
application, language desiguers learned new lessons that changed their basic assump-
tions about what was important in a language and what was not. This evolution of 
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languages was also heavily influenced by progress in the theory of computing, which 
has led to a formal understanding of the semantics of statements, modules, abstract 
data types, and processes. 
Most programming languages allow their user to quickly create programs that give 
satisfying results at the expense of rigorous structure. Languages such as C, Perl and 
FORTRAN have been used to create some of the most complex systems. The programs 
written in these "structured programming languages" is sometimes referred as spaghetti 
code because of their size and complexity (Naughton, 1996). With the increase in the 
capacity of computers, programs grew in size and the software to run them became 
geometrically more complex and harder to manage. To handle this complexity a new 
style of programming was required and thus, concept of an object-oriented programming 
was born. This paradigm shift from functional structured programming to object-
oriented programming began almost 30 years ago with a language called Simula 67. 
As shown in Table 3.1, programming languages may be grouped into four gener-
ations, according to whether they support mathematic, algorithmic, data, or object-
oriented abstractions. The most recent advances in programming languages have been 
due to the influence of the object-model. A language is considered object-based if 
it directly supports data abstraction and classes. An object-oriented language is one 
that is object-based, but also provides support for inheritance and polymorphism. The 
common ancestor of almost every contemporary object-based and object-oriented pro-
gramming language is Simula, developed in the 1960s. Thus, to be truly considered 
object-oriented, a programming language should support at the minimum four charac-
teristics: 
• Encapsulation: implements information hiding and modularity (abstraction); 
• Polymorphism: the same message sent to different objects results in behavior 
that is dependent on the nature of the object receiving the message; 
• Inheritance: can define new classes and behavior based on existing classes to 
obtain code re-use and code organization; and 
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• Dynamic binding: objects could come from anywhere, possibly across the net· 
work. The message is passed on to objects without having to know their specific 
type at the time of writing the code. Dynamic binding provides maximum flexi-
bility while a program is executing. 
These concepts are not discussed in detail here as the description of these terms can 
be found in Booch (1994); Naughton (1996); Schach (2004). 
OOP helps writers and programmers use real-world paradigms. 00 analysis is a 
methodology used to study real·world systems by identifying systems components, com-
ponentbehaviour, and the relationship between components. This approach provides 
tools for programmers to represent elements in the problem space. The representation 
is general enough that the programmer is not constrained to any particular type of 
problem. Elements in problem space and their representations in solution space are 
referred to as 'objects' (Eckel, 2002). The 00 concepts support the development of 
robust and scaleable programs because of mechanisms like encapsulation, inheritance, 
and polymorphism. Well-designed hierarchy of classes allows reusability of the code 
and polymorphism helps to create clean, sensible, readable and future-proof code. 
3.3.1 OOP in Numerical and Water Resources Modelling 
Most numerical codes are written in procedural type languages (such as FORTRAN 
and C). This involves writing a large array of procedures which perform operations on 
matrices and vectors. Each procedure has to be provided with the correct data, which 
usually requires a knowledge of not just what the procedure does but how it is done. As 
codes increase in complexity and size, such procedures tend to become deeply nested 
and a knowledge of their working is more difficult to acquire. This hampers not only 
productivity but heightens the probability of erroneous coding. 
The object-oriented programming philosophy does not suffer from the above de-
ficiencies and thus has a significant advantage as compared to procedural systems in 
terms of maintaining programming productivity and maintainability. The benefits of 
OOP include better data abstraction, improved modularity, greater maintainability, a 
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higher degree of code reuse, and enhanced robustness in the face of changing require-
ments (Veldhuizen, 2000). Significant advantage of OOP is it allows rapid software 
development through component sharing and code reuse (Kolditz and Bauer, 2004). 
Johnson and Foote (1988) have discussed in detail the 00 concepts and reusability of 
the software. 
In the past decade, the object-oriented technology has been widely used in scien-
tific computations. Early use of OOP was in developing graphical applications and data 
visuaiisation tools. Use of OOP in numerical analysis was started in early 1990s focus-
ing mainly on the algorithmic side (Kong and Chen, 1995; Mackie, 1992; Ross et al., 
1992a,b). Its importance to software is analogous to that of the integrated circuit to 
hardware. Liu et al. (1996) have used the hierarchical formulation of OOP to present 
a generic formula that can be reformulated into the respective formulas suitable for 
FEM, FVM and LSFEM (Least-squares FEM). This generic formula serves as a base 
formula which in turn could be inherited by those methods in their own reformula-
tion. Malan and LewIs (2004) used C++ to develop algorithms for efficient explicit 
edge-based finite-volume code. Kolditz and Bauer (2004) presented the design and im-
plementation of an 00 approach to the computation of multi-field systems. This is a 
good example of a 'process-oriented approach' in which the physical processes govern-
ing reality are also the objects of the program structure. Processes are implemented as 
objects organised in a class containing all information and data required to treat the 
connected physical problem. 
Computational hydraulics, bydrologic, environmental and hydraulic modelling as a 
whole, are mature disciplines, with hundreds of algorithms in use. It is usual practice 
to use the same algorithm to solve different set of problems but still the high degree 
of code reuse is normally not achieved. Solomatine (1996) discussed advantages of rep-
resenting a hydraulic process in an object (having data and methods). This paper is 
one of the few attempts to present the use of 00 in an architecture of the modelling 
systems. Kutija (1998) in her paper challenged the common perception of inability to 
code computational hydraulics algorithms in an 00 way. The principal argument was 
to reassess the computational hydraulics algorithms with 00 ideas in mind. This was 
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the first instance where an 00 numerical algorithm was developed for an open-channel 
network. Adriana et al. (2004) provide conceptual micro architectures for flexible hy-
drologic modelling on the basis of a general conceptual architecture that facilitates a 
simulation model's integration with environmental information systems. Alfredsen and 
Saether (2000) implemented an 00 flood routing, production and impact assessment 
model using C++. The design is based on reusable components and a framework to 
provide a foundation for future developments. Beinhorn and Kolditz (2005) used OOP 
for groundwater modelling and Hatakeyama et al. (1998) proposed and applied a new 
00 modelling and programming paradigm to the fluid flow simulation system. Lal 
et al. (2005) used 00 with Extensible Markup Language (XML) and GIS to model 
complex regional hydrologic system, and organise and present large amounts of com-
plex data. Further, McKinney and Cai (2002) used 00 method to link GIS and water 
resources model. Murray (2003) has discussed how 00 techniques can be used to en-
hance and bring real benefits to hydroinformatics models' cores and algorithms; Kutija 
and Murray (2002) presented a fast hydrodynamic network modelling system using 
object-oriented numerics (discussed in the Section 2.5.14 on page 39); Tisdale (1996) 
has presented 00 analysis conducted for South Florida hydrologic system; Wang et al. 
(2005) used 00 approach to develop a new watershed based hydrological model; and 
Yang et al. (2002) integrated 00 methodology with a 1-D river model. 
3.3.2 Java 
The Java programming language originated as part of a research project to develop 
advanced software for a wide variety of network devices and embedded systems. The 
goal was to develop a small, reliable, portable, distributed, real-time operating plat-
form. Design and architecture decisions drew from a variety of languages such as 
Eiffel, SmallTalk, Objective C, and Cedar/Mesa (Gosling and McGilton, 1996). The 
result is a language platform that has proven ideal for developing secure, distributed, 
network-based end-user applications in environments ranging from network-embedded 
devices to the world-wide web and the desktop. Sun defines Java as a simple, object-
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oriented, network-savvy, interpreted, robust, secure, architecture neutral, portable, high-
performance, multi-threaded, dynamic language (Friesen, 2002). 
3.3.2.1 Selection of Java 
Java is robust, secure, and platform independent (Naughton, 1996). To accommo-
date the diversity of operating environments, the Java compiler generates bytecodes 
- an architecture-neutral intermediate format designed to transport code efficiently to 
multiple hardware and software platforms. The interpreted nature of Java technology 
ensures that the same byte code will run on any platform. 
Architecture neutrality is just one part of a truly portable system. Java technology 
takes portability a stage further by being strict in its definition of the basic language. 
Java technology specifies the sizes of its basic data types and the behavior of its arith-
metic operators. Programs are the same on every platform - there are no data type 
incompatibilities across hardware and software architectures. This feature is unlike 
C++, where C++ compilers will reserve 16, 32, or 64 bits for a given type depend-
ing on the natural size of the machine word (Naughton, 1996). The Java language is 
strongly typed, which means that every variable and every expression has a type that 
is known at compile time (Lindholm and Yellin, 1999). 
The Java platform supports multi-threading at the language level with the addition 
of sophisticated synchronisation. The language library provides the Thread class, and 
the run-time system provides monitor and condition lock primitives. At the library 
level, Java's high-level system libraries have been written to be thread safe. This 
means the functionality provided by these libraries is available without any conflict to 
multiple concurrent threads of execution. 
C and C++ programmers are accustomed to the problems of managing the mem-
ory explicitly. This involves, allocating memory, freeing memory, and keeping track of 
what memory can be freed when. Explicit memory management has proved to be a 
fruitful source of bugs, crashes, memory leaks, and poor performance. Java technol-
ogy completely removes the memory management load from the programmer. C-style 
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pointers, pointer arithmetic, mallac, and free do not exist. Automatic garbage collec-
tion is an integral part of Java and its run-time system. While Java technology has a 
new operator to allocate memory for objects, there is no explicit free function. Once 
you have allocated an object, the run-time system keeps track of the object's status 
and automatically reclaims memory when objects are no longer in use, thus freeing 
memory for future use. This feature makes programming tasks easier, eliminates en-
tire classes of bugs, and in general provide better performance than obtained through 
explicit memory management (Gosling and McGilton, 1996). 
3.3.2.2 Java and Numerical Computing 
Java is portable at both the source and object format levels. The most important fe&-
ture Java has to offer is pervasiveness (runs on virtually every platform). But this very 
feature caused early interpreted versions of Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to perform 
poorly, especially when compared with compiled languages like FORTRAN and C. The 
idea that results produced on every JVM should be bitwise identical (Gosling et al., 
2005) on all platforms threatens the usability of Java for high performance scientific 
computing. Java does not have a complex data type, although this is not a fatal flaw 
since new types are easy to define (Boisvert et al., 1998). However, since Java does not 
support operator overloading, these types cannot be made to behave like the primitive 
types (float or double). Therefore, performance and convenience is a concern in use of 
Java for numerical computations. 
Inspite of all these reasons, the combination of Java programming features, per-
vasiveness, and performance could make Java the language of choice for numerical 
computing (Boisvert et al., 2001). Indeed, a community of scientists and engineers 
developing new applications in Java has been increasing slowly. Things have changed 
in the new versions of Java. Today, JVM uses just-in-time (JIT) compiler technology. 
JITs operate as a part of the JVM, compiling Java bytecode into native machine code 
at runtime. Once the JVM generates the machine code, it executes it at raw machine 
speed. Modern JITs perform sophisticated optimisations, such as array bounds check 
elimination, method devirtualisation, and stack allocation of objects (Boisvert et al., 
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2001). Java 2 platform contains two classes - java.lang.StrictMath, defined to return 
bit-for-bit reproducible results in all implementations, while, java.lang.Math provides 
the same set of API as does class StrictMath. However, unlike some of the numeric func-
tions of class StrictMath, all implementations of the equivalent functions of class Math 
are not defined to return the bit-for-bit same results, but can vary within specified 
constraints. This relaxation permits better-performing implementations where strict 
reproducibility is not required (JDK 5.0, n.d.). Other improvements include better 
garbage collection; new I/O API Uava.nio) which provides for improved performance 
in the areas of buffer management, scalable network and file I/O, character-set support, 
and regular-expression matching; reflective invocations and instantiations rewritten for 
higher performance; new prime-generation method (BigInteger class) which provides an 
efficient algorithm for generating primes; performance enhancements in BigInteger; and 
Java HotSpot JVM with"full-speed debugging" (JDK 5.0, n.d.). The Figure 3.1 shows 
number of in-built classes by release of Java Software Development Kit (SDK). As seen 
in the figure, the SDK lA has 2991 classes while the SDK 1.5 (released in 2004) has 
got over 3000 classes (http://www.particle.kth.se/-lindsey I JavaCourse/Bookl 
Part 11 Java/ChapterOl/versions. html). 
JDK t.o 
Java Standard Cia •• Library 
Number of CIa •• ,s BY Rele •••. 
JDK1.1 SDK12 
Releasa 
Figure 3.1: Number of Java classes released by SDK version. 
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Earlier references of use of Java in the development of numerical libraries are found 
in Smith et al. (1997) and Russell et al. (1997). Few attempts were made to convert 
existing FORTRAN-based numerical libraries to Java (Casanova et al., 1997; Fox et al., 
1997). Blount and Chatterjee (1999) developed and evaluated JLAPACK - the Java 
version of the high-performance FORTRAN 77 library, Linear Algebra PACKage (LA-
PACK). Boisvert et al. (1998) describes the Jaya Numerical Toolkit (JNT), a set of 
basic numerical functions and kernels developed using Java. This paper reviews ad-
vantages and disadvantages of using Java in scientific computation, and various ways 
to overcome these disadvantages. Moreira et al. (2000) developed a high-performance 
numerical library, written entirely in Java. The paper has discussed, in depth, program-
ming techniques that can lead to Java numerical code with performance comparable to 
FORTRAN or C. The paper demonstrated Java performance in the range of 55-90% of 
the best FORTRAN performance for a variety of benchmarks for a high-performance 
numerical computing. Hu et al. (2000) concluded that in comparison with Fortran and 
C, the I/O and computing performance of Java varies from 30% slower to about 3 times 
slower, depending on the platforms and the compilers (and the Java Virtual Machine). 
The best relative performance was achieved on a Pentium II, where it was found that 
the IBM Java (Version 1.3) yields code that is about 30-40% slower in computing and 
I/O performance. But, given the special advantages of Java, and the continuing in-
crease in hardware speeds, this slightly inferior performance of Java, on balance, would 
be acceptable for many applications. 
3.4 Relational Database and their Application 
A Database Management System (DBMS), or simply a Database System (DBS), con-
sists of a collection of interrelated and persistent data, usually referred to as the data-
base (DB). The goal of a DBMS is to provide an environment that is both convenient 
and efficient to use in retrieving information from the database and storing informa-
tion in the database. A relational database management system (RDBMS) is a DBMS 
that is based on the relational model as introduced by E. F. Codd (Codd, 1970). The 
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benefits of using a RDMBS come from its ability to store data in a normalised format, 
a concept originally presented by Codd (Codd, 1970), who mathematically developed 
the relational model to provide a better structure for databases. Data normalization is 
simply a way of organising data so that it allows for increased efficiency of data storage 
and retrieval. While spreadsheets can store data in a normalised format, it is very 
difficult to retrieve in a simple and timely manner. 
Codd's twelve rules call for a language that can be used to define, manipulate, 
and query the data in the database, expressed as a string of characters. The language, 
Structured Query Language (SQL), originally developed in the research division ofIBM, 
has been adopted by all major relational database vendors. SQL has been adopted as 
an ANSI and ISO standard and it is the most popular computer language used to 
create, modify and retrieve data from relational database management systems. 
The use of RDBMS has many advantages over using spreadsheets or flat/text files. 
RDBMS provide data-program independence, where the method of storing the data, 
the order of the stored information, and how the data is managed on disk are inde-
pendent of the software that accesses it. Managing complex relationships is difficult 
in a spreadsheet or text file. For example relation between a canal and its reaches 
could be maintained by unique reach keys. Spreadsheets or text files do not work well 
when there are associations or relationships between stored data items. In contrast, 
RDBMSs are designed to manage complex relational data. RDBMS also permit multi-
user transactions. Medium and large scale databases include features that control the 
writing of data by multiple users in a methodical way. Additional benefits of databases 
include fast and efficient searching, data security, and data recovery support. With a 
multi-user support it would be quite easy to convert the existing stand alone model 
into a web-based application. Further, the database schema can be used to define an 
XML data store and data can be exported directly to the XML file. 
There is no known previous reference for a hydraulic model which uses relational 
database. Few references have been found for application of relational databases in 
environmental and watershed modelling. These instances have primarily used data-
bases in hydrological modelling and real-time data collection systems. Carleton et al. 
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(2005a,b) used a database to develop a watershed monitoring and analysis application 
and (Chen, 2002) developed a real-time on-line hydrological information and modelling 
system using a relational database while Kokkonen et al. (2003) have made a case 
for interfacing environmental simulation models and databases using XML. Smiatek 
(2005) implemented Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)- based Web services using 
GIS/RDBMS for data processing; Brodie (1998) integrated GIS and RDBMS technolo-
gies in a regional groundwater model; and Shen et al. (2005) developed a stand-alone 
Windows-based watershed modeling system based on a database-supporting architec-
ture. 
3.4.1 MySQL 
MySQL is the most popular open source SQL database, developed and provided by 
MySQL AB . MySQL is an open source relational database system and is relatively 
fast, reliable, and easy to use (http://wml.mysql.com). It is a client/server system 
that consists of a multi-threaded SQL server that supports different backends, sev-
eral different client programs and libraries, administrative tools, and a wide range of 
application programming interfaces (APIs) (Widenius et al., 2002). 
MySQL offers users a wide variety of choices and options in terms of table types, op-
erating system and hardware. Figure 3.2 shows a logical view of MySQL's architecture. 
It is easy to install and the configuration file can be changed easily to run on a wide 
range of hardware. At the application development level, a variety of data types can 
be chosen while creating tables to store records. Different types of tables can be mixed 
and matched in the same database. MySQL offers an option of using MyISAM (de-
fault), InnoDB, HEAP, and NDB (Widenius et al., 2002) tables. CanaIFlow database 
uses InnoDB and MyISAM table types. Additionally, MySQL is ACID (Atomicity, 
Consistency, Isolation, and Durability) compliant. These satisfy four tightly related 
criteria that are required in a well-behaved transaction processing system (Zawodny 
and Balling, 2004). 
A disadvantage of a database approach is that it lacks buffering and hence can slow 
down the system especially while inserting records. This problem can be overcome 
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Figure 3.2: A logical view of MySQL's architecture. The topmost layer shown in the 
figure deals with the network-based client/server services like connection handling, au-
thentication and security. The functionalities like query parsing, analysis, optimisation, 
caching, stored procedures and all the built-in functions reside in the second layer. Fi-
nally, the third layer is made up of storage engines, responsible for the storage and 
retrieval of all data stored in MySQL. 
by reducing the number of database calls. In CanalFlow model, this is achieved by 
using Java collection objects to store the input/output data. Thus, database calls are 
limited to retrieve input data and to finally insert simulation output. Other solution for 
this problem is to optimise tables and perform indexing to enhance the query speed. 
Changing the table type in MySQL greatly increases insert data query speed. For 
example, two tables in the CanalFlow database, in which data is frequently inserted 
and deleted, use MyISAM type for superior performance (Table A.20 and A.22 in 
Appendix A). 
3.5 Concurrent Versions System 
Concurrent Versions System (CVS) is a version control system and by using it one can 
record the history of source files. For example, bugs sometimes creep in when software 
is modified, and it might not get detected until a long time after the modifications are 
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done. CVS can easily retrieve old versions to see exactly which change caused the bug 
and if necessary revert back to the previous version. This is of big help especially in a 
research project of this kind. CVS stores all the versions of a file in a single file in a 
clever way that only stores the differences between the versions and not the different 
versions itself. It also helps if a group of people are working on the same project. In 
a group, it is all too. easy to overwrite each others changes unless one is extremely 
careful. CVS solves this problem by insulating the different developers from each other 
as every developer works in his/her own directory, and CVS merges the work when the 
developer is done. This is just a short introduction to the CVS and more details on 
its use and features could be found on the CVS home http://www . nongnu. org/ evs/, 
in the CVS manual http://ximbiot . eom/evs/manual/ and in Fogel and Bar (2001). 
This section is an attempt to share, with other research community, some of the software 
development practices using CVS. 
To start with, a CVS repository was set-up on a departmental web server. At the 
end of the day (or as and when required) the code was committed to this repository. 
This ensured that the latest version of the code was always placed on the CVS server 
and there was absolutely no need to take backups on the local diskl. This saved a 
lot of development time and was more organised approach toward the development. 
CVS was extremely helpful during code reviews with the Supervisor. It ensured that 
the latest copy of the code was reviewed and then where possible minor changes were 
done immediately to the code and changes committed to the repository. In many in-
stances, Supervisor reviewed the code by checking out the code from the repository, 
making changes if necessary and immediately updating the repository for further de-
velopment. Best part of this was all these actions were performed remotely without 
meeting the researcher. This ascertained timely reviews, corrections and thus saving 
total development time. 
1 It is always advisable to back-up the CVS repository itself at regular intervals 
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3.6 Concluding Remarks 
As described in this chapter technology platforms selected for the software development 
were Java and MySQL with a CVS backbone. Java was an obvious choice because of 
its simple 00 structure, platform independence and its flexibility in converting the 
existing model in a web-based application in future. The section 3.3.2.1 has discussed 
advantages and disadvantages of use of Java for the numerical computing. The major 
disadvantage is its speed and we decided to compromise its lesser speed for all other 
advantages it offered over other programming languages. The consideration was done 
because of the fact that Sun is totally committed to bringing new and better JDKs in 
future and also because the advances in hardware is not going to limit the computing 
power. 
Right from the beginning our aim was to design an appropriate data structure 
to store and retrieve the data required for hydraulic models. MySQL was primarily 
considered because of its speed, low memory footprint and its suitability for small to 
medium size databases. It is also the most popular open source database. 
The design and development procedure of the software is discussed in detail in the 
Chapter 5. This chapter also discusses the design of relational database model used in 
CanalFlow while actual structure of tables is presented in the Appendix A. Before going 
into details of the software development, Chapter 4 lays out the theoretical background 
of the CanalFlow software. 
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CanalFlow - Theory 
4.1 Introduction 
CanalFlow is a hydraulic model for simulating one-dimensional, unsteady flow in a canal 
network. The model is developed bearing in mind the requirements of a rotational 
irrigation system. The St Venant equation is used to solve the flow problem. The 
numerical technique used is FVM based on the integral form of the conservation laws. 
The approach is to cast the flow equations in integral form with the solution variables 
stored at cell centres. The spatial discretisation then involves simple flux balances across 
cell interfaces. The integral form of the equations is valid both at flow discontinuities 
and in smooth regions of the flow-field. The model uses high-resolution Godunov-type 
scheme for shallow water flows to capture shocks efficiently. The model can be used for 
steady or unsteady flow simulations and flow regimes can be sub-critical, super-critical, 
gradually varying or discontinuous. 
The arrangement of the sections in this chapter is as follows: Basic equations are 
presented in the Section 4.2 which includes governing equations in integral, differential 
and matrix form, eigenstructure of the equations and characteristic theory. Section 4.4 
is on the finite volume method, Section 4.5 on high-resolution methods and initial and 
boundary conditions are discussed in the Section 4.B. 
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4.2 One-Dimensional Unsteady Open Channel Flow 
The flow in open channels and in other bodies of water is classifled as steady or un-
steady flow. The flow of water in river channels, canals, reservoirs, galleries, tunnels 
and culverts, for which velocities change with time, is deflned as unsteady flow (non-
permanent, non-stationary, or time-variable free-surface water flow). Water flow in a 
natural channel is almost always unsteady (Yevjevich, 1975). 
The equations which solve the unsteady open channel flow are based on the St 
Venant hypotheses (Cunge et al., 1980, p.8). The one-dimensional unsteady flow in 
channels, assuming that the density is constant, can be described by two dependent 
variables; the cross-sectional area A and the discharge Q. These dependent variables 
define the state of the fluid motion along the channel with time, i.e., as a function of 
two independent variables (x for space and t for time). We will now look at the I-D, 
unsteady flow equations in an integral, differential and matrix form in the next few 
sections. 
4.2.1 Integral Form of the Equations 
Consider the control volume (CV) in the (x, t) plane between cross sections x = Xl and 
x = X2, and between times t = tl and t = t2 shown in Figure 4.1. The flow is assumed 
to be nearly horizontal, i.e., the angle", between the channel bed and the x-axis is 
sufficiently small so that cos Cl< = 1. Based on these hypotheses, the basic equations can 
be formulated by using the principles of conservation of mass and momentum within a 
control volume. The following derivation has been adapted from (Cunge et al., 1980) 
and is presented here for completeness. 
The net inflow of mass into the volume is defined by the time integral of the differ-
ence between the mass flow rates entering (puA)x, and leaving (puA)." the control 
volume: 
(4.1) 
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y 
a 
Figure 4.1: Longitudinal section view of a control volume showing external forces acting 
on a control volume in a x-direction - pressure forces F;. and F;. at boundaries Xl and 
X2 respectively, gravitational force Fg which is weight component along the channel, 
and frictional resistance force Ff manifested by means of shear along the bottom and 
sides of a channel. 
This net inflow must be equal to the change of storage in the reach during the time 
interval: 
(4.2) 
where p = water density; u = u(x, t) = uniform cross-sectional velocity; and A = 
A (x, t) = cross-sectional area. 
Consequently the mass continuity integral relation for constant density is 
(4.3) 
where Q = uA 
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The conservation of momentum in the x-direction requires that the change of mo-
mentum in the control volume between times tl and t2 be equal to the sum of the net 
inflow of momentum into the control volume and the time integral of the sum of the 
external forces acting on it over the same interval. 
• Momentum is the product of mass and velocity, and momentum flux through the 
flow section is the product of the mass flow rate and velocity, or 
momentum flux = puAu = pu2 A (4.4) 
The net momentum flux into the control volume (momentum entering through 
section x = Xl minus the momentum leaving through the section x = X2) at tune 
is 
and hence the net change in momentum between tl and t2 is 
(4.5) 
• The momentum contained in the control volume at any instant is 
l x, puAdx x. 
and hence the net increase in the CV momentum from tl to t2 is 
l x, .6.M = [(puA)t, - (puA)t.l dx x. (4.6) 
• Let us assume that the external forces acting upon the control volume in the 
x-direction are pressure, gravity, and frictional resistance. 
- The pressure force Fp" is the difference of pressure forces F;. and F;., 
applied at boundaries XI, X2 of the reach. At any cross section x with free 
surface elevation y(x) the pressure force is expressed under the hydrostatic 
distribution hypothesis by 
rh(x) 
F;. = g io p [h(x) - '7J a(x, '7) d'7 (4.7) 
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Figure 4.2: A) Cross-section of a control volume showing width of the cross-section u, 
depth integration variable I) and water depth h; E) Plan view of the external pressure 
forces acting on a control volume, F;, and F;, are pressure forces on a vertical section 
of unit width in water depth of h applied at the boundaries and F;, and F;, on the 
side walls of the channel. 
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where g = acceleration due to gravity; 
rJ = depth integration variable along the y-axis; 
h(x, t) = water depth; 
u(x, rJ) = width of the cross section such that a(x, h) = b(x) = free surface width. 
Thus the time integral of the net pressure force Fp" w hen F~. is expressed 
as in Equation (4.7), is 
(4.8) 
where It is the hydrostatic pressure force term given as 
rh(x) 
It = lo [h(x) - rJJ a(x, rJ) d1] 
For an infinitesimal channel length dx, the increase of the pressure force due 
to the width variation is represented by the increase of the wetted area da d1] 
for constant h = ho times the distance of its centroid from the free surface 
pg [(::) dXdrJLhO [h(x) -1]J 
This force is to be integrated between rJ = 0 and rJ = h( x) for a given cross 
section, and from Xl to X2 to obtain the total force acting on the control 
volume. The total integral along the contour of the control volume and for 
the time interval tl to t2 is 
or 
(4.9) 
where I2 = Joh(x) (h - rJ) [~lh=ho drJ, a pressure force term due to variation 
in a longitudinal width. Equation (4.9) is not valid if a sudden width change 
occurs between sections Xl and X2. 
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- In that case supplementary forces will act upon the control volume, and they 
must be taken into account (see Figure 4.2). In any case, in such a situation 
the curvature of streamlines will not be negligible, violating one of the basic 
hypotheses in stating that the streamline curvature is small and vertical 
accelerations are negligible (hence pressure distribution is hydrostatic). 
- The force Fg due to gravity, that is to say, the weight component along 
the channel axis, is evaluated by assuming that the channel bottom slope 
So = -~ = tana is small (Yb being bottom elevation above datum), so 
that tan a "" sin a: 
It, It' lX' Fgdt = pgA Sodxdt h tl Xl (4.10) 
- Frictional resistance force Ff is applied to the control volume through shear 
along the channel bed and banks. In order to generalise the different ways 
in which this shear force can be treated, shear force on a unit length of 
channel as pgA Sf where Sf is friction slope, i.e., the energy gradient needed 
to overcome frictional resistance in steady flow. The time integral of the 
resistance force on the control volume is then 
(4.11) 
• The statement of conservation of momentum thus leads to 
(4.12) 
where f>M is the net increase in momentum contained in control volume and M f 
is the net momentum contained in the control volume. For constant density p 
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17 [(uA)t, - (UA)tIJ~f)~ l.'[{7j,2 A)Xl~(~2 A)x,I~t 
;!;t 9 f[~; 1) ~l ~ ([l)X,] dt . 
- 9 ·[t'lX ' plzdxdt + 9 t'lx'A (So - Sf) dxdt (4.13) /tl Xl Jtl Xl 
Equation (4.13) is the integral form of the momentum conservation equation for un-
steady one-dimensional flow in natural channels of an arbitrary shape. Equations (4.3) 
and (4.13) together are the integral form of the unsteady flow relations based on the 
St Venant hypothesis. 
4.2.2 Differential Form of the Equations 
Equations (4.3) and (4.13) are integral relations established without the requirement 
that the dependent flow variables, viz., A, Q, u, be continuous or differentiable. Also, in 
the above section, the distance X2 - Xl is not considered to be infinitesimally small. The 
differential equations of gradually varied unsteady flow may be obtained from integral 
equations if one assumes that the dependent variables are continuous, differentiable 
functions (Cunge et al., 1980). Then, by Taylor series expansions: 
&A &2 A At2 
(A)t, = (A)tl + at At + &t2 "'2 + ... 
(4.14) 
By retaining only first derivatives and assuming that Ax and At approach zero, 
(4.15) 
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And the Continuity Equation (4.3) becomes 
(X' It' [8A + 8Q ] dtdx = 0 lx, t, 8t 8x (4.16) 
In a similar way we may write 
( 2 A) _ ( 2 A) = 8 ( u
2 A) D. 82 (u2 A) D.x2 
U x, U x, 8x x + 8x2 2 + ... 
8Q 82 Q l:!.t2 (uA)t, - (uA)t, = atD.t + 8t2 -2- + ... (4.17) 
811 8211 D.x2 (Idx, - (h)x, = 8x D.x + 8x2 2 + ... 
Substitution of the first terms of expansions (4.17) into Equation (4.13) and then pas-
sage to the limit (D.x -> 0, D. t -> 0) leads to 
(4.18) 
If the relations (4.16) and (4.18) are to hold everywhere in the (x, t) plane, then they 
must hold for an infinitely small volume, and we can write two differential equations: 
Continuity equation: 
8A 8Q 
.. -+-. -=D at '8x: (4.19) 
Momentum equation: 
(4.20) 
Combining the x derivatives in Equation (4.20) and replacing u by Q/A: 
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Equations (4.19) and (4.21) are written in a special form, often called the 'divergent' 
form of partial differential equations (also called as conservation form). If the right 
hand sides of Equations (4.19) and (4.21) are equal to zero, these equations express 
nil divergence of the mass and momentum vector functions in any closed contour in 
the (x, t) plane; and mass and momentum are conserved. When the right hand side 
of Equations (4.21) is different from zero, momentum is no longer conserved, the free 
terms acting as momentum sources or sinks. 
h and h given in the Equation 4.8 and 4.9, respectively, can be derived for the 
trapezoidal and rectangular channel cross-sections. Referring to the Figure 4.3, 
hhl~(--
T 
'( 
h 
L 
B 
"""t 
---~)>lI/ h -IJ 
....L 
IJ 
T 
Figure 4.3: Illustration of the Trapezoidal channel cross-section to calculate the hy-
drostatic pressure force term (h) and the pressure force term due to variation in a 
longitudinal width (12). B is the channel bottom width, ml and m2 are left and right 
side slopes, respectively and (J is the cross-sectional width. 
The following relationship can be established: 
TJ 
= h mlh and 
TJ h 
= h m2h 
(4.22) 
at TJ) can be written as, 
(4.23) 
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Replacing values of /I and h from Equation (4.22) in Equation (4.23) gives: 
Replacing value of <T(.,.,) in It = Jah(x) [h(x) -.,.,J <T(x,.,.,) d.,., gives 
r(x) 
It = la [h(x) - .,.,J [B +.,., (ml + m2)J d.,., 
Solving above equation It for a trapezoidal cross-section, we get, 
and for rectangular sections It can be written as: 
Similarly, pressure force due to longitudinal width variation is 
12 = rh(x) (h _.,.,) [8<T] d.,., la 8x h~ho 
By substituting the value of <7(.,.,) in the above equation we get, 
4.2.3 Matrix Form of the Equations 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
The flow is expressed by two dependent variables; cross-sectional area A and the dis-
charge Q, thus, the St Venant equations for one-dimensional unsteady flow in a non-
prismatic channel of arbitrary cross-section, can be written as: 
8U 8F(U) = S(U) 
8t + 8x 
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where U is the vector of conserved variables, F(U) is the vector of fluxes and each of 
its components is a function of the components of U such as, 
U= [~] 
F(U) = [g: Q ] 
A +gh 
and 
S(U) = [g A(80 - ~/) + 9IJ 
(4.29) 
where t is time, x is the horizontal distance along the channel, A is the wetted cross-
sectional area, Q is the flow discharge, 9 is the gravitational acceleration, and 80 is 
the bed slope. The frictional slope 8, is defined by either Manning's or Chezy's rela-
tion (Cunge et al., 1980), 
• Manning's relation: 
(4.30) 
• Chezy's relation: 
(4.31) 
where R is the hydraulic radius defined as R = 1!, P is the wetted perimeter, n is 
Manning's roughness coefficient and C is Chezy's roughness coefficient. The hydrostatic 
force h, and the pressure force due to longitudinal width variation 12, is as defined by 
Equation 4.24 and 4.27, respectively, in the Section 4.2.2. 
4.2.4 Eigenstructure of the Governing Equations 
Equation (4.28) can be further expressed in a quasi-linear form as: 
OU A(U)oU = S 
at + ox ' 
where A(U) is the matrix 
A= of 
OU 
A(U) = ;~ = [~ ~] 
8q eq 
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called the Jacobian matrix corresponding to the flux F(U). The entries of A(U) are 
partial derivatives of the components of the vector F with respect to the components 
of the vectors of conserved variables U. U can be expressed in terms of components 
ql and q2 
U= [:~] = [~] (4.34) 
F(U) = [~~] = [9l + 1 9Ah] (4.35) 
in which It = ! 9 A h. The Jacobian matrix A is given by 
A(U) _ [0 1 ] 
- _u2 + !gh 2u (4.36) 
where u = Q/A 
(4.37) 
in which c = VijTi = c = J 9 4 is the wave celerity, h is the hydraulic depth expressed 
as 4, and T is the top-width. By definition, the eigenvalues of the matrix A are given 
by the roots of the characteristic polynomial in A 
IA- >.11 = 0 (4.38) 
where I is the identity matrix. Expanding Equation (4.38) we obtain the polynomial 
the roots of which are 
(4.39) 
which are real and distinct. Physically, these eigenvalues represent speeds of propaga,-
tion of information. The speeds with positive sign are in the direction of increasing x 
and negative otherwise. 
A right eigenvector of a matrix A corresponding to an eigenvalue Ai of A is a vector 
Ri = [rj, r~l satisfying ARi = AiRi. In a similar way, a left eigenvector of a matrix A 
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corresponding to an eigenvalue Ai of A is a vector Li = [It, I~J satisfying LI A = AiLi. 
The corresponding right eigenvectors for A are 
RI = [ 1 ] R2 = [ 1 ] 
u-c' u+c 
(4.40) 
The system of equations 4.~l2 is hyperbolic at a point (x, t) as A has two real 
eigenvalues Al and A2 and a corresponding set of linearly independent right eigenvectors 
RI and R 2. Further, it is strictly hyperbolic as the eigenvalues Al and A2 are distinct. 
4.2.5 Characteristics Theory 
The theory of characteristics is useful in understanding the initial/boundary condition 
requirements and behaviour of solutions to the differential equations. It will also lay a 
foundation for the discussion on Riemann problem in the next section. Let us consider 
a hyperbolic SWE with two independent variables x and t. The (x - t) plane is shown 
in Figure 4.4. Any disturbance which occurs at some point at time t = 0 in open 
I I 
Region inflrnCCd by Q , / 
P 
C+ C-
C V C+ XL A! I~XR 
Q x n " x 
Initial data upon which P depends 
(A) (B) 
Figure 4.4: Region of influence and domain of dependence for the solution of hyperbolic 
SWE. (A) Illustrates the range of influence of a point Q with characteristic speed C+ 
and C_, and (B) Illustrates the domain of determinacy of an interval [XL, XRJ with 
characteristic speed C+ and C_ 
channel flow propagates along the channel in time and in two directions: downstream 
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and upstream. For a 1-D, unsteady flow, consider a point Q in (x - t) plane in Figure 
4A(A). The perturbation which takes place at point Q influences the shaded region 
limited by curves C+, C_ which represent the paths of disturbance propagation. This 
region above point Q is called as region of influence. Considering a point P, referring 
Figure 4.4(B), one can define backward in time the domain in which disturbances can 
influence the conditions at point P. These two characteristics extended backward to 
the x-axis are intercepted by the portion on x-axis, XL and XR. Assume that the 
dependent variables A and Q are known on the x-axis at t = 0 then the solution can 
be obtained by "marching forward" in the time space starting from the given boundary. 
The solution for A and Q at point P will depend only on that part of the boundary 
between XL and x R and included between the two retreating characteristics. For this 
reason, the region below point P is called as the domain of determinacy and the domain 
of dependence is an interval [XL, XRJ on the x-axis that is subtended by characteristics 
passing through the point P. The projection of the position of these small discontinuities 
into (x - t) plane produces lines cailed characteristics (Cunge et al., 1980). The C+ 
curve is called as a right-going and C_ as a left-going characteristic. 
4.3 Riemann Problem 
Riemann problem is the initial value problem (IVP) for the hyperbolic conservation 
laws with the simple initial condition consisting of two constant states. The Riemann 
problem for the shallow water equations is a generailsation of the dam-break prob-
lem (Toro, 1997,2001). 
PDE. BU BF(U) = 0 
. Bt + Bx 
lC: U(x, 0) = {UL if x < 0, 
UR if x > o. 
Considering Equation 4.28 and 4.29, the initial states U Land U R with, 
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are constant vectors and represent conditions at time t = 0, to the left of x = 0 and 
to the right of x = 0, respectively. The possible wave patterns emerging from the 
solution of Riemann problem given in Equation 4.41 is illustrated in Figure 4.6 and the 
structure of the Riemann problem is as shown in Figure 4.5. If Ui-I and Ui are the 
cell averages in two neighbouring grid cells on a finite volume grid, then by solving the 
Riemann problem with UL = Ui-I and UR = Ui, one can obtain a numerical fiux and 
update the cell averages over a time step. For hyperbolic problems the solution to the 
Riemann problem is typically a similarity solution, a function of xlt in an expansion or 
rarefaction wave region, and consists of a finite set of waves that propagate away from 
the origin with constant wave speeds (Leveque, 2002). 
Figure 4.5 shows that, from origin (0,0) in the (x, t) plane there are two waves 
travelling with speeds equal to the characteristic speeds AI and A2 where (AI < A2). 
The solution to the left of dxldt = AI is simply the data state UL = alRI + a2R2 and 
to the right of dxldt = A2 the solution is the constant data state UR = ,8IRI + ,82R2 
where a and ,8 are constant coefficients. The wedge between AI and A2 is called as the 
star region and its value is due to the passage of two waves emerging from the origin of 
the initial discontinuity (Toro, 1997). The characteristics with speeds AI and A2 can be 
traced back from the point P*(x, t), which basically are parallel to those passing from 
the origin and they pass through the initial points xa = x - A2 t and xA = x - AI t. 
, 
Referring to Figure 4.7 and 
• By selecting a time t* and a point XL to the left of the slowest wave such that 
U(XL, t') = UL, the solution at the starting point (XL, to) is 
2 
UL(X,t) = 2:aiRi (4.43) 
i=l 
All coefficients are a's and the point (XL, to) lies to the left of every wave . 
• By moving to the right of (XL, t') on the horizontal line t = to, the point cross the 
wave dxldt = At, hence x- Alt changes from negative to positive, thus, changing 
the coefficient from al to ,81. The solution of the star region is given by 
(4.44) 
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~ =u-c 
____ ~ ____ ~~ ____ ~~ __ _+x 
o 
x' o Xl o 
Figure 4.5: Structure of the general solution of the Riemann problem for one-
dimensional shallow water equations. The two wave families separating three constant 
states denoted, from left to right, by UL, U. and UR. The region between the left and 
right waves is called the star region. 
__________ ~~---------+x 
o 
(A) 
__________ ~~---------+x 
o 
(B) 
__________ ~~----------_+x 
o 
(D) 
Figure 4.6: Possible wave patterns in the solution of the Riemann problem for the 
one-dimensional shallow water equations; (A) The left wave is a rarefaction wave and 
the right wave is a shock wave; (B) The left wave is a shock and the right wave is a 
rarefaction; (C) Both left and right waves are rarefaction waves, and (D) Both left and 
right waves are shock waves. 
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~ =u-c 
U. 
0· .... ···· .. ·········· .. ··· .. ···· .. ·· .. ··· .. ······· 
; 
i UL , 
; 
~;--------~t-__________ -+x 
o 
Figure 4.7: The Riemann problem solution found by travelling along dashed horizontal 
line t = t'. U L is the left state and U R is the right state separated by U, . 
• By moving further right and crossing the ),2, the value of x - ),2t changes from 
negative to positive and hence the coefficient changes to f32, thus, solution to the 
right of the fastest wave is 
(4.45) 
From the above equations, the jump in U across the whole wave structure in the solution 
of the Riemann problem is 
(4.46) 
This is an eigenvector expansion with coefficients that are the strengths of the waves 
present in the Riemann problem. The wave strength of wave i is f3i - "i and the jump 
in U across wave i, denoted by (<lU)i is the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition and is 
given by, 
<IF = Si<lU (4.47) 
where <IF = F(U)R - F(Uh, <lU = UR - UL and Si is a speed of discontinuous 
wave solution associated with ),i characteristic field. Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition 
is discussed in detail in Leveque (2002); Toro (1997). 
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4.4 Finite Volume Method - Formulation 
This section deals with the explicit FVM of the Godunov type for solving the time-
dependent, non-lineax, St Venant equations in a one space dimension for a canal irri-
gation network. A typical canal irrigation network is shown in the Figure 2.1, page 
10. This network is basically a network of chaxmels, connected to each other with or 
without a control structure. From a computational perspective the channel looks as 
shown in the Figure 4.8. Each chaxmel runs between a fromNode (at from side) and 
a toNode (at to side) with or without a control structure at from side and to side. 
The solution for a network is an iterative process where at time, t = 0, unsteady flow 
equations axe solved for each channel in a network, before incrementing the time to 
t = 1. In each time step values axe updated using approximation to the flux through 
Boundary condition Boundary condition 
~ Channel ~ 
fromNode •• -------------------------------------------.. roNode 
1 
1=1 
i i 
Cell! Cell 2 Cell 3 
1. .1 
I. 
L 
Cell 4 Cell 5 
, 
, 
, 
, , 
, 
i 
•• 
x 
Figure 4.8: Computational domain of a chaxmel in (x, t) plane of a length, L, divided 
into finite volume cells of length, !::J.x and time step of !::J.t. Also shown axe the nodes 
and boundaxy condition points of the channel. 
the endpoints of the intervals. The ilh grid cell is denoted by (see Figure 4.9), 
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Now, the basic form of the numerical method is obtained referring to Leveque (2002) 
t 
i-I 
t" 
U Il+1 , 
F;~112 
--i 
U" ,
F;:112 
;+1 
U ,':, 
x 
Figure 4.9: Illustration of a FVM, shown in the x-t space, for updating the cell average 
ut by fluxes, F?_1/2' F?+1/2' at the cell edges, Xi-l/2, Xi+1/2' 
and Toro (2001). Recalling equations 4.3 and 4.13, the integral form of the Equation 
4.28 without a source term can be written as 
fe, U(x, tn+1) dx - fe, U(x, tn) dx 
i tn+ 1 itn+l = F(U(Xi_l/2, t)) dt - F(U(Xi+l/2' t)) dt tn tn (4.48) 
Rearranging this and dividing by Ax gives 
Al (U(x, tn+1) dx = Al (U(x, tn) dx uxJ~ uxJ~ 
-L [1:n+!F(U(Xi+1/2,t))dt-1:n+1F(U(Xi_l/2,t))dt] (4.49) 
where Ax '" Xi+l/2 - Xi-l/2' By defining integral averages of U(x, t) at times t = tn 
and t = tn+1 over the length Ax, 
Uf = Al (U(x, tn)dx, 
UXi J~ (4.50) 
also by defining time integral averages of the flux F(U) at positions x = Xi-l/2 and 
x = Xi+1/2 
1 i'n+! F i - 1/2 = A F(U(Xi_l/2, t)) dt, 
ut tn 
1 l'n+1 Fi+l/2 = A F(U(Xi+l/2' t)) dt (4.51) L.J.t tn 
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where At == tn+1 - tn. With these definitions the integral form of Equation 4.28 can 
be written as, 
U n+! un At (Fn Fn) i = i --: Ax i+1/2 - i-I/2 (4.52) 
This is a basic form of the numerical method where Fi+I/2 term is called as the 
numerical fiux corresponding to the intercell boundary at x = Xi+!/2 between cells i 
andi+l. 
Now we look at the steps followed in order to solve the flow equations for a charmel: 
i. Divide the channel length (domain) in finite volumes; 
ii. Initialise the state variables (A and Q), at t = 0, throughout the domain and 
apply boundary conditions at each node as explained in the Section 4.6; 
iii. Update state variables using: 
• The state variables are updated using an exact Rlemann solver described in 
the Section 4.4.2 
• Godunov's update is applied in the next step which is given in the Section 
4.4.1.1 
• High resolution methods and limiters are used as described in the Section 
4.5 
• Source term is applied using Equation 4.30 or 4.31 
iv. Increment time and write output. 
4.4.1 Godunov Type Scheme 
In its simplest form the Godunov type scheme consists of three steps called as reconstruct-
evolve-average (REA): 
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1. Reconstruct a piecewise polynomial function Un(x, tn) defined for all x, from the 
cell averages Ur. In the simple case this is a piecewise constant function that 
takes the value Ur in the ith grid cell, 
2. Evolve the hyperbolic equation exactly (or approximately) with this initial data 
to obtain Un(x, tn+1) at a time t.t later. In this case, the exact Riemann solver 
is used. 
3. Average this function over each grid to obtain new cell averages 
un+1 = _l_JUn(x tn+1)dx 
t.b..x ' (4.53) 
e. 
In step 1 a function Un(x, tn) is reconstructed from the discrete cell average. In 
Godunov's original approach this reconstruction is a simple piecewise constant function. 
This leads to Riemann problem, but gives only a first order accurate method. To obtain 
better accuracy, a better reconstruction can be used, for example a piecewise linear 
function that is allowed to have a nonzero slope in the ith grid cell. This idea forms 
the basic of the high-resolution methods as seen in the Section 4.5. 
So the exact solution at time tn+1 can be constructed by piecing together the Rie-
mann solution, provided that the time step t.t is short enough that the waves from 
two adjacent diagram of this process have not yet started to interact. But this type of 
scheme requires that 
Smaxt.t 1 
--""?'-- < -
- t.x - 2 (4.54) 
where Smax is the maximum wave speed. The quantity smax ~; is Courant, Friedrichs, 
and Lewy (CFL) condition and the number is Courant number. It is apparent that the 
condition is limited to Courant number less than!. 
The first version of Godunov's method defines new average values Ui+1 at time 
tn+1 = tn + t.t via the integrals given in Equation 4.53. The integrand U(x, t) is an 
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exact solution of the conservation laws. The second version of the Godunov's method 
is written as: 
Un+1 un At [F 1 i = i + Ax i-I/2 - Fi+1/2 , (4.55) 
with intercell flux given by Fi+I/2 = F(Ui +1/2(0)), if the time step At satisfies 
At::; Ax 
Smax 
(4.56) 
This is a CFL condition and second version allows a larger time step resulting in a more 
efficient time-marching scheme. Here a wave is allowed to travel, at most, a complete 
cell length Ax in a time At. Thus, 
Smax At < 1 
Ax -
The proof of this form is given in Toro (1997) and hence not discussed here. 
4.4.1.1 The Wave-Propagation Form of Godunov's Method 
(4.57) 
The Figure (4.10) shows a linear system of two equations solved assuming Al < 0 < A2. 
The function un (x, tn+1) will typically have two discontinuities in the grid cell Ci, at 
the points Xi-I/2 + A2At and xi+I/2 + AIAt. As seen in the Section 4.3, for a linear 
J1f-112 
Figure 4.10: lilustration of the REA algorithm. The Riemann problem is solved at 
each cell interface, and the wave structure is used to determine the exact solution time 
At later. The wave WLI/2' for example, has moved a distance A2At into the cell. 
system the solution to the Riemann problem can be expressed as a set of waves, 
2 2 
Ui - U i _ 1 = 2: af_l/2RP == 2: W;_1/2 (4.58) 
p=l p=l 
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Consider the wave denoted by WLI/2 for example. It consists of a jump given by 
W2 2 R2 i-I/2 = (Y;i_I/2 
propagating at speed A2t.t. This wave modifies the value of V over a fraction of the 
grid cell given by A2t.t/ t.x. It follows that the effect of this wave on the cell average 
of V is to change the average value by the amount 
The minus sign arises because the value W~_1/2 measures the jump from right to left. 
Each of the waves entering the grid cell has an analogous effect on the cell average, and 
the new cell average can be found by simply adding up these independent effects. 
Vn+1 _ vn A2t.tW2 Alt.tWI 
i - i - t.x i-I/2 - t.x i+1/2 
n t.t (2 I) 
= Vi - t.x A2Wi_I/2 + A1Wi+I/2 
(4.59) 
The 2-wave originating from Xi-I/2 and the I-wave originating from xi+I/2, based on 
the presumed wave speeds, as shown in Figure 4.10, are used. This can be written in 
a form that generalises to arbitrary hyperbolic systems of m equations. Let 
A+ = max(A, 0), A_ = min(A, 0) (4.60) 
and suppose the solution of the Rlemann problem consists of 2 waves WP travelling at 
speeds Ap, either positive or negative. The cell average can thereby updated by 
(4.61) 
The cell average is affected only by all right-going waves from Xi-I/2 and only by all 
left-going waves from Xi+1/2' In a shorthand notation, 
m 
A-t.Ui_1/2 = I: (AP)-W;_1/2' 
p=1 
m 
A+ t.Ui_I /2 = I: (AP)+W;_1/2' 
p=l 
so that Equation (4.61) can be written as 
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Un+1 un.· b.t [Jl+ AV: - A 1 i= i - ~ . ""'. i-l/2 + Jl"",UH1/2 
"",x . 
(4.63) 
The symbol Jl + b.Ui - 1/ 2 should be interpreted as a single entity that measures the 
net effect on the cell average of all right going waves from Xi-l/2, while Jl-b.UH1/2 
measures the net effect on the cell average of all left-going waves from xHl/2' These net 
effects are usually referred as fluctuations. Note that within cell ei , it is the right-going 
fluctuation from the left edge, Jl+ b.Ui _ 1/ 2 , and the left-going fluctuation from the right 
edge, Jl-b.UH1/2, that affect the cell average. 
The wave-propagation form (Equation 4.6:3) of Godunov's method can be related 
directly to the numerical flux function, 
1 tn+1 F~_1/2 = b.t L !(VI(W_l, Vf))dt (4.64) 
= !(VI(V:'-l, W))dt 
Where V I is the similarity solution to a Riemann problem along x It = 0 when left and 
right state is specified. The value of V in the Riemann solution along x = Xi-l/2 is 
VL/2 = VI (Vi-I, Vi) = Vi-l + L W;_1/2' 
p:>..p<o 
In the linear case !(VL1/2) = AvL/2 and so Equation 4.64 gives 
F!':..1/2 = AVi-l + L AWl'-1/2 
P:Ap<O 
Since Wl'-1/2 is an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue 'xp, this can be rewritten as 
m 
Ft-l/2 = AVi-l + L (,XP)- WL/2 (4.65) 
p~l 
Alternatively, it can be expressed as 
m 
F!':..1/2 = AVi - L ('xp)+ W;_1/2 (4.66) 
p=l 
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Similarly, there are two ways to express F[tl/2. Choosing the form 
m 
F[tl/2 = AUi + 2:: (,\P)- W;+1/2 
p=1 
and combining this with 4.66 in the flux-differencing formula 4.52 gives 
Un+! _ Un flt (Fn Fn) i - i - flx i+1/2 - i-I/2 
= W - ~! [~('\P)-W;+1/2 + ~ (,\P)+ WL/2] , (4.67) 
since the AUi terms cancel out. This is exactly the same expression obtained in 4.61. 
m 
Fj:l/2 = !(Ui - I ) + 2:: (,\P)- W;_1/2 == !(Ui-ll + A-flUi_1/2 (4.68) 
p=l 
or 
m 
F;'':..1/2 = !(Ui) -2:: (,\P)+ W:'-1/2 == !(Ui ) - A+ flUi _ 1/2, (4.69) 
p=l . 
corresponding to 4.65 and 4.66 respectively, where the speeds '\p and waves WP are 
obtained from the solution to the lliemann problem. 
4.4.2 Exact Riemann Solver 
In order to apply lliemann-solver-based finite volume method, general Riemann prob-
lem is solved with arbitrary left and right states U L and U R. To compute the exact 
solution, following steps are carried: 
1. Determine whether each of the two waves is a shock or a rarefaction wave; 
2. Determine the intermediate state U m between the two waves; 
3. Determine the structure of the solution through any rarefaction waves. 
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As discussed in the Section 4.3 and in Figure 4.5, two waves separate three constant 
states in terms of the vector of primitive variables, 
these are UL (left data), U. and UR (right data). The constant values of the water 
depth and velocity in the star region are denoted by h. and u.. The exact lliemann 
solver used in CanalFlow is adapted from the conservation-laws package (CLAWPACK) 
software developed at the University of Washington (http://,,,,,, . amath. washington. 
edu/-claw/). The theoretical background for this solver is as given in Leveque (2002) 
and could be described using following steps: 
1. Calculate left state velocity, Ut, right state velocity, Ur, and locate the occurrence 
of dry state: 
UL = {*" if AL > Acritica/, (4.70) 
o if A L < Acritica/ 
Acritica/ in this case is taken as IE-20. The dry state appears to the left if UL = 0 
and I-wave is zero strength shock while 2-wave is a rarefaction. 
{ 
~ if AR > Acritica/, 
UR= R 
. -0· - - if AR < Acritica/ 
(4.71) 
Dry state appears to the right if U r = 0 and I-wave is rarefaction while 2-wave is 
a zero strength shock. If both states are dry then both waves are zero-strength 
shock. Wave speed in left state is given by 
and wave speed in right is 
where h Land h R is depth in left and right state calculated from A L and A R 
respectively. 
2. Compute intermediate state Urn (urn and hrn): Depending on the specific data, 
any combination of shocks and rarefactions are possible, for general values of U L 
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and UR. In general, two functions <PL and <PR are defined, to find the intermediate 
state Um (Leveque, 2002, p. 281-282), 
if h > hL (shock), 
if h < hL(rarefaction) 
(4.72) 
and 
<PR = {UR + (h - hR) J~ (k + -iR) if h > hR (shock), (4.73) 
UR - 2 (v9fiR - ,;g7i) if h < hR (rarefaction) 
For a given state h, the function <pL(h) returns the value of U such that (A(h), Q) 
can be connected to UL by a physically correct I-wave, while <pR(h) returns the 
value of U such that (A(h), Q) can be connected to UR by a physically correct 
2-wave. The value of hm is determined such that <pL(hm) = <pR(hm) and is 
accomplished by applying a non-linear root finder, such as Newton-Raphson, to 
the function <p(h) '" <pL(h) - <pR(h). Thus, the intermediate state Um is obtained 
from hm as Am(hm) and Qm = Am Unt. 
3. Compute wave speeds: The left and right speed of the I-wave and 2-wave is 
calculated as: 
(a) I-wave 
• Speed on left (AL) and on right (AR) when I-wave is shock: 
AL =UL - J9hL 
AR = (hL UL - hm um) 
hL-hm 
• Speed AL and AR when I-wave is rarefaction 
(b) 2-wave 
AL = UL - JghL 
AR = Um - Jghm 
• Speed AL and AR when 2-wave is shock 
AL =UR+ JghR 
AR= (hRuR-hmum) 
hR-hm 
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• Speed AL and AR when 2-wave is rarefaction 
AL = Urn + Jghm 
AR = UR + JghR 
(4.77) 
4. Set h., u. to Godunov values along x It = 0: Based on the left and right speed 
of I-wave and 2-wave, five configurations are possible for the Riemann problem 
between left and a right state. These configurations are as follows: 
(a) I-wave transonic rarefaction (Condition: For I-wave, AL < 0 and AR > 0) 
1 
h. = 99(UL+2J9 hL)2 (4.78) 
u. = UL - 2 (.fih. - J 9 hL) 
(b) 2-wave transonic rarefaction (Condition: For 2-wave, AL < 0 and AR > 0) 
(4.79) 
(c) I-wave fully supersonic and right going (Condition: For I-wave, AL > 0) 
(4.80) 
U", = UL 
(d) 2-wave fully supersonic and left going (Condition: For 2-wave, AR < 0) 
(4.81) 
(e) I-wave is left going and 2-wave is right going (Condition: For all other cases) 
h. = hm 
(4.82) 
U. =Um 
5. Compute the fluxes F and left-going and right-going fluctuations, A±: Fluxes are 
given by the following relations and are based on the equations described in the 
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Section 4.2.3: 
FI = ALuL, 
FA =ARuR, 
F; =A.u., 
2 2 2 (B hL) FL =ALUL+ghL 2" +(ml +m2)6 ' 
2 2 2 (B hR) FR=ARUR+ghR 2"+(m1+m2)6 ' 
F; = A. U; + 9 h; (~ + (ml + m2) ~. ) 
and the fluctuations are given by following equation 
A+ = FR - F" 
The values of A + and A-are then used in the Equation 4.63. 
(4.83) 
(4.84) 
6. Compute waves and their speed: The wave strength 'W" can be deflned as the 
total jump across the wave (Leveque, 2002), thus, 
(4.85) 
where V~ and Vi, are the states just to left and right of the wave. The charac-
teristic speed )..P varies continuously through the rarefaction wave, thus, average 
speed is used and is given by 
(4.86) 
4.5 High Resolution Methods 
The second-order accurate methods give better accuracy on smooth solutions but fail 
near discontinuities, where oscillations are generated (e.g. Leveque, 2002, p.lOl). Even 
in the case of smooth solution, oscillations appear due to dispersive nature of these 
methods. The upwind methods have the advantage of keeping the solution monoton-
ically varying in regions where the solution should be monotone but the accuracy is 
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not very good. The idea with high-resolution methods is to obtain second-order ac-
curacy where possible but not to insist on it in the regions where the solution is not 
smooth (such results achieved by the high-resolution methods are shown in Leveque, 
2002, p.104). 
The Godunov's method (discussed in the Section 4.4.1) is first-order accurate and 
introduces numerical diffusion, yielding poor accuracy and smeared results (Leveque, 
2002). The correction terrns are introduced in the Equation 4.63 to obtain a method 
of the form, 
(4.87) 
where, the fluxes F are based on the waves resulting from the exact Riemann solution 
which are calculated in the process of determining the fluctuations A ±. F is given by, 
2 
Fi -l/2 = ~ L ISf-l/21 (1- ~~ISL/21) WL/2 (4.88) 
p=l 
W is the pth wave arising in the solution to the Riemann problem and W is a limited 
version of this wave. 
4.5.1 Limiters 
As discussed earlier the second order accurate solutions produce unwanted local maxima 
(overshoot) or minima (undershoot). In order to avoid this behaviour, limiters are 
used (Erduran et al., 2002). There are two types of limiters; flux limiters and slope 
limiters. Their name comes from the fact that they limit either the fluxes themselves or 
slope of the Riemann data. In this model flux limiters given below are used (Leveque, 
2002): 
minmod: </>(8) = minmod(l, 8), 
superbee: </>(8) = max(O, mine!, 28), min(2, 8)), 
MC: 
van Leer: 
</>(8) = max(O, min((1 + 8)/2,2,28)), 
</>(8) = (J + 181 
1+ 181' 
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where the function <1>(0) is the flux limiter junction, whose value depends on 0 which is 
a measure of smoothness of the data and MC is monotonised centered. The 0 is defined 
in such a way that it takes into account the degree of alignment of the wave vector as 
well as their magnitudes. This is accomplished by projecting the vector WL1/2 onto 
the vector W;_1/2 to obtain a vector Of-1/2 W;_1/2 that is aligned with W;_1/2 (Leveque, 
2002). Thus, 0f-1/2 is given by, 
WL1/2·Wl'-t/2 
Of-1/2 = PP' Wi_1/2,Wi_1/2 
(4.90) 
where. is the dot product. The index I is used to represent the interface on the upwind 
side of Xi-1/2: 
I = {i -1 if it > 0 
i+1 ifit<O 
(4.91) 
where it is the constant velocity. In the region where the data is smooth 0;'..1/2 "" 1 
(except at extrema) and near a discontinuity 07-1/2 is far from 1. Thus, to obtain a 
high-resolution method, the wave W;_1/2 is replaced by a limited version in Equation 
4.88, 
(4.92) 
4.6 Initial and Boundary Conditions 
The Equations 4.19 and 4.20 given in the Section 4.2.2 govern the flow in an open-
channel. These are the operation of the laws of physics (law of conservation of mass 
and momentum). In addition to these laws, the state of the flow is governed by the 
initial conditions (lCs) and boundary conditions (BCs) at the domain boundaries (at 
a and b in the Figure 4.11). This section describes the way CanalFlow handles initial 
and boundary conditions. 
4.6.1 Initial Conditions 
In this process, state variables A and Q are initialised (at t = 0) throughout the domain. 
These variables can be initialised in two ways, 
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• by specifying h (calculate A based on h) and Q at the start and end of the channel 
and then values at each computational nodes are linearly interpolated; or 
• by specifying h and Q at each computational node. This is true for the elevation 
z as well. 
As seen in Figure 4.8, the domain is divided into finite volume cells. The initial con-
ditions are specified for each of this finite volume cells and the solution is progressed 
with these initial values. 
4.6.2 Boundary Conditions 
The computations are carried out on a finite set of grid cells covering a bounded domain. 
As the required boundary information is not available in the first and the last cell, 
physical boundary conditions are provided that update these boundary cell values based 
on the fluxes entering and leaving the domain. Figure 4.8 on page 84, shows such 
computational domain of the length L and the boundary interfaces. 
4.6.2.1 Method of Characteristics Approach 
Garcia-Navarro and Saviron (1992a) provided details of application of theory of char-
acteristics to the boundary conditions of open channel flow problems for McCormack's 
method. Same theory is applied to solve the boundary conditions in CanaIFlow. The 
Hartree method (Liggett and Cunge, 1975) is used to spatially interpolate the values 
and calculate values at the boundaries. The details of this approach are presented next. 
The Figure 4.11 shows the computational domain and boundary interfaces in a finite 
volume perspective. In discussing this concept we refer the theory discussed in the 
Section 4.4.1.1. Recalling Equations 4.68 and 4.69, 
Ai/2AU1/2 = f(Uf) - Fi/2' 
(4.93) 
AN+1/2AUN+l/2 = FN+1/2 - feU,];) 
where feU) is a cell-centered flux. In the computational domain [a, b] the lliemann 
solver provides A+ and A- at all interfaces except Ai/2 and AN+1/2. These are calcu-
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Figure 4.11: Illustration of the computational domain [a, b] of the length L and cell 
average values U. Fl/2 is the flux entering the domain at a, upstream side, and FN+J/2 
is the flux leaving the domain at b, downstream side. Also shown is the right and left 
going fluctuations A + and A -, respectively. 
lated based on the boundary fluxes F{i2 and FN+J/2 (Equation 4.93). The methodology 
to estimate these boundary fluxes is now explained. 
Boundary fluxes are estimated using the Method of Characteristics (MoC). The St 
Venant equation in characteristic form is written as (Strelkoff, 1970), 
where Q is discharge per unit time, A is cross-sectional area, h is hydraulic depth de-
fined as ~, T is top-width, So is longitudinal slope and S, is frictional slope while x 
and t represent the along-channel distance and time respectively. The forward char-
acteristic (0+) is used at the end of the reach and the backward characteristic (0_) 
is used at the beginning as shown in the Figure 4.12. For any boundary, the number 
of pieces of information which must be specified relate to the number of character-
istics entering/leaving that region. Consider the upstream boundary. If the flow is 
sub-critical, then the 0+ characteristic points into the computational domain, whereas 
the 0_ characteristic leaves the region. The result is that one of the flow variables 
(typically discharge) must be specified, from which a value of A can be generated using 
characteristic theory. If the flow is super-critical, then both characteristics enter the 
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Figure 4.12: Illustration of the external boundaries at channel ends, (A) C_ character-
istic is used to solve the boundary condition at the upstream end and (B) C+ is used 
at the downstream end. 
region at the upstream boundary, and so values of A and Q must be specified. For the 
downstream boundary, sub-critical fiow requires the specification of one variable (usu-
ally A) as in the upstream case. If the flow is super-critical then both characteristics 
should propagate information from the upstream direction downstream. 
We refer to the Figure 4.12, an intermediate point Q is added on the upstream 
side and point M is added on the downstream side to make the solution progress 
to point P and L, respectively. The values of A and Q are specified at the points 
XQ, Xlj2, Xl+lj2, XN-lj2, XN+l/2 and XN+l at time tn and those at points P, Q, L, and 
M are to be determined in order to progress the solution. Following are the steps 
involved: 
1. First Approximation: 
(a) A first value of xQ and XM is found by using the slope of the characteristics 
at points XQ, tn and XN+b tn 
(4.95) 
similarly 
XM=XL- (~ +v'Bh)n !:"t 
N+l 
(4.96) 
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(b) State variable UQ at the point Q is estimated by interpolation as given below 
U = 1+1/2 - 1+1/2 - 1/2 x 1 XI/2 < xQ < XI+1/2, {u (u U) X1+'!s.,-xQ 'f Q U (u U ) X,/,-XQ 'f 1/2 - 1/2 - 0 O.5l>x 1 Xo < XQ < XI/2 
(4.97) 
similarly state variable QM at the point M is given by 
Q = N+1/2 - N+I/2 - N-I/2 x 1 XN-I/2 < XM < XN+I/2, {u (u U ) XN+'i.,-XM 'f M U (u U ) XN+l-xM 'f N+1 - N+1 - N+1/2 o.5Lix 1 XN+1/2 < XM < XN+1 
(4.98) 
(c) Equation (4.94), in the difference form, is used to obtain the state variables 
at point P 
this equation can further be expressed as: 
Qp=QQ+AQ (-~ -v9h\ +gLlt[A(So-S,)]Q+Ap (~ +v9h)Q 
(4.100) 
Equation (4.100) could be written in a linear form as 
. (4.101) 
where 
(4.102) 
and 
(4.103) 
(d) In a similar way Equation (4.D4), in the difference form, is used to obtain 
the state variables at point L 
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this equation can further be expressed as: 
QL = QM+AM (-~ + Vih) M +gb.t[A (So-Sf)JM-AL (-~ + Vih) M 
(4.105) 
Equation (4.105) could also be written in a linear form as 
(4.106) 
where 
(4.107) 
and 
(4.108) 
This provides the required relationship that completes the information given by 
the boundary condition. Provided h = h(t) or Q = Q(t), other state variables 
can be estimated based on the Equations 4.101 and 4.106. 
2. Second and Subsequent Approximations: 
(a) Point Q and M are more accurately located using 
(4.109) 
and 
XM = XL - ~t [(~ + Vih) L + (~ + Vih) J (4.110) 
(b) Interpolation of state variables at point Q and M is carried out as per the 
step (b) given above 
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(c) Values of the state variables at point P are recalculated by averaging values 
at points Q and the last approximation at P. This is given by: 
(4.111) 
above equation is simplified as 
(4.112) 
and in a linear form 
Ap Qp = TAl +BI (4.113) 
where 
Al = (~ +.f9h) p + (~ +.f9h) Q (4.114) 
and 
BI = QQ - ~Q [(~ +.f9ht + (~ + .f9h) Q] 
+ ~t [(gA(So-St))p+(gA(So-St))Q] 
(4.115) 
(d) Values of the dependent variable at point L is recalculated by averaging 
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values at points M and the last approximation at L. This is given by: 
(4.116) 
above equation is simplified as 
(4.117) 
and in a linear form 
(4.118) 
where 
(4.119) 
and 
(4.120) 
Steps (a) to (d) are repeated until a suitable accuracy is achieved (the accuracy is 
defined here as an absolute difference in previous and current value less than equal to 
lE-3). Thus, at the boundaries when one of the state variables is known then other 
can be obtained using the relations 4.101, 4.106, 4.113 and 4.118. 
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4.6.3 External Boundaries 
External boundaries are specified at the boundaries of the computational domain as 
shown in the Figure 4.13. These are also called as upstream and downstream boundary 
conditions. Following are the types of external boundaries that can be specified in the 
CanalFlow model. 
4.6.3.1 Transmissive Boundary 
This is the free outfall boundary condition on the downstream side. It is an outlet 
boundary which imposes no influence on the fluid in the domain where depths are 
maintained and waves travel through without reflection. This type of boundary is 
specified by fixing the boundary flux using the internal flow conditions. Thus boundary 
flux is set equal to the internal cell-centered flux. Referring Equation 4.93: 
F{f2 = J(Ui), 
F'JV+1/2 = J(U'j,) 
(4.121) 
Based on Equations 4.24, 4.29 and Figure 4.11 the cell-centered flux is given by, 
J(Un = [ iJIl + 9 (hl)2 (~l+ (ml + m2) 4f) ] 
J(U'j,) = [Arh~)+9(hN)2 (;+ (md m2) ¥) ] 
4.6.3.2 Wall Boundary 
(4.122) 
In the case of a solid wall boundary the velocity is set to be zero. Thus, for the solid 
wall at x = a in the Figure 4.11, u(a, t) = 0 and the flux F at the boundary a and b 
could be written as: 
F{f2 = [ 9 (hi/2)2 (i + ~ml + m2) hij2) ] 
FN+1/2 = [ 9 (h'j,+1/2)2 (i + ~ml + m2) h:V~1(2) ] (4.123) 
where ml and m2 are left and right side slopes, respectively. Similar approach has been 
used by Sleigh et al. (1998); Yoon and Kang (2004). 
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4.6.3.3 Discharge Hydrograph 
Theory of characteristics is used to apply the discharge hydrograph boundary condition. 
One of the states, Q in this case is known and system of equations given in the Section 
4.6.2 (refer Equations 4.101, 4.106,4.113 and 4.118) is solved to obtain remaining state 
variable A. 
4.6.3.4 Stage Hydrograph 
As discussed above, the theory of characteristics is used to apply the stage hydrograph 
boundary condition. One of the states, h in this case is known and system of equations 
given in the Section 4.6.2 is solved to obtain Q. 
4.6.3.5 Discharge-Stage Hydrograph 
In case of a discharge-stage hydrograph, both the state variables (A and Q) are specified. 
Referring to Equations 4.24 and 4.29 the fluxes at the boundaries are estimated as, 
Fn - [ Q.pec ] 1/2 - Q;peo + (h )2 (B + ( + ) h,peo ) A(hspec ) 9 spec "2 mt m2 6 (4.124) [ Qspec ] FJV+1/2 = Q;"" + (h )2 (B + ( + ) h,peo ) A(hspec ) 9 spec "'2 mt m2 6 
where Qspec and hspec are specified Q and h, respectively in the hydrograph. Typically, 
this boundary condition is applied in case of a super-critical flow on an upstream 
side (Garcia-Navarro and Saviron, 1992a, see). 
4.6.4 Internal Boundaries 
Internal boundaries are defined at the channel junctions and structures. Interesting 
literature has been found in solving these junction and structure boundary conditions. 
Kutija (1995) presented an algorithm to solve a problem of computing flows in combined 
dendritic and looped networks of channels. Underlying hydraulic properties were taken 
into account to express the relations in simplest of graph-theoretical terms. This kind 
of general solution for solving the network problem appeared for the first time and 
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the algorithm is unconditionally stable, accurate and fast method of solution. This 
algorithm has been used in NOAH (see Section 2.6.14) in association with implicit finite-
difference scheme. Garcia-Navarro and Saviron (1992b) presented the work related 
to unsteady fiow simulation at a junction of open channels. The proposed solution 
is valid for supercritical flows, hydraulic jumps and shock propagation through the 
junction. Other solutions by different authors are: (Aral et al., 1998; Capart et al., 
1999; Hsu et al., 1998; Ji, 1998; Misra, 1998; Misra et a/., 1992; Naidu et al., 1997; 
Noto and Tucciarelli, 2001; Reddy and Bhallamudi, 2004; Sen and Garg, 2002; Sobey, 
2001; Swain and Chin, 1990). In CanaIFlow, the theory of characteristics discussed in 
Section 4.6.2 is extended to solve the junction problem. This is also discussed in the 
paper by Garcia-Navarro and Saviron (1992a). 
An irrigation scheme consists of a network of canals organised in a hierarchical 
fashion (Section 2.2). For example, a main canal takes off from the reservoir and acts 
as a main distribution line. Distributaries or majors take off from the main canal and 
in turn distributaries/majors have minors on them. The off-taking point (point at 
which a child is connected to its parent) is through a structure or without a structure. 
Figure (2.1, page 10) shows a typical schematic of an irrigation scheme. In order to 
simulate flow conditions in the canal network, canal is divided in smaller sections called 
channels. These channels are then assembled to simulate the flow in a network and 
are connected to each other through nodes. Thus a node will have a channel and/or 
multiple channels connected to it. 
Boundary conditions are to be applied at the node junction where different channels 
meet in order to solve the flow simulation problem for a network. The BC to be applied 
at the end of channel connected to node depends on: 
• Presence of a control structure on the channel end connected to the node; 
• Type of control structure present for example rectangular gate, circular or radial 
gate; 
• Number of such channels with/without structure connected to a node. 
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Figure 4.13: Illustration of an irrigation network showing nodes, channels, control struc-
tures, junctions and external boundary points. Internal boundary conditions are solved 
at the junctions. Shown are the junctions; J-l with three channels and a structure, J-2 
as a three channel open junction, J-3 with two channels and a structure and J-5 as a 
two channel open junction. 
The following section discusses various cases considered by CanalFlow in solving the 
internal boundary conditions. 
4.6.4.1 Typical Split or Confluence without Structure 
Junctions and hydraulic structures are modelled as internal boundaries. A typical open 
junction where split or confluence occurs is shown as J-2 in the Figure 4.13 and 4.14. 
Based on equations (4.101 and 4.106) following could be written for the channels shown 
in J·2 Figure (4.14): 
Qi = AH Ai + BH 
Qj = Alj Aj + Blj 
Qk = AikAk + Blk 
(4.125) 
where Qi, Qj and Qk are discharges and Ai, Aj and Ak are cross-sectional areas at the 
interfaces of Channel i, j and k respectively. Al and BI for i, j and k are defined in 
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Figure 4.14: Junctions J-l, J-2, J-3 and J-5 as seen in the Figure 4.13. 
Equations (4.102, 4.103, 4.107, and 4.108). For the given junction following equation 
can be written to conserve the mass, 
(4.126) 
i.e. Qi - Qj - Qk = 0, substituting values of Qi, Qj, and Qk from Equation (4.125) in 
Equation (4.126) gives 
(4.127) 
At the junction depths are assumed to be equal, thus, 
(4.128) 
Equation (4.127) becomes 
Ali [h(Bi +0.5mi h)] -Alj [h(Bj +0.5 mj h)] - Alk [h(Bk +0.5mk h)] = Blj + Blk -BJi 
(4.129) 
where Bi, Bj and Bk are bottom widths and mi, mj and mk are side slopes of Channel 
i, j and k respectively. The equation is further simplified as 
0.5 (AJi m; -Alj mj -Alk mk) h2 + (AJi Bi - A lj Bj -Alk Bk) h- (Blj +Blk - Bli) = ° 
(4.130) 
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This is a quadratic equation and could be easily solved to obtain h and in turn obtain 
Q using Equation (4.12,,). In case of rectangular channels, the side slope equals zero 
and h can be written as: 
h = Blj + Blk - Bli 
Ali Bi - Alj Bj - Alk Bk (4.131) 
In order to achieve second order accuracy following steps are involved. Combining 
Equations (4.113, 4.118, and 4.126) following could be written: 
A- A- Ak 
Ali -i + Bli = Alj -# + Blj + Alk "2 + Blk (4.132) 
This equation could be simplified and solved for h, 
0.5 (Ali mi-Alj mj-Alk mk) h2 + (Ali Bi-Alj Bj-Alk Bk) h-2 (Blj+Blk-Bli) = 0 
(4.133) 
If side slope is zero, 
h = 2 (Blj + Blk - Bli) 
Ali Bi - A lj Bj - Alk Bk 
4.6.4.2 Typical Split or Confluence with Structure 
(4.134) 
A three channel junction with a structure is shown as J-1 and J-4 in the Figure 4.13. 
For example in J-1 (Figure 4.14), the discharge in channel Cj is calculated based on 
the empirical discharge equation of the structure which is a function of water depth in 
channel Ci and Cj. Recalling Equation 4.125 and substituting the value of Qj as, 
(4.135) 
in Equation 4.127 we get, 
(4.136) 
In order to calculate the discharge through a structure, scenarios shown in the Figure 
4.15 and 4.16 are considered. In case of a free flow condition, discharge through the 
structure is function of a gate opening and upstream water depth hI, while in case of 
submerged flow it is function of a gate opening, upstream water depth hI and down-
stream water depth h2. The procedure to obtain Q and h after Equation 4.136 is similar 
to the one given in the Section 4.6.4.1. 
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Figure 4.15: Channels connected through a structure and h2 < ho < hi (free flow) 
4.6.4.3 Two Channel Junction without Structure 
The two channel junction without structure is shown as J-5 in the Figure 4.13. Referring 
Figure 4.14 and assuming water depths and discharges to be equal at the connecting 
interface we can write, 
and 
Qi = Qj, 
hi=hj=h 
Qj = Alj Aj + Blj 
Substituting values of Ai and Aj and then simplifying we get, 
this equation could be solved to get h, if side slopes are zero then h is given by 
BI"-BI " h = J • 
AJi Bi - Alj Bj 
To apply second order correction Equation 4.139 becomes, 
this equation could be solved to get h, if side slopes are zero then h is given by 
h = 2 {Blj - B Ji ) 
AJi Bi - Alj Bj 
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(4.139) 
( 4.140) 
(4.141) 
(4.142) 
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Figure 4.16: Channels connected through a structure and ha < h2 < hI (submerged 
flow) 
4.6.4.4 Two Channel Junction with Structure 
Junction of two channels with a structure in between is as shown in J-3 Figure 4.13. It 
involves calculating discharge through a structure first as discussed in Section 4.6.4.2. 
To solve the boundary problem at the structure, discharge on the upstream side of the 
structure is equal to discharge on the downstream side. Based on the discharge another 
state variable can be estimated using the characteristic equations for the channels. From 
the Figure 4.14, we can write, 
(4.143) 
the relation 4.138 then can be written as, 
(4.144) 
using above equation h is calculated based on the procedure given in the Section 4.6.4.3. 
4.7 Concluding Remarks 
The key relationships and equations which have been set out in this chapter are the 
basis of CanalFlow model. It has discussed in detail the governing equations, FVM 
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formulation, exact Riemann solver, limiters and initial and boundary conditions. The 
result is a robust I-D hydraulic simulation model for canal irrigation networks. The 
model takes into account different hydraulic structures and junctions encountered in the 
canal network. The exact Riemann solver described in the Section 4.4.2 is capable of 
handling an advance of the wave front on a wet as well as dry beds. The model can also 
handle the mixed-regime How and hydraulic jump in the channel. The methodology 
to solve various boundary conditions at channel ends and at junctions described in 
the Section 4.6.2 plays an important role in completion of this work. The challenging 
part was to integrate the domain specific concepts described in this chapter with the 
00 and relational database model described in the Chapter 5. CanalFlow can be 
used to analyse hydraulic conditions in canals and test an operational plan for the 
network. This has been demonstrated by testing CanalFlow using the benchmark test 
suite described in the Chapter 6 with results of these tests presented in Chapter 7. 
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CanalFlow - Design and 
Development 
5.1 Introduction 
The first systematic approach to software development was called the traditional method-
ology or traditional paradigm; it sometimes is also called as the structured methodology 
or structured paradigm. This methodology worked well with the small-scale systems 
(with approximately less than 5,000 lines of code) but not with medium-scale (ap-
proximately 50,000 lines of code) or large-scale systems (approximately 500,000 lines 
of code) (Booch, 1994). The two basic blocks of software systems are the operations 
performed by the system and the data on which the operations are performed. The 
traditional paradigm essentially ignores the data in favour of the operations. In con-
trast, the object-oriented paradigm pays equal attention to operations and data. Thus, 
object-oriented paradigm proved to be the solution and a better approach for developing 
software systems. In 1980s more than 50 different object-oriented methodologies were 
published (Schach, 2004). Three of the most successful methodologies were Booch's 
method, Jacobson's Objectory, and Rumbaugh's Object Modelling Technique (OMT). 
This chapter discusses object-oriented design and UML in brief and then moves 
on to discuss the design of the CanalFlow model in detail. The software design is 
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discussed with help of class diagrams. Last section is dedicated to the database design 
and discussion on the data model used in CanaIFlow. 
5.2 Object-oriented Design and UML 
Object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD) consists of two phases; first is analysis 
which is necessarily finding and describing the objects or concepts in the problem do-
main. For example in a canal hydraulic model, some of the concepts include channel, 
network, structures, and the numerical solver. The second phase is a design phase 
which focuses on defining software objects and the way they collaborate to fulfil! the 
requirements. For example, a channel software object may have a start node, end 
node, length attribute and methods like getFroudeNumber, getWaterDepth, apply-
BoundaryCondition. Finally, these designed objects are implemented using an 00 
programming language, in this case CanalFlow implementation is done using Java. 
5.2.1 Unified Modelling Language 
Unified Modelling Language (UML) is a visual language for specifying, constructing and 
documenting the artifacts of systems (OMG, 2003). It is an universally accepted no-
tation for the requirements, analysis, and design of a software system (Schach, 2004). 
In early 1990s, the most popular object-oriented analysis and design methodologies 
were OMT developed by James Rumbaugh at General Electric Research and Develop-
ment Centre (Rumbaugh et al., 1991) and Grady Booch's method developed at Ratio-
nal (Booch, 1994). All object-oriented analysis techniques essentially are equivalent, as 
are all object-oriented design techniques, so the differences between OMT and Booch's 
method are small. In 1994, Rumbaugh joined Booch to develop a methodology that 
would combine OMT and Booch's method. Thus, UML, a common notation system 
for representing an object-oriented software system was developed. UML diagrams en-
able information technology professionals to communicate their ideas more quickly and 
more accurately than if only verbal descriptions were used. This chapter will take help 
of the class diagrams to explain the underlying architecture of the model. 
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5.3 Software Design and Development 
This research followed iterative development model which involves early programming 
and testing of a partial system, in repeating cycles. We relied on short quick develop-
ment steps, feedback, and adaptation to clarify the requirements and design. In this 
approach, development is organised into a series of short, fixed-length cycles called iter-
ations; the outcome of each is a tested, integrated, and executable partial system. The 
system grows incrementally over time, iteration by iteration, and thus this approach is 
also knows as incremental development. The requirements phase was short and brief 
requirements were analysed and captured in the First year report (Shende et al., 2003). 
Basic classes were designed and implemented with development of a core solver class. 
Slowly the code evolved with a test-driven and continuous integration approach. 
5.3.1 Software Design 
The classes in CanalFlow model are organised in packages based on their functionality. 
Packages are containers for classes and are used to keep the class name space compart-
mentalised (Naughton, 1996). These packages are stored in a hierarchical manner and 
are explicitly imported into new class definitions. Thus, they are both a naming mech-
anism and a visibility restriction mechanism. A package consists of class( es) and/or 
interface(s). A class encapsulates all concepts and defines shape and behaviour of an 
object, while interface is designed to support dynamic method resolution at runtime. 
An interface is jnst like a class, but it does not define instance variables and come with 
methods declared without any body. Per se they do not provide any implementation 
details but the classes do. Thus to implement an interface, class needs to provide 
implementation of the complete set of methods from the interface and these methods 
must match the type signatures of the interface method parameters exactly. 
In CanalFlow, the physical concepts described using objects could be explained as, 
• The canal irrigation network consists mainly of canals, reservoirs, junctions and 
control structures; 
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• The canal may be divided into sections called as channels which are connected 
to each other through nodes. These channels might have a controIling structure 
at the start and end caIIed as node structures and these channels take some 
geometrical shape; 
• In order to solve a flow problem for a network, the network components are to be 
assembled together with some initial data. Each of these components have got 
data and methods which act on this data; 
• After initialising these components, flow problem is solved using a numerical 
solver with appropriate boundary conditions and output produced at a pre-defined 
time interval. 
With this background, we can now look at the canalfiow package which has got sub-
packages and classes defined in it representing the concepts defined above. The overview 
of canalfiow package is shown in the Figure 5.1. 
1. canalfiow.channelstructures: This sub-package has an interface called Channel-
Structure and classes implementing different channel shapes like trapezoidal, par-
abolic and irregular. 
2. canalfiow.database: Implements database specific functionalities. 
3. canalfiow.gui: Implements basic GUI functionalities and consists of: 
(a) canalfiow.gui.animation: For generating real-time water profiles in a chan-
nel. 
(b) canalfiow.gui.resources: Implements langnage resource bundles. 
4. canalfiow.message: This sub-package implements code for collection of messages 
thrown by different classes (classified into Status, Warnings and Error messages). 
(a) canalfiow.message.resources: Implements language resource bundles for the 
Message class. 
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Figure 5.1: Components of canalfiow package. Shown axe various classes and their 
relations with other classes. For example in a network package, Rlemann1DSolver is a 
sub-class of a Channel class additionally it implements OneDSolver interface. Also, Net-
work consists of many Channel, Node and Reservoir objects while a Node might/might 
not have a Junction. 
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5. canal flow. network: This is the most important package of the model with imple-
mentation of classes like Channel, Network, Node and Riemann1DSolver. 
(a) canalfiow.network.801vers: Implements OneDSolver interface and Riemann1DSolver 
class. 
6. canalflow.nodestructures: Implements various node-structures like gates (rectan-
gular, circular and radial), weirs and wall. 
7. canalflow.utilities: For different utilities which in turn are used by all other classes. 
5.3.2 Tools 
Various software tools used for the design, development, testing and documentation of 
CanalFlow are listed in the Table 5.1. The Java code was implemented and compiled us-
ing Java 2 Platform Standard Edition (J2SE) 5.0 also called as JDK 1.5.0 or Tiger. J2SE 
5.0 is a significant release including many new features and updates while preserving 
compatibility and stability of previous versions (http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/index.jsp ). 
Table 5.1: Different software tools used during various phases of the research. 
Software I Version Purpose 
Category: Design 
DBDesigner 4.0 Designing database model 
Poseidon for UML CE3.0 For software design and UML diagrams 
Category: Development 
CVS 1.11.6 For the version control of code 
JBuilder Enterprise 2005 IDE for software development using Java 
MySQL 4.1. 7-nt-max Database server 
MySQL Connector / J 3.0.11 JDBe driver 
MySQL Front 3.2 Front end for MySQL database 
Category: Documentation and testing 
GiMP 2.0 For image manipulation and conversion 
MiKTex 2.4 For documentation in li\'JEX 
Micrografx Designer 7.1 For graphics 
Microsoft Excel Excel 2000 For data analysis and charts 
TeXnicCenter 1 Beta 6.21 Front end for Jt..TEXtypesetting 
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5.4 CanalFlow Packages 
5.4.1 canalfiow.channelstructures 
This package implements channel geometry related functionalities. It consists of a 
ChannelStructure interface, which is implemented by classes, namely, Irregular, Par-
abolic, and TrapezoidalStructure. Currently, Irregular and Parabolic are not fully im-
plemented and hence defined as abstract. Figure 5.2 and 5.3 show the UML diagram 
of a ChannelStructure interface and TrapezoidalStructure class respectively. Basic 
methods pertaining to trapezoidal channel geometry are implemented in the Trape-
zoidalStructure class. This class is extensively used by canalflow.network.Channel. 
Each channel object has its own channel structure object and it is instantiated while 
creating a channel. 
5.4.2 canalfiow.database 
canalflow.database implements database related functionalities. Most important is a 
database connection object used by various classes to retrieve and insert data from/to 
database. The DBConnection class diagram is shown in the Figure 5.4. As seen from 
the class diagram DB Connection has been mainly used by classes in gui, network, 
nodestructures, and utilities. Classes in these packages are instantiated with a data-
base connection object. All the database connection instances are handled by these 
connection objects. 
The DB Connection class uses Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) driver, Connec-
tor/J (Version 3.1), a native Java driver, to communicate with MySQL. This version 
of JDBC driver is faster and efficient than ODBC and previous versions of the same 
driver. MySQL Connector/J is a native Java driver that converts JDBC calls into 
the network protocol used by the MySQL database. It lets developers working with 
the Java programming language easily build programs and applets that interact with 
MySQL and connect all data, even in a heterogeneous environment. MySQL Connec-
tor/J is a Type IV JDBC driver and has a complete JDBC feature set that supports 
the capabilities of MySQL (Connector/J, n.d.). 
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of a ChannelStructure interface. All classes in 
canalflow.channelstructures implement this interface and as seen in the figure this inter-
face is also used by Channel and RiemannlDSolver class. It defines necessary method 
signatures for geometric calculations of a channel section. 
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Figure 5.3: TrapezoidalStructure class diagram implements ChannelStructure interface 
and implements all methods related to geometric calculations of trapezoidal, rectangn-
lar and triangnlar channel sections. 
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Figure 5.4: DBConnection class diagram. This class is used by other classes for data-
base related functionalities. 
Figure 5.5: Illustration of a Canal class diagram. Canal has one or more Channel 
objects and is a part of a network package. 
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5.4.3 canalflow.gui 
canalflow.gui implements GUI related functionalities. In its current form CanalFlow 
provides most basic form of the GUI functionalities. The idea was to spend maximum 
time on building the core model functionalities and if time permits, focus on GUr. With 
00 design of the model it is anticipated that developing GUI and post-processing tools 
will be relatively easy. 
The main frame of the CanalFlow is implemented using MainFrame class. Main-
Canvas, which extends Canvas class, is used to draw network components like chan-
nels and structures (see Figure 5.1). Language resource bundles are implemented in 
canalflow.gui.resources to internationalise the GUr. Internationalisation is the process 
of designing an application so that it can be adapted to various languages and regions 
without engineering changes. In future, user can add local language specific strings to 
convert the GUI in a local language. This is one of the major advantages of Java. 
BuildN etwork class takes the inputs to build a network prior to start of the simu-
lation. Database connection parameters like database host, username, password, and 
database name are specified in order to retrieve the data. In the current version, 
CanalFlow uses MySQL as a back-end. In future, it can be changed to a XML file 
store, which is fast becoming a de facto standard in data exchange. Crowder et al. 
(2004i) has suggested use of XML as a language for common data format. The exist-
ing SQL table scripts could directly be converted to a XML schema for this purpose. 
Addition of a generic XML reader/writer class would enable CanalFlow to read/write 
data from/to XML store. 
5.4.4 canalflow.network 
This is the most important package in CanalFlow. It implements classes like Channel, 
Junction, Network, Node and Solvers package. In the current version, only one 1-D 
solver is implemented, i.e., Riemann1DSolver. In future, solvers could easily be added 
to this sub-package and user can specify the option. 
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Class diagrams of Canal and Channel are shown in Figure 5.5 and 5.10 respectively. 
The irrigation network consists of network of canals. These canals are built using 
Canal class. For computational purposes, these canals are broken down into number of 
channels (or reaches). These channels have x, y, and z co-ordinates and other hydraulic 
details. Each channel has a parent canal object. 
Channel class has all the necessary details required for the computations. Each 
channel class has got its own solver. Basically, the solver class (implemented using 
OneDSolver ihterface shown in Figure 5.6) takes care of solving the governing equa-
tions. In this case, an exact Riemann solver implemented using Riemann1DSolver class 
(Figure 5.7), which extends Channel class so that it can use all the public and protected 
variables and methods implemented in the Channel class. 
Network class handles the tasks of building the network components, initialising 
actual network, initiating and controlling the hydraulic simulation activity, initialising 
all network-wide parameters and initiating output task. In short, this is a sort of a 
controlling class which keeps track of time and decides when to output and stop the 
simulation process. 
Node class plays vital role in bnilding a network and channels. Each node has its 
x, y, and z co-ordinates defined. Each channel has got a fromNode and toNode. A 
node might have a reservoir. Similarly, few nodes in the network would be junction 
nodes where multiple channels meet. 
Node class also handles the process of applying boundary conditions. After every 
time step boundary condition method is run on each node. The node then decides which 
boundary is to be applied and then pass on the instructions to respective components. 
For example in case of a wall structure, node passes control to the wall class. Wall class 
then checks what channel it is connected to and in turn asks corresponding channel to 
apply wall boundary. Similarly, if multiple channels meet then the control is passed 
on to Junction class. Junction class then calculates the discharge and depth at the 
junction and passes control to respective channel objects to apply depth-discharge 
boundary. This class also does some housekeeping in terms of scanning the network, 
analysing the nodes and sorting channels in different categories like channels taking 
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canalflow.network.soIvers': 
Riemann1DSoluer 
Figure 5.6: OneDSolver interface. The new solvers developed in future could implement 
this interface. 
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Figure 5.7: Rlemann1DSolver, a sub-class of Channel class implements OneDSolver 
interface. This class implements exact Rlemann solver and high-resolution methods. 
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of a Network class diagram. This is a central class which initiate 
all processes pertaining to building network, simulation process and time keeping op-
erations. The concept of multithreading is used to run the simulation and visualisation 
processes simultaneously as two separate threads. 
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Figure 5.9: Shown is the Node class diagram. Node objects are building blocks of a 
network. Important role of a Node class is to initiate right kind of boundary condition 
based on the available data but the actual application of boundary condition is done 
by the Channel class. 
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off from the node, channels coming to the node, channel with structure and channel 
without a structure. 
Junction class specifically implements the boundary condition methods for a junc-
tion. A node initialises the junction and shares the information with it such as number 
of channels connected to it and connection end of each channel (from or to channel). 
Depending on the number of channels connected to it and presence of structures on the 
channel, junction object decides which boundary condition method to execute. 
Reservoir is one of the major network components and maintains the data and var-
ious states pertaining to reservoir. Reservoir object is initialised with some water level, 
dimensions and a reservoir rule curve. Rule curve is a look-up table where the relation 
between depth-discharge-submergence area is defined. Each reservoir is connected to 
a channel and flow is controlled through an intermediate hydraulic structure. This 
structure governs the flow in the channel. A schedule can be applied for opening and 
closing of the gates. 
5.4.5 canalflow.nodestructures 
All classes in canalflow.nodestructures package implement a NodeStructure interface 
(Figure 5.13). The classes are implemented based on the structure type viz. rectangular, 
radial, circular gate and broad weir. All these classes extend SuperStructure class 
(Figure 5.14). 
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Figure 5.10: Channel class diagram. Continued ... 
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Figure 5.10 Channel class diagram. Channel is a basic computational unit in 
CanaIFlow. The network is divided into number of channels and the unsteady flow 
problem is solved for the channel using appropriate boundary conditions. Channel 
class implements functionaJities related to boundary conditions, channel geometry 
and hydraulics. 
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Figure 5.11: Junction class diagram. It takes care of solving boundary condition prob-
lem at the junctions. 
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Figure 5.12: Reservoir class diagram 
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Figure 5.13: NodeStructure interface. It defines methods required to initialise and 
handle flow situation at structures. The structure could be rectangular, radial, circular 
gate or broad weir. 
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Figure 5.14: SuperStructure class diagram. Common methods related to handling of 
structures are implemented in this class. This is a parent class for all structures. 
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Figure 5.15: RectangularGate class diagram. It extends SuperStructure class and 
implements all functionalities related to a rectangular gate. 
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A database model is a visualisation of the meta-information stored in a database for 
example tables, indices, and relations. Although it is possible to store initial data for 
each table directly in the model, it only represents the meta-information, not the data 
itself. The data model was created with number of tables with columns, indices, and a 
relation between two tables. DB Designer 4.0 was used to create the data model. 
Following are the notations used in this data model in Figure 5.16: 
• Table: Table is a collection of data in a defined structure. In the data model, the 
table is displayed in a window-like manner. The table's name is displayed in the 
title bar, the table columns are printed below and are indicated by an icon. A 
key icon means this column is in the table's primary key list. 
• Primary Key: Usually one or more columns are defined as the table's Primary 
Key (PK). These columns must not contain two or more data values which are 
equal. That makes it possible to clearly identify each record in the table by 
the Primary Key. For example channel ID will not be duplicated in the channel 
master table. 
• Indices: To make the database find a specific record in the database more quickly, 
it is possible to define an index on one or more columns. Indices are also used to 
improve speed when two or more tables are joined together. 
• Relations: Relations can only be placed between two tables. They define the rela-
tionship between the tables and can create a Foreign Key (FK) reference. Tables 
can be connected by a one-to-one (channel and a channel section-type relation), 
one-to-many (network-channel relation) or many-to-many (channel-output at dif-
ferent time) relation. 
The Figure .5.16 shows the complete data model. Description of all tables is pro-
vided in Appendix A. The data model illustrates different tables in the database and 
relationship between different tables. The whole data structure is organised in a hi-
erarchical fashion. The network is initialised first and then network components like 
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Figure 5.16: CanalFlow data modeL Shown are all tables, their attributes, data types, 
relations and primary keys. Table names prefixed with 'm' are master and 't' are 
transaction tables. Master tables are in which data transactions (inserts and deletes) 
are limited while in transaction table they happen frequently. 
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canals, channels, hydraulic structures and channel structures. Each of the network 
component is initialised with some initial and necessary master data. As explained 
before the relation between tables could be one-to-one, one-to-many or many-to-many. 
For example, a network can have many canals but a canal can have only one network 
associated with it. Similar relations can be derived for canals and channels. Relation-
ship between a channel and a channel structure is of type one-to-one because a channel 
will have only one channel structure and a particular channel structure will have only 
one channel associated with it. The Appendix A provide details of all tables in terms 
of their attributes, data types, primary and foreign key, whether or not null values are 
allowed, default values and auto increment keys. 
5.6 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter, development of the CanalFlow model has been described based on the 
00 concepts, Java and MySQL described in the Chapter 3 and hydraulic modelling 
theory presented in the Chapter 4. The important thing to mention regarding the 
CanalFlow is the design has kept separate the domain specific logic from the data model 
and GUI which is extremely important in maintaining and doing enhancements in the 
software. The design implements simple 00 model to define various components in the 
network. These components then interact with each other to perform tasks like building 
the network, running simulation and writing output to the database. Java's multi-
tasking feature has been used to run the simulation and update data simultaneously 
on the graphical interface. The data pertaining to various network components, initial 
and boundary conditions and system-wide simulation parameters can be defined in a 
data model presented in the Section 5.5. The network building process builds Java 
objects by retrieving necessary data from the tables. The procedure to enter the data, 
build network and simulate flow conditions in a network is given in the Chapter 7. 
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The Benchmark Test Suite 
6.1 Introduction 
The recent years have witnessed a proliferation of software packages used in hydraulic 
research and engineering applications. The advent of more capable computing platforms 
has resulted in an extensive use of mathematical models in all aspects of engineering, 
including hydraulics. A great deal of knowledge and skill is being transferred in this 
way, from experts to end users. While it is exciting to see the products applied to 
important technological issues in the society, this also places increasing demands on 
the technical quality of the software. The utmost important thing for the numerical 
modeller and an end user is the concept of accuracy and adaptability. 
This stresses the need to examine and support the validity of the models and of 
the results they produce. Testing of the model can be done by direct comparison 
of numerical results with the analytical, laboratory or field data. In order to test 
the unsteady flow canal model on a real canal system, the real canal system should 
be complex enough to provide a good test, yet not too difficult to model. Physical 
dimensions and hydraulic properties must be well defined. References in literature 
regarding such systems are available. Rogers et al. (1993) have described the Central 
Arizona Project and the Salt River Project for this purpose. Further, Parrish In and 
Burt (1993) have described the CalPoly model for the purpose of generating data for a 
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series of predetermined flow scenarios. Attempts were made to acquire data from these 
projects (Personal Communication - Burt, 2004; Personal Communication - Parrish, 
2004; Personal Communication - Schuurmans, 2004) for this research work. These 
attempts failed because not much research has been done in this area in recent years 
and the authors seem to have lost the old data. 
This chapter explains, in brief, the need for testing and shortlisted benchmark test 
cases adapted for this research work. The benchmark test cases are classified under 
three broad categories and detailed description of the test configuration is provided in 
the Section 6.4. The results of these tests are discussed in depth in the Chapter 7. 
6.2 Need for the Testing 
Development of a reliable numerical model for unsteady flow in channels and channel 
network is a very formidable task because of its complex formulation, non-linear equa-
tions, bi-directional and rapid response, and definition of suitable boundary conditions. 
The starting point of all models is the same, namely, governing equations and the end 
point of all models is the same, the predicted response patterns. But the route from 
start to end may follow a wide variety of paths (Sobey, 2001). Although this may be 
satisfactory, there is a need to demonstrate model credibility. The purpose of testing 
a computer-program is to verify the developed computer program. Testing involves 
operation of a system or application under controlled conditions and evaluating the 
results. 
Sequence of benchmark tests can be used to spotlight the physically and numerically 
significant response patterns that are expected to be within the predictive capabilities 
of steady/unsteady flow models. The purpose of these benchmark test cases is to 
provide a potential user with a comprehensive picture of the capabilities and potential 
blemishes of a particular code (Sobey, 2001). 
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Testing of CanalFlow is done using the benchmark test specifications developed by 
DEFRA/Environmental Agency (EA) for 1-D river models (Crowder et al., 2004i). 
These are generic test specifications which could be applied for 1-D, 2-D and 3-D 
hydrodynamic software packages. One of the intentions of these test specifications and 
publication of the test datasets is possible use of these specifications to test the new 
software products against those already tested (Crowder et al., 2004i). A total of twelve 
test specifications have been published aimed at testing various criteria of the hydraulic 
softwares. The softwares used for these benchmark test cases were: ISIS, MIKE 11 and 
HEC-RAS (Crowder et al., 2004a). 
Seven test cases were shortlisted from the DEFRA/Environment Agency's bench-
mark test suite to test the CanalFlow model to assess the following criteria: 
• Numerical accuracy: The numerical accuracy can be assessed if an analytical 
solution exists for the physical situation/configuration that is being modeled. For 
a few configurations/situations there are known analytical solutions. CanalFlow 
solutions are compared with these known analytical solutions for this purpose 
(see Section 6.4.1, 6.4.2, 6.4.3 and 6.4.4). 
• Capability: The capability can be assessed objectively by testing the most com-
monly required features of a software package. CanaIFlow is assessed using the 
looped network, weirs and a hypothetical irrigation network test case (see Section 
6.4.5 and 6.4.6). 
• Reproducibility: Under this category model results are compared with the experi-
mental or real world dataset to assess the reproducibility. In this case, CanalFlow 
results are compared with the analytical and laboratory dam-break data (see Sec-
tion 6.4.8). 
Apart from the DEFRA/EA test cases, one more test was conducted for the sake of 
completeness of this research work and to test the applicability of CanalFlow for canal 
irrigation networks. The data for this test was adapted from Misra et al. (1992) and 
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the test is categorised under the Capability group (see Section 6.4.7). The darn-break 
in a straight rectangular channel was also added for the sake of completeness for which 
the data was adapted from Gottardi and Venutelli (2004). Table 6.1 presents the list 
of test cases shortlisted for this research. Each of this test has a limited objective, 
seeking to focus on crucial problems in relative isolation. They have been grouped into 
numerical accuracy with identifier N, capability with identifier C, and reproducibility 
with identifier R. All of the test cases carried out for this research work with identifier 
Nand R are single-channel problems while test cases with identifier C are for multiple 
channels or for network of channels. 
Table 6.1: The benchmark test suite used to test CanalFlow. Listed are the eight test 
cases classified under three broad categories. 
Test Code Test Description 
Category 1: Numerical Accuracy 
N.1 Sub-critical, Super-critical and Transitional Flows (Section 6.4.1) 
N.2 Triangular Channel (Section 6.4.2) 
N.3 Ippen Wave (Section 6.4.3) 
N.4 Monoclinal Wave (Section 6.4.4) 
Category 2: Software Capability 
C.1 Looped System (Section 6.4.5) 
C.2 Weirs (Section 6.4.6) 
C.3 Irrigation Network (Section 6.4.7) 
Category 3: Reproducibility 
R.1 Darn-Break in a Channel (Section 6.4.8) 
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6.4 Test Cases 
This section provides specification of the tests listed in the Table 6.1. The test cases 
discussed here tells about the test objectives, configuration, dataset and additional 
notes. The details of model building process for these tests and results are provided in 
the Chapter 7. 
6.4.1 N.1: Sub-critical, Super-critical and Transitional Flows 
This test is an assessment of the ability of a software to calcuiate sub-critical, super-
critical and transitional flows and assess the numerical accuracy of the software package 
with reference to analytical results presented in Crowder et al. (2004i). 
6.4.1.1 Objectives 
Following are the objectives of this test: 
• Assess the ability of CanalFlow to calculate sub-critical, super-critical and tran-
sitional flows; 
• Assess the numerical accuracy of CanalFlow with reference to analytical results, 
as derived by MacDonald (1994); and 
• Present the particulars for developing and undertaking the test with CanalFlow 
and discuss the associated results. 
6.4.1.2 Test Configuration 
The test is undertaken in six sub-parts as defined in the Table 6.2 (Crowder et al., 
2004b,i). For each part of the test 101 cross-sections of rectangular shape are defined 
at 1.0 m spacing as illustrated in the Figure 6.1. The elevation of each cross section is 
defined such that the required flow regime is produced. Additional cross sections, i. e., 
interpolated are not added to the test configuration. A constant Manning's n value 
of 0.03 is used throughout the channel for all parts of the test. Flow and water level 
boundary conditions are defined as given in Table 6.3 below. 
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Table 6.2: Definition and type of boundary condition used for the sub-parts N.1.l to 
N .1.6 in the sub-critical, super-critical and transitional flows test case. 
Test Part Description Boundary 
N.l.l Sub-critical flow Quasi-
steady 
N.1.2 Super-critical flow Quasi-
steady 
N.1.3 Super-critical to sub-critical flow Quasi-
steady 
N.1.4 Sub-critical to super-critical to sub-critical flow Quasi-
steady 
N.1.5 Super-critical to sub-critical to super-critical Quasi-
flow steady 
N.1.6 Super-critical to sub-critical to super-critical Unsteady 
flow 
CanalFlow is tested under the quasi-steady (Subsection 6.4.1.4) flow boundary con-
ditions for sub-parts N.1.1 to N.1.5. The boundary conditions, as defined for each part 
of the test, are used at time t = 0 and extended through to 01:00 hour respectively. 
Part N.1.6 of the test uses the same test configuration as that used for Part N.1.5, 
with the exception of the boundary conditions. For Part N.1.6 of the test, the upstream 
boundary is fixed at 20.0 m3 / sec for a period of 24:00 hours. The downstream boundary 
is set at 0.602 m for the first 06:00 hours and then it is increased linearly from 0.602 
m to 2.0 m between 06:00 hours and 18:00 hours, after which it remains at this level 
for a further 06:00 hours. 
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Table 6.3: Boundary condition details for sub-parts N.1.1 to N.1.5 in the sub-critical, 
super-critical and transitional flows test case. 
Test Part Downstream Upstream 
Level Discharge 
(mAD) (m3/sec) 
N.1.1: Sub-critical flow 
N.1.2: Super-critical flow 
N.1.3: Super-critical to sub-critical flow 
N.1.4: Sub-critical to super-critical to sub-critical flow 
N.1.5: Super-critical to sub-critical to super-critical flow 
I 
Downstream 
Boundary Cross-Sections 
0·101 
0.87803 
0.67341 
0.61801 
2.87904 
0.61801 
Upstream 
Boundary 
Figure 6.1: Schematic illustration of the sub-critical, super-critical and transitional 
flows test case (N.l) configuration. A rectangular chaunell00 m long and 10.0 m wide 
is used for all sub-parts of the test N.1. The flow direction is from right to left (higher 
elevation to lower elevation) 
6.4.1.3 Dataset 
The dataset entered in the CanalFlow database to execute this test case is as given in 
the Tables B.l to B.5 in Appendix B. 
6.4.1.4 Notes 
i. Quasi-steady (QS) flow refers to the undertaking of a fully hydrodynamic simu-
lation (solution of St Venant equations) with a given set of constant boundary 
conditions that are extended over a prescribed time period; 
ii. The original test specification (Crowder et al., 2004b) defines that test part N.1.1 
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to N.1.5 be simulated using a steady and quasi-steady state but CanalFlow soft-
ware does not have a separate steady state solver, thus, the software is run using 
an unsteady state solver and results are compared with quasi-steady solver of 
other softwares (ISIS, MIKE 11 and HEC-RAS); 
iii. For parts N.1.2, N.1.3, and N.1.5. discharge-depth hydrograph is used as an up-
stream boundary condition; and 
iv. The results of this test case are discussed in the Section 7.4.2. 
6.4.2 N.2: Thiangular Channel 
This test is an assessment of the capability of the software package to calculate the 
normal sub-critical flow depth and the normal super-critical flow depth in a triangular 
channel (Crowder et al., 2004d). 
6.4.2.1 Objectives 
The objectives of the test are to: 
• Assess the ability of CanalFlow to calculate the normal sub-critical flow depth 
(Part N.2.1) and the normal supercritical flow depth (Part N.2.2) in a triangular 
channel under quasi-steady (Subsection 6.4.2.4) boundary conditions; and 
• Present the particulars for developing and undertaking the test with CanalFlow 
and discuss the associated results. 
6.4.2.2 Test Configuration 
The test configuration is illustrated schematically in Figure 0.2. For Part N.2.1, the 
triangular channel is defined by eleven cross-sections that are placed 300 m apart each 
with a side slope of 1:2, a constant Manning's n value of 0.035 and a constant bed slope 
of 0.001. 
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Chainage = 3000.0 m (N.2.1) 
Chainage = 150.0 m (N.2.2) 
Figure 6.2: Schematic illustration of the triangular channel test case (N .2). The channel 
of different length and slope but same number of cross-sections is used to conduct two 
sub-parts of the test. The flow direction is from right to left (higher elevation to lower 
elevation) 
For Part N .2.2, the triangular channel is defined by eleven cross-sections that are 
placed 15 m apart each with a side slope of 1:2, a constant Manning's n value of 0.035 
and a constant bed slope of 0.02. Interpolated cross sections are not used in the test. 
For Parts N.2.1 and N.2.2 of the test, CanalFlow is tested under the quasi-state 
boundary conditions as defined in the Table 6.4. The boundary conditions defined for 
each part of the test, are used at time 00:00 hour and extended through to 01:00 hour. 
Table 6.4: Boundary condition data for parts N.2.1 and N.2.2 of the triangular channel 
test case. 
Test Part Downstream Upstream 
Level Discharge 
(mAD) (m3/sec) 
N.2.1: Sub-critical flow 3.0 20.0 
N.2.2: Super-critical fiow 1.7 20.0 
6.4.2.3 Dataset 
The dataset entered in the CanalFlow database is as given in the Table B.G in Appendix 
B. 
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6.4.2.4 Notes 
i. QS flow refers to the undertaking of a fully hydrodynamic simulation with a 
given set of constant boundary conditions that are extended over a prescribed 
time period; 
ii. CanalFlow is run in a full unsteady mode and for the super-critical flow test 
case (Part N.2.2), discharge-depth hydrograph is used as an upstream boundary 
condition; and 
iii. The results of this test case are discussed in the Section 7.5.2. 
6.4.3 N.3: Ippen Wave 
This test is a comparison of results generated by CanalFlow with an analytical solution 
based on the hydrodynamic theory of tidal wave propagation in a horizontal channel 
of uniform cross-section and finite length (Crowder et al., 2004f). 
The analytical solution for the Ippen flood wave, which is for a channel of finite 
length, is based upon two crucial assumptions: 
• Bed friction may be linearised; and 
• The non-linear advective acceleration term may be neglected. 
These assumptions are acceptable when the ratio of wave amplitude to the mean water 
depth is relatively small. The analytical solution calculates the water elevation in a 
channel of finite length with a closed end by superimposing the incident wave with the 
reflecting wave, as schematically illustrated in Figure 6.3. The test set-up is adapted 
from Crowder et al. (2004f). 
6.4.3.1 Objectives 
The objectives of the test are to: 
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25.0 m 
________________________ ~ ~WL= 19.0m 
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Closed end 100 Km Open end 
Figure 6.3: Schematic diagram of a tidal wave in the idealised channel. The upstream 
side of the channel is closed while depth is varied on the downstream side, thus, creating 
an incident wave which then is reflected after hitting the closed end of the channel. 
• Compare the results generated by CanalFlow with an analytical solution based 
on the hydrodynamic theory of tidal wave propagation in a horizontal channel of 
uniform cross-section and finite length, as presented by Ippen (1966); and 
• Present the particulars for developing and undertaking the test with CanalFlow 
and discuss the associated results. 
6.4.3.2 Test Configuration 
The model sets up a rectangular channel of 100 km length and uniform elevation (no 
bed slope) using 201 cross-sections of bed width of 1000 m and a side wall height of 
25 m at an equal spacing of 500 m. Constant Manning's n roughness value of 0.025 is 
used along the complete length of the channel. 
Cross-sections are defined with a physical geometry and not interpolated cross-
sections. A flow/time boundary of zero inflow for the duration of the simulation is 
defined at the upstream side of the channel so as to represent the closed boundary. In 
CanalFlow this is achieved by specifying a waIl structure at the upstream end. The 
open boundary at the downstream end of the channel is specified with a head/time 
boundary (stage hydrograph), simulating a sinusoidal wave profile of time period 2.0 
hours and amplitude 1.0 m. 
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6.4.3.3 Dataset 
The initial data entered in the CanalFlow database is as given in the Table B.7 in 
Appendix B. 
6.4.3.4 Notes 
i. Default calculation settings, as defined by CanalFlow are used for undertaking 
the test; and 
ii. The results of this test case are discussed in the Section 7.6.2. 
6.4.4 N.4: Monoclinal Wave 
This test is an assessment of the ability of the software package to recreate the special 
case of an unsteady flow, known as the monoclinal rising wave, as a typical case of 
uniformly progressive flow (Crowder et al., 2004g). 
The Monoclinal rising wave described by Chow (1973), is an example of uniformly 
progressive flow. The wave is regarded as a special case of unsteady flow as it describes 
the transition from one set of steady state condition to another. The theoretical analysis 
of the wave is such that for a given channel of uniform cross-section and slope, the 
flow at the upstream end increases uniformly over a given length of time, from an 
initial constant value to a subsequent constant value. The resultant wave is one which 
possesses a stable longitudinal profile, of the form shown in Figure 6.4, the shape of 
which remains unaltered as the wave travels through the channel. 
6.4.4.1 Objectives 
The objectives of the test are to: 
• Determine whether CanalFlow is able to recreate the special case of unsteady flow 
(monoc1inal rising wave) described by Chow (1973) as a typical case of uniformly 
progressive flow; and 
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•••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• ~, •••••• fo-_U-"w_t-. 
free surface at time t + At 
free surface at time t 
Downstream stage 
Figure 6.4: The Monoclinal rising wave profile. It is a translatory wave of stable form, 
i.e., a uniformly progressive wave, that travels down the channel at constant velocity U w 
from an upstream region of uniform flow of depth hI and velocity Ul to a downstream 
region of uniform flow of depth h2 and velocity U2. During a time interval f!.t, the 
wavefront moves forward a distance equal to Uwt. 
• Present the particulars for developing and undertaking the test using CanalFlow 
and present the associated results. 
6.4.4.2 Test Configuration 
Cana1Flow is set up using 201 rectangular cross-sections at an equal spacing of 5000 
m with a width of 1000 m and a side wall height of 50 m. The slope of the channel 
is set at 0.0004. The test is defined such that the monoclinal wave joins two regions 
of normal flow from upstream depth Yl = 8.0 m to downstream depth Y2 = 3.0 m. 
The corresponding upstream and downstream discharges are Ql = 24693.4 m3 / sec and 
Q2 = 5698.7 m3 / sec respectively. Channel roughness is defined with a Chezy friction 
coefficient, C = 55. The test configuration is illustrated schematically in the Figure 
6.5. 
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Figure 6.5: Schematic illustration of MonocJinal wave test case (N.4). A rectangular 
channel of 1000 km is defined to perform the test with a discharge hydrograph and a 
stage hydrograph specified at the upstream and downstream boundary, respectively. 
The flow direction if from left to right. 
The upstream boundary condition is a Q-t boundary (discharge hydrograph) with a 
constant Q = 24693.395 m 3 / sec, and the downstream boundary, a hot boundary (stage 
hydrograph) with a constant stage of 3.0 m. 
6.4.4.3 Dataset 
Initial conditions for stage and flow at every cross section are entered into the model 
based upon Chow's analytical solution and adapted from the data sheet used in DE-
FRA/EA benchmark test suite (Personal Communication - Crowder, 2005). The data 
entered in CanalFlow is specified in the Table n.8 in Appendix n. 
6.4.4.4 Notes 
i. Apart from the above-mentioned test configuration this test case is run using 
different limiters, namely, minmod, monotonised centered, superbee and van Leer; 
and 
ii. The results of this test case are discussed in the Section 7.7.2. 
6.4.5 C.l: Looped System 
This test is an assessment of the capability of the software package to calculate a 
diverging and converging flow scenario, i.e., a looped system (Crowder et al., 2004c). 
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6.4.5.1 Objectives 
The objectives of the test are to: 
• Assess the ability of CanalFlow to calculate a split and confluence flow scenario 
(a looped system); 
• Assess the solution criteria and the stability of the software package under quasi-
steady (see Subsection 6.4.5.4) boundary conditions; and 
• Present the particulars for developing and undertaking the test using CanalFlow 
and present the associated results. 
6.4.5.2 Test Configuration 
The test configuration is illustrated schematically in the Figure 6.u with a channel 
geometry details as given in the Table 6.5. A constant Manning's n value of 0.012, 
0.0125, 0.013 and 0.0135 is used for Channels A through to D respectively. Channel 
B is three times as long as Channel C with the same vertical drop between the two 
junctions. 
Channel A 
Upstream Channel D Downstream ~-----<~-----C-h-ann--e-I-C-----J-un~c~ti-o-n-2--~Boundary Boundary Junction I 
Figure 6.6: Schematic illustration of the looped system (C.1) test. There are four 
channels: Channel A, Channel B (B1 and B2 combined), Channel C and Channel D. 
At the downstream end of Channel A the system diverges (splits) into Channels B and 
C, which then converge to Channel D at their downstream sections. In CanalFlow test 
setup, Channel B is divided into 2 sub-channels of equal length. 
Interpolated cross sections spaced at 5.0 m distance are used for this test. The test 
configuration can be summarised in the Table 6.5. The software package is tested with 
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Table 6.5: Channel geometry details for the looped system (C. 1) test case. 
Channel Length Cross Section Gradient Manning's n 
(m) Spacing 
(m) 
Channel A 100 5.0 1:2000 0.0120 
Channel B1 750 5.0 1:2500 0.0125 
Channel B2 750 5.0 1:2500 0.0125 
Channel C 500 5.0 1:833.3 0.0130 
Channel D 100 5.0 1:2000 0.0135 
two separate quasi-steady state flow boundary conditions as follows: 
QS1: Upstream inflow boundary of 250 m3 / sec and downstream water level of 3.0 m; 
QS2: Upstream inflow boundary of 250 m 3/sec and downstream water level of 1.6 m 
6.4.5.3 Dataset 
The initial dataset entered in the CanaIFlow database is as given in the Table B.9 in 
AppendixB. 
6.4.5.4 Notes 
i. QS flow refers to the undertaking of a fully hydrodynamic simulation with a 
given set of constant boundary conditions that are extended over a prescribed 
time period; 
ii. Channel B is divided in two channels B1 and B2 of 750 m length each; 
iii. In CanalFlow, the test is carried out using full unsteady flow simulation with 5.0 
m as the distance step for all channels (interpolated cross-sections); and 
iv. The results of this test case are discussed in the Section 7.8.2. 
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6.4.6 C.2: Weirs 
This test is an assessment of the capability of CanalFlow to model a broad crested 
weir (Crowder et al., 2004e). 
6.4.6.1 Objectives 
The objectives of the test are: 
• Assess the ability of CanalFlow to model a Broad Crested weir under steady and 
unsteady boundary conditions; 
• Assess water level and head loss results for the weir under both free flow and 
drowned flow conditions; and 
• Present the particulars for developing and undertaking the test using CanalFlow 
and present the associated results. 
6.4.6.2 Test Configuration 
The test configuration is illustrated schematically in the Figure 6.7 and the parameters 
defining the Broad Crested weir are given in the Table H.6. 
r-Weir 
r- Channel A EfiI. _____ -'/:.. ___ C_h_ann_e_I_B_-I, 
u ... p'-"e-.-m---''---------Im Downstream 
Boundary ---+- 2.0 m+-- Boundary 
100.0 m tOO.Om 
I ~ )1 
Figure 6.7: Schematic illustration of the weir (C.2) test case configuration. A weir is 
placed between Channel A and Channel B, both of which have two cross sections at a 
spacing of 100 m, a constant Manning's n of 0.014 and a bed slope of 0.005 and 0.001, 
respectively. The flow is from left to right. 
The software is tested with the following quasi-steady boundary conditions: 
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Table 6.6: Broad crested weir parameters used by CanalFlow. 
Parameter 
Coefficient of velocity 
Coefficient of discharge 
Height of weir crest above bed - upstream 
Height of weir crest above bed - downstream 
Elevation of crest 
Breadth (perpendicular to flow) 
Length (in direction of flow) 
QSl: Upstream inflow boundary of 0.15 m 3/sec (Free flow) 
Downstream water level of 0.3 m 
Value 
1.0 
Default 
0.45 m 
0.45 m 
0.50 m 
0.90 m 
2.0m 
QS2: Upstream inflow boundary of 0.15 m 3/sec (Drowned flow) 
Downstream water level of 0.8 m 
The software is also tested with an unsteady boundary condition. The upstream bound-
ary is fixed at 0.15 m3 / sec for a period of 24:00 hours. The downstream boundary is 
set at 0.3 m for the first 06:00 hours and then it is linearly increased from 0.3 m to 0.8 
m between 06:00 hours and 18:00 hours, after which it remains at this level for further 
06:00 hours. 
6.4.6.3 Dataset 
The dataset entered in the CanalFlow database is as given in the section above and in 
the Table 6.6. 
6.4.6.4 Notes 
i. QS flow refers to the undertaking of a fully hydrodynamic simulation with a 
given set of constant boundary conditions that are extended over a prescribed 
time period; 
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ii. In CanalFlow, the test is carried out using full unsteady flow simulation with 2.5 
m as the distance step (~x) used for both channels; and 
iii. The results of this test case are discussed in the Section 7.9.2. 
6.4.7 C.3: Irrigation Network 
This test is an assessment of CanalFlow to model a typical irrigation network with a 
reservoir and hydraulic structures. The canal network data used in this test case is 
adapted from Misra et al. (1992). 
6.4.7.1 Objectives 
The objectives of the test are to: 
• Assess the ability of CanalFlow to model a typical irrigation network; 
• Assess the ability of CanalFlow to handle the structures and ability to operate 
these structures as per the gate operation schedule; 
• Compare discharge and depth hydrographs at the upstream and downstream side 
of the channels and carry out mass balance at selected junctions; and 
• Present the particulars for developing and undertaking the test using CanalFlow 
and present the associated results. 
6.4.7.2 Test Configuration 
The test configuration is as shown in the Figure 6.8. The network consists of 41 
channels, 9 structures, 20 junctions and a reservoir. Total length of the network is 43.5 
km. Details of the channels are as given in the Table B.1O in Appendix B while details 
of the control structures are presented in the Table 6.7. Constant depth of 5.0m is 
malntained in the reservoir and structures are operated according to the gate schedule 
given in the Table 6.8. Total simulation time is 6 hours. 
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o Control structure 
~ Transmissive boundary 
C8 
CI8 CJ7 
Cl' C7 C35 
CI5 
S-9 
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C33 
S-I J2 
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025 
Figure 6.8: Schematic illustration of the Irrigation network test (C.3) case. The chan-
nels are numbered with prefix C, control structures with S and junctions with J. Rec-
tangular gates are used as control structures and they are operated as per the given 
schedule. Constant depth of water is maintained in the reservoir and water flows 
through main channels Cl to C4 and then through other channels connected to one of 
these channels. 
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Table 6.7: Details of the rectangular gates used in the irrigation network (0.3) test 
case. Cd is the coefficient of discharge used for the free and submerged flow condition. 
Structure Width (m) Crest Level Cd (Free) Cd (Sub) Gate 
(m) Opening 
(m) 
1 6.00 3.000 0.75 0.6 0.5 
2 3.00 2.666 0.75 0.6 0.5 
3 0.75 2.366 0.75 0.6 0.5 
4 0.75 2.072 0.75 0.6 0.5 
5 1.75 2.367 0.75 0.6 0.5 
6 0.85 2.017 0.75 0.6 0.5 
7 1.00 1.752 0.75 0.6 0.4 
8 1.50 2.094 0.75 0.6 0.5 
9 0.75 1.808 0.75 0.6 0.4 
Table 6.8: Gate operation schedule for the rectangular gates used in the irrigation 
network test case (Refer Figure 6.8). The gate number 1, 2, 5 and 8 are opened in 
first hour, kept at the same opening during second hour and then closed in third hour. 
Between 3 and 6 hours they are kept at the same gate opening. Gates 3, 4, 6 and 7 are 
kept at constant gate opening and are not operated at all. 
Structure Time (hrs)-Opening (m) 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 6.0 
1 0.50 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.75 
2 0.50 0.75 0.75 0.50 0.50 
3 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 
4 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 
5 0.50 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.75 
6 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 
7 0040 0040 0040 0040 0040 
8 0.50 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.75 
9 0040 0040 0.40 0.40 0.40 
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6.4.7.3 Dataset 
The dataset is entered in the CanalFlow database as given in the Table B.lD in Ap-
pendix B and in Table 6.7. 
6.4.7.4 Notes 
i. The test is carried out using full unsteady flow simulation and LJ.x = 2.5 m for 
all channels; and 
ii. The results of this test case are discussed in the Section 7.10.2. 
6.4.8 R.I: Dam-Break in a Rectangular Channel and in a Channel 
with Contraction and Expansion 
This is an assessment of the ability of the software package to replicate the behaviour of 
a surge wave, caused by the sudden collapse of a large body of water, in a rectangular 
channel (Gottardi and Venutelli, 2004) and in a channel with a local constriction and 
expansion and compare the numerical results against laboratory results (Crowder et al., 
2004h). 
6.4.8.1 Objectives 
The objectives of the test are to: 
• Assess the ability of CanalFlow to simulate a dam-break in a rectangular channel; 
• Assess the ability of CanaiFlow to replicate the behaviour of a surge wave, caused 
by the sudden collapse of a large body of water, in a channel with a local con-
striction and expansion; 
• Benchmark the numerical results with laboratory results obtained in the Euro-
pean Commission's The European Concerted Action on Dam-Break Modelling 
(CADAM) project; and 
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• Present the particulars for developing and undertaking the test using CanalFlow 
and present the associated results. 
6.4.8.2 Test Configuration 
In the first part of this test CanalFlow is setup to simulate an idealised dam-break in 
a rectangular, unit width, horizontal and frictionless channel, 200 m long. The initial 
conditions were hI = 10 m for the water depth upstream of the dam, which is located 
in the middle of the channel, and h2 = 1 m is the water depth downstream of the 
dam. The distance step dx equals 0.5 m. The results of this simulation are plotted, 
as depth along the channel, at time t = 6 seconds. The data for this test is adapted 
from Gottardi and Venutelli (2004). 
A schematic diagram of the channel setup with contraction and expansion is given 
in the Figure G.g. The model comprises of a horizontal channel of uniform 0.5 m wide 
rectangular cross-section. The overall length of the channel is set up at 19.30 m, with 
the first 6.10 m of the channel at the upstream end specified for the reservoir. The 
actual CADAM model has a removable sluice gate built into the channel to retain 
the water within the reservoir but which is not included in the CanalFlow model. A 
constriction is located 7.70 m downstream of the gate, with an overall length of lA 
m, the first and last 0.2 m of the constriction being tapered at 45 deg angles to the 
channel walls. The initial conditions for the test are set at 0.3 m depth of water in the 
reservoir upstream of the gate, and 0.003 m in the channel downstream of the gate. 
The experimental data for the test was obtained by removing the gate, and measuring 
the depth and velocity of flow at the benchmarking stations 81 to 84 (Figure 6.9). 81 
is located 1.0 m upstream of the dam gate, 82, 6.10 m downstream of the dam gate, 
83, 8.80 m downstream of the dam gate, and 84, 10.50 m downstream of the dam gate. 
The measurements were taken every 0.04 seconds, and recorded up to a simulation time 
of 10 seconds (Crowder et al., 2004h). 
CanalFlow is set without a controlling sluice gate and the initial water levels and 
flows specified are as given in the Appendix B. By setting up the model in this way 
any stability/operational problems that may have been caused by the operation of the 
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Figure 6.9: Schematic illustration of the Contractions and expansions test (R.l). The 
laboratory model consists of a 19.30 m long rectangular channel with a removable sluice 
gate at 6.10 m and a constriction at 13.8 m. The constriction is 0.1 m wide and 1.0 m 
long. Also shown are the gauging stations SI to S4 . 
. sluice gate structure would be neglected. Manning's n throughout the channel is 0.01. 
Interpolated cross-sections are not used for this test. 
6.4.8.3 Dataset 
The dataset used by CanalFlow to execute this test case is as given in the Table Rn 
in Appendix R 
6.4.8.4 Notes 
i. Sluice gate is not modeled in this test case. Thus, instantaneous dambreak occurs 
in a rectangular channel; 
ii. Downstream boundary condition is of a transmissive type; 
iii. A part from the above-mentioned test configuration this test case is run using 
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different limiters, namely, minmod, monotonised centered, superbee and van Leer 
and without any limiter; and 
iv. The results of this test case are discussed in the Section 7.11.2. 
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CHAPTER 7 
. Results and Discussion 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results from applying CanalFlow to the test cases described in 
the Chapter 6. Section 7.2 provides details of the testing platform, Section 7.3 presents 
a general procedure to configure a test case using CanalFlow and the results of all test 
cases listed in the Table 6.1, page 142 are discussed from Section 7.4 onwards. The 
presentation of results and analysis carried out here is as per the guidelines given in the 
benchmark test suite of the Environment Agency. Each test case is discussed in terms 
of the model building process with CanalFlow, the simulation parameters and output 
results compared with analytical and/or results of other softwares for the same test. 
The time required to run these tests was recorded in order to get some idea about the 
speed of the algorithm. The final conclusions and future development suggestions are 
presented in the Chapter 8. 
7.2 Testing Platform 
This section presents details of the hardware used to run the tests. The benchmark 
tests were carried out on the laptop running on a Windows 2000 (Service Pack 4) 
operating system and a Mobile lntel Pentium(R) 4, 3.06 GHz processor with 1 GB of 
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RAM. The Java code was compiled and run using JDK 1.5.0. The test data was stored 
in a MySQL storage engine running on the same laptop with MySQL Connector / J 
3.0.11 as a JDBC driver (see Section 504.2). The list of other tools used for the testing 
is provided in the Table 5.1, page 119, while details of the database tables (metadata) 
are provided in the Appendix A. 
7.3 General Test Configuration Procedure 
We will discuss the general procedure to configure a test case in CanalFlow. Before 
discussing the general steps involved in building the model we refer to the main screen of 
CanalFlow shown in the Figure 7.1. It is noted that this is a basic GUI of CanalFlow 
and is developed just to enable the user to build a network and run the simulation 
process. At this moment, CanalFlow does not provide any GUI for the data entry, 
instead, it uses a front-end of MySQL storage engine to enter the data (see Figure i.2). 
The whole task of running a test case could be divided in the following steps: 
i. Enter the network configuration data pertaining to nodes, channels, structures 
and initial and boundary conditions. The foreign key relation constraint of the 
database (discussed in the Section 5.5) stresses the need of entering data in a 
certain order. For example node data is to be entered first before entering channel 
data as channel is constructed from nodes. In general, the order of data entry is 
as follows: 
• Define system-wide model parameters using master parameter table. The 
parameters defined here include variety of boundary conditions handled by 
CanalFlow, types of structures, junctions and channel sections (Table A.i, 
page 231). This is a one time data entry and need not be changed unless 
addition/deletion of any system-wide parameter; 
• Initialise a network by entering data in the Table AA, page 231; 
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Figure 7.1: CanalFlow main screen. This is a basic GUr developed to help build the 
network, run simulation and visualise the flow in a channel. It also shows run-time 
simulation parameters such as current time, time step (At), Courant number, initial 
and final mass of the system and overall progress. After the simulation is over, the 
screen on the right hand side bottom corner displays the total time taken to execute 
the task. 
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1.3 General Test Configuration Procedure 
Figure 7.2: Front-end of the MySQL storage engine (refer Table 5.1, page j 19). The 
screen is divided in two parts; the left hand part shows list of available tables and 
the right hand part shows columns of the selected table in which data can be entered. 
Shown is the example of network parameter table and corresponding data. The users 
aware of SQL can also use SQL editor to insert/modify/delete the data. SQL scripts 
are generated for building network and retrieving output data (which is then exported 
to Excel sheet using MySQL Front) for each test case. 
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• Define network parameters like desired Courant number, time step and Iim-
iter to be used, start time and total simulation duration. The table structure 
is as given in the Table A.5, page 231, while the typical data for a network 
is shown in the Table 7.1; 
• Initialise canals using Table A.1, page 229; 
• Initialise structures, if any, using the Table A.15, page 235. This will just 
tell CanalFlow the number of structures and their location in a network 
while the details of structures are to be provided in a table depending on a 
structure type. For example the rectangular gate details are provided in the 
Table A.H, page 2:33; 
• Node data as per the Table A .6, page 231; 
• Channel data as per the Table A.2, page 230; 
• Channel section details, e.g., for a trapezoidal channel section, data is to be 
entered in the Table A.16, page 235; 
• Provide initial state in a channel by using the Table A.18, page 236; 
• Boundary details, viz., discharge/stage hydrograph using the Table A.19, 
page 236; and 
• Operation schedule of a structure, if any, in the Table A.21, page 237. 
ii. Run CanalFlow and build the network; 
iii. Execute the simulation process using Start sub-menu under the Simulation menu 
(Figure 7.1); 
iv. After the simulation is over user can retrieve the output data from the database 
using SQL editor. In future, this process can be integrated in the GUI to shield 
the user from nitty-gritties of the SQL. The data then can be exported to Excel 
format from MySQL Front. 
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7.4 Test N.1: Sub-critical, Super-critical and Transitional 
Flows 
As per the specifications in the Section 6.4.1, this test is an assessment of the ability of 
CanalFlow to calculate sub-critical, super-critical and transitional flows and assess the 
- -- -
numerical accuracy of the software package with reference to analytical results (Crowder 
et al., 2004i). The analytical results for this test were obtained from the work done 
by MacDonald (1994). 
The analysis of results for the sub-parts N.1.1 to N.1.5 of the test case has been 
done in terms of: 
• Comparison of CanalFlow generated longitudinal water surface profile with ana-
lytical solution; 
• The percentage difference between CanaIFlow and analytical solution for longi-
tudinal water surface profile; and 
• Root Mean Square (RMS) error over the length of the reach for each part of the 
test. CanalFlow RMS error is compared with RMS values of ISIS, HEC-RAS and 
MIKE 11 run for the same test. RMS error is given by: 
i=l RMS= N (7.1) 
where Si is a simulated value and Ai is an analytical value. 
The analysis of results for the sub-part N.1.6 of the test has been done in terms of: 
• The water surface profile generated by CanalFlow at the end of 6, 12, 18 and 24 
hour. 
7.4.1 Running the Test Case 
This test has been undertaken in six separate sub-parts as per the specifications in 
Crowder et al. (2004b). CanaIFlow is run in an unsteady mode with the quasi-steady 
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boundary conditions (see Section 6.4.1.4). Initial conditions in terms of depth, dis-
charge, and elevations are specified and they are provided in Tables B.l to B.5 in 
Appendix B. For all sub-parts of the test a variable time step is used which is based 
on the desired Courant number of 0.80. Interpolated cross-sections are not used and 
for all parts of the test dx = 1.0 m. The diagnostics file provided no warnings for any 
parts of the test. 
CanalFlow uses MoC to apply the boundary conditions. In case of a super-critical 
flow, two characteristic curves have positive slope so that two boundary conditions 
must be given at the upstream end (Garcia-Navarro and Saviron, 1992a). Thus, for 
parts N.1.2, N.1.3 and N.1.5, discharge-depth hydrograph is specified at the upstream 
end. Initial depth is provided along with upstream boundary discharge and extended 
through to 01:00 hour respectively. The default network parameters set for all sub-parts 
of the test N.1 are given in the Table 7.1. 
Table 7.1: Network parameters set for the sub-critical, super-critical and transitional 
flows (N. 1) test case. 
Parameter Value 
Desired CFL 0.80 
Initial time step (seconds) 0.10 
Limiter Superbee 
Maximum CFL 1.0 
Maximum time step 1.00E+99 
Output interval 60 mins 
Resistance law Manning's 
Second order correction (boundary conditions) True 
Second order correction (channel) True 
Total Simulation Duration 24 hrs 
Time step Variable 
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7.4.2 Results and Discussion 
Figures 7.3 to 7.5 present the results for all six sub-parts of the test N.1. The flow of 
water is from higher elevation to lower elevation, i.e., from right to left in the figures. 
i. The results for the sub-critical part (N.l.1) are illustrated in the Figure 7.3(A}. 
This figure shows the water level profile and percentage error when compared 
with the analytical solution. It is visible from this figure that the water levels 
produced are smooth with no visual fluctuations and CanalFlow calculated water 
level closely follow the analytical solution. The percentage error in water depth 
when compared to the analytical solution, as illustrated in Figure 7.3(A}, is within 
0% and -0.5 % and the RMS error is 0.002. CanalFlow took 4 minutes and 3 
seconds to execute the test in a variable time step mode for simulation time of 
24 hours. This time includes writing output to the database. 
ii. The results for the super-critical part (N.1.2) are illustrated in the Figure 7.3(B}. 
The results closely follow the analytical water surface profile. The percentage er-
ror in water depth when compared with the analytical solution is between -0.2 % 
and -1.0 % with a slight fluctuation on the downstream side and the RM8 error 
for this part is 0.012. Throughout the channel, CanalFlow has underestimated 
the water levels by approximately -0.5 %. CanalFlow took 4 minutes and 40 
seconds to execute the test in a variable time step mode for simulation time of 
24 hours. 
iii. For the super-critical to sub-critical flow (N.1.3) test CanalFlow clearly follows 
the analytical water surface profile with smooth levels and no major fluctuations 
as seen in the Figure 7.4(A}. The error in analytical and calculated solution is be-
tween ±0.2 %. This is far less than other commercially available softwares tested 
in the EA benchmark. For example, 1818 and MIKE 11 under predicted water 
level by up to approximately 8 % over the complete length of the channel (Crow-
der et al., 2004b). As seen in the Figure 7.6, CanalFlow RM8 error for this test is 
approximately 6 times less than other softwares. CanalFlow took 5 minutes and 
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Figure 7.3: The figure shows bed elevation and comparison of longitudinal water surface 
profile generated by CanalFlow and as given by analytical solution plotted on the 
primary y-axis. It also shows the percentage error between CanalFlow and analytical 
solution plotted on the secondary y-axis for test (A) sub-critical flow (N. 1.1 ) (B) 
super-critical flow (N.1.2) 
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Figure 7.4: The figure shows bed elevation and comparison of longitudinal water surface 
profile generated by CanalFlow and as given by analytical solution plotted on the 
primary y-axis. It also shows the percentage error between CanalFlow and analytical 
solution plotted on the secondary y-axis for test (A) super-critical to sub-critical flow 
(N.1.3) and (B) sub-critical to super-critical to sub-critical flow (N.1.4) 
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51 seconds to execute the test in a variable time step mode for simulation time 
of 24 hours. 
iv. The results for sub-critical to super-critical to sub-critical flow (N.1.4) test are 
shown in the Figure 7.4(B). The Figure shows that the CanalFlow has captured 
the hydraulic jump and the CanalFlow error as compared to analytical solution 
is almost zero percent except at the point of an overestimation of water depth by 
approximately 5 % near the area of jump. The HMS error for this part is 0.017 
which is again approximately 6 times less than other softwares tested in (Crowder 
et al., 2004b). CanalFlow took 4 minutes and 46 seconds to execute the test in a 
variable time step mode for simulation time of 24 hours. 
v. Results of the test N.l.4 are repeated in the super-critical to sub-critical to super-
critical flow test (N.l.5). From the Figure 7.5(A) it can be clearly seen that 
CanalFlow has captured the jump reasonably well. The figure also shows that 
CanalFlow has overestimated the water depth at a point upstream of the hydraulic 
jump by roughly 10 %. Otherwise, the percentage error is in the range of 0.5 % 
and -3.5 %. The HMS error for this sub-part is 0.027. CanalFlow took 4 minutes 
and 39 seconds to execute the test in a variable time step mode. 
vi. No analytical solution is available for the transitional flow (N.l.6) test case. Thus, 
the longitudinal water profiles after 6, 12, 18 and 24 hour are shown in the Figure 
7.5(B). The figure shows that CanalFlow is able to run the transitional flow test 
and no instabilities are observed as the flow changes from the super-critical flow to 
sub-critical flow along the upper section of the channel. CanalFlow took 5 minutes 
and 4 seconds to execute the test in a variable time step mode for simulation time 
of 24 hours. 
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Figure 7.5: (A) Bed elevation and comparison of longitudinal water surface profile 
generated by CanalFlow and as given by analytical solution plotted on the primary 
y-axis and percentage error between CanalFlow and analytical solution plotted on 
the secondary y-axis for super-critical to sub-critical to super-critical flow test (N.1.5) 
(B) Longitudinal water surface profile at the end of 6, 12, 18 and 24 hour. The flow 
boundary at the upstream side (on the right) is kept constant while at the downstream 
side (on the left) the depth boundary is kept constant for first 6 hours and then increased 
linearly from 0.602 m to 2.0 m till 18:00 hour and then kept at that level for another 
6 hours. 
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of RMS errors for five sub-parts of the sub-critical, super-
critical and transitional flow (N. 1) test case. It is evident from the bar graph that 
amongst ISIS, HEC-RAS, MIKE 11, and CanalFlow, CanalFlow has the lowest RMS 
error for all parts of the test. The average RMS error is approximately 4 times less 
than that of ISIS and HEC-RAS and by approximately 6 times less than MIKE 11. 
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7.5 N.02: Triangular Channels 
As per the specifications in the Section 6.4.2, this test is an assessment of the capability 
of CanalFlow to calculate the normal sub-critical flow depth and the normal super-
critical flow depth in a triangular channeL As discussed earlier in the Section 7.4.1, the 
depth-discharge hydrograph boundary condition is used on the upstream side of the 
channel in a super-critical flow test. 
The analysis of results for parts N.2.1 (sub-critical fiow) and N.2.2 (super-critical 
flow) of the test has been done in terms of: 
• Comparison of longitudinal water surface profile with the normal depth. The 
normal depth is determined based on the Manning's equation: 
3 
h=5.0! (~)8 
2$0 (7.2) 
where h is the normal depth, Q is discharge, n is Manning's roughness coefficient, 
and So is bed slope. 
• Longitudinal profile showing the percentage difference between normal depth and 
longitudinal water surface profile. 
7.5.1 Running the Test Case 
To execute the test N.2, CanaIFlow was run in an unsteady mode with the quasi-
steady boundary conditions (see Section 6.4.2.4). Initial conditions in terms of depth, 
discharge, and elevations are as provided in the Table B.6 in Appendix B. Interpolated 
cross-sections were not used and the diagnostics file provided no warnings for any parts 
of the test. All other simulation parameters were as listed in the Table 7.1. 
7.5.2 Results and Discussion 
The results for both the sub-critical and super-critical parts of the test N.2 are presented 
in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 and in the Figure 7.7. 
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i. The Table 7.2 presents the water level data generated by CanaIFlow and other 
softwares used by EA benchmark suite. From the Table 7.2 it is clear that 
CanalFlow has produced an exact match to the normal depth from chainage 
900 m and above. The Figure 7.7(A) compares the normal depth determined by 
Manning's formula (Equation 7.2) and the one generated by CanalFlow. The per-
centage error seen from the figure is in range of -0.01 % to -0.06 %. CanalFlow 
was run in a variable time step mode and it was observed that the approximate 
time step for desired Courant number to be 0.80 was 48 seconds and it took 1 sec-
ond for CanalFlow to execute the task for the total simulation time of 24 hours. 
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of normal depth and CanalFlow depth for (A) the sub-critical 
and (B) the super-critical part of the test (C) shows the percentage error in depths 
generated by CanaIFlow, ISIS, HEC-RAS, MIKEll and the normal depth for the sub-
critical flow, (D) shows the similar percentage error for the super-critical flow test case. 
ii. Table 7.3 shows that CanalFlow results are almost identical to the normal depths 
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calculated by Manning's formula except at the 0 chainage where the percentage 
error is 0.11 % and chainage after 120 m. It is also observed that at 0 chainage 
other softwares have underestimated the depth by -0.15 %. Towards downstream 
end of the channel CanalFlow has underestimated the depth by upto -0.05 %. 
In a variable time step mode approximate time step taken was 1.9 seconds and it 
took 9 seconds for CanaIFlow to execute for total simulation time of 24 hours. 
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Table 7.2: Triangular channel test (N.2): Comparison of water levels generated by 
CanalFlow, ISIS, REC-RAS and MIKE 11 run in a resistance radius (RR) and hydraulic 
radius (RR) mode for the sub-critical flow test case (N .2.1). The results for softwares 
other than CanalFlow presented in this table and Table 7.3 are adapted from Crowder 
et al. (2004d). 
Water Level (m) 
Chalnage Normal ISIS HEC-RAS MIKE 11 MIKE 11 CanalFlow 
(m) Depth (RR) (HR) 
(m) 
0 13.012 13.000 13.000 13.000 13.000 13.004 
300 13.312 13.306 13.305 13.201 13.305 13.310 
600 13.612 13.608 13.601 13.436 13.608 13.613 
.00 13.912 13.910 13.908 13.698 13.910 13.912 
1200 14.212 14.211 14.209 13.977 14.211 14.212 
1500 14.512 14.511 14.509 14.266 14.511 14.512 
1800 14.812 14.812 14.810 14.560 14.812 14.812 
2100 15.112 15.112 15.110 14.857 15.112 15.112 
2400 15.412 15.412 15.410 IS. IS!') 15.412 15.412 
2700 15.712 15.712 15.710 15.455 15.712 15.712 
3000 16.012 16.012 16.010 15.754 16.012 16.012 
Table 7.3: Triangular channel test (N.2): Comparison of water levels generated by 
CanalFlow and other softwares used in the EA benchmark suite for the super-critical 
flow test case (N.2.2). 
Water Level (m) 
Chalnage Normal IS IS HEC-RAS MIKE 11 MIKE 11 CanalFlow 
(m) Depth (RR) (HR) 
(m) 
0 11.718 11.7 11.7 11.7 11.7 11.731 
15 12.018 12.01 12.009 11.935 12.008 12.018 
30 12.318 12.314 12.312 12.2 12.312 12.318 
45 12.618 12.615 12.613 12.483 12.614 12.618 
60 12.918 12.916 12.913 12.775 12.915 12.918 
75 13.218 13.216 13.214 13.071 13.216 13.218 
.0 13.518 13.516 13.514 13.369 13.516 13.518 
105 13.818 13.816 13.814 13.668 13.816 13.818 
120 14.118 14.116 14.114 13.968 14.116 14.117 
135 14.418 14.416 14.414 14.268 14.416 14.413 
150 14.718 14.716 14.714 14.568 14.716 14.710 
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7.6 N.3: Ippen Wave 
As per the specifications in the Section 6.4.3, this test is a comparison of results gener-
ated by the CanalFlow with an analytical solution based on the hydrodynamic theory 
of tidal wave propagation in a horizontal channel of uniform cross-section and finite 
length (see Section 6.4.3). The analysis of test results is done in terms of: 
• Comparison of calculated water levels and velocities against the analytical values 
over the duration of the simulation at the closed boundary and at locations of 25 
km, 50 km and 75 km downstream of the closed boundary; and 
• Comparison of the calculated longitudinal water level and velocity profiles with 
the analytical solutions over the length of the channel at the fixed simulation 
times of 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 hours. 
7.6.1 Running the Test Case 
The simulation was run for 4 hours (Crowder et al., 2004f) and the CanalFlow simula-
tion parameters for this test were as given in the Table 7.1. The initial channel data 
used is presented in the Table B.7, in Appendix B. Approximate time step for the 
desired Courant number, 0.8, was 26 seconds and CanalFlow took 3 seconds to execute 
the test. Initial volume of the system shown by CanaIFlow was 2.0E + 9 m3 and at the 
end of the simulation it was 1.9994E + 9 m3. This shows thats the mass is conserved 
in a closed system with no inflow boundary. 
7.6.2 Results and Discussion 
The results for Ippen wave test are presented in terms of water level and velocity time 
series and profiles in Figures 7.8 to 7.10. The analytical solution for this test was 
obtained from the work done by Ippen (1966). 
i. Analysis of water level and velocity time series is done in the Figure 7.8. It shows 
that the CanalFlow calculated water levels are generally very close to the analyti-
cal values, and thus follow the expected trend, but it does not follow the analytical 
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values exactly at any location for the duration of the test. Variation in the an-
alytical and calculated water levels is observed after 2.5 hours of the simulation 
at 25, 50 and 75 km (Figure 7.8(C,E and G)). The reason for this discrepancy 
might be due to the fact that the actual length of the wave is slightly longer 
than the length of the channel (by 800 m). Therefore, as the wave is supposed 
to travel beyond this point within the first 2 hours, it would be expected that 
the water levels would be slightly different even without any reflection. However, 
as the wave will have reached the closed boundary slightly before 2 hours of the 
simulation time, some reflection will have already occurred despite the fact that 
none should have, and the resultant superimposition will have forced the water 
levels to rise even further (Crowder et al., 2004f). 
ii. Analysis of water level and velocity profiles is done in the Figure 7.9 and 7.10. 
The standing wave of Ippen is the one which would result from the total super-
imposition of the reflected wave with the incident wave after one time period of 
the reflected wave and from Ippen's mathematical solution it can be seen that 
the harmonic function for the wave amplitude applied at the open end of the 
channel follows the cosine relationship (Crowder et al., 2004f). In comparison, 
the harmonic function applied at the downstream end of the model followed a 
sine curve relationship, as confirmed by the shape of the curve representing the 
water levels along the length of the channel at only 2 hours. For this reason, the 
generated wave formulation is out of phase with Ippen's theory for tidal waves 
entering channels of finite length (Ippen, 1966). 
As the applied water levels at the open end of the channel follow a sine wave 
relationship as opposed to a cosine relationship, the resultant phase difference is 
a 90 deg time angle, equivalent to a time lag of 30 minutes. Therefore, in order 
to achieve the final standing wave that Ippen refers to, it would be necessary to 
run the simulation for 4.5 hours as opposed to 4.0 hours. Total superimposition 
of the reflected wave with the incident wave would still be achieved after only 4.0 
hours. However, no greater effect of further reflection and superimposition should 
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Figure 7.8: Ippen wave test: Water level and velocity time series at (A) and (B) 0 km, 
(C) and (D) 25 km, (E) and (F) 50 km, and (G) and (H) 75 km. The Figure (C) and 
(E) shows that the calculated water levels follow analytical solution closely between 
2.0 and 2.5 hours and after that it break from the analytical solution. At 75 km (G) 
calculated solution follows the analytical solution between 3.0 and 3.5 hours and after 
that variations are seen. The Figure (B,D,F and H) shows that the velocities produced 
by CanalFlow follow the analytical solutions fairly closely. In (D) and (F) it is seen 
that the velocities are identical to analytical solution till 2.4 hours and after that they 
start breaking up. While in (H) they are identical between 2.5 hours and 3.5 hours. 
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occur at any time thereafter as the reflected wave simply travels out of the open 
boundary after 4.0 hours. 
The simulation might be continued for further 30 minutes to achieve Ippen's 
standing wave. However, because the propagating sine wave is ahead of related 
cosine wave by 90 deg, superimposition of the two propagation waves will have 
occurred over the first 25 km of the channel downstream of the closed boundary, 
by the time the initial phase difference is caught up. Furthermore, the two prop-
agating waves fall into phase with one another at 2.5 hrs, and every 180 deg time 
angle thereafter, equating to 3.5, 4.5 hours, and every hour thereafter, for as long 
as the simulation is allowed to run. 
By relating these patterns of interference to Ippen's observations regarding the 
locations of maximum and minimum amplitude, and theoretical maximum veloc-
ity, it becomes clear that it is unnecessary to continue the simulation beyond 4.0 
hours as wave interference will have already occurred in the channel giving rise 
to the same desired observations at 2.5 hours and 3.5 hours. Therefore, it can be 
seen from the Figure 7.9{A and C) and Figure 7.10{A), displaying the generated 
water levels at the times the reflected wave falls into phase with the incident wave, 
that maximum amplitudes are achieved at the closed boundary and at multiples 
of L /2 chainage in the downstream direction. As the two waves are only su-
perimposed from chainage 25 km at 2.5 hours and from 75 km at 3.5 hours, the 
maximum amplitude of 2a is only achieved at the closed boundary in the Figure 
7.9{A,C and E) and Figure 7.1O{A) and at the mid-channel segment in the Figure 
7.9{A). Further to Ippen's observations, the Figure 7.9{B) and 7.1O{A), demon-
strate zero, or approximately zero amplitude at channel chainages of 25 km and 
75 km, equivalent to chainages of L/4 and 3L/4 downstream of the origin of the 
reflected wave. 
The Figure 7.9{E) and 7.1O{A), provide further evidence of the correct superim-
position of the reflected wave with the incident wave. At 3.0 hours the reflected 
wave will have travelled half the length of the channel, but would be out of phase 
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Figure 7.9: Ippen wave test: Water level and velocity profiles after (A) and (B) 2 hours, 
(C) and (D) 2.5 hours, (E) and (F) 3 hours. 
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Figure 7.10: Ippen wave test: Water level and velocity profiles after (A) and (B) 3.5 
hours, (C) and (D) 4 hours. 
with the incident wave by 180 deg. As such, it would be expected that the two 
waves would cancel each other out up to channel chainage 50 km, whilst the 
water levels between 50 km and the open boundary would be representative of 
the remainder of the incident wave. These observations are confirmed in the Fig-
ure 7.9(E). The water levels are approximately horizontal up to chainage 50 km, 
showing complete cancellation of the two waves. After chainage 50 km, the water 
level then returns to the sine wave formation of the incident wave as expected. 
The same inference is demonstrated in the Figure 7.1O(C), showing the calculated 
water levels at 4.0 hours. As the reflected wave will have returned to the open 
end of the channel at this time, though again be out of phase with the incident 
wave by 180 deg, it would be expected that both waves would cancel each other 
out over the entire length of the channel. It is clear from the graph that this has 
happened to a certain extent, the slight remaining water levels being due again to 
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the damping effect of the channel bed. Essentially, the amplitude of the returning 
wave would be less than that of the incident wave as it has travelled twice the 
length of the channel by the time it reaches the open boundary. 
The wave that Jppen describes is the result of an initial cosine wave, as opposed 
to the sine wave applied to this model, it would be expected that the points of 
maximum velocity, at distance of L/4 and 3L/4, would occur at the simulation 
times of 2.5 and 3.5 hours. Furthermore, this would be consistent with the ob-
servations made earlier that there was no amplitude of the water surface about 
the mean water level at these corresponding time and locations. However, Fig-
ures 7.9(B,D and F) and 7.10(B and D) show that maximum positive or negative 
velocities are achieved at these channel chainages, but not at the same times zero 
amplitudes are recorded at these locations. Instead, maximum velocities are gen-
erated at the approximate locations after 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0 hours. Zero velocities 
are also recorded at these times at the closed boundary and at multiples of L /2 
chainage in the downstream direction, which correspond with the locations of 
zero amplitude. 
All calculated and analytical velocities, at any given time and location, can be 
observed to switch between positive and negative values. Positive velocities refer 
to flow travelling towards the open boundary, and negative velocities towards the 
closed boundary. It can therefore be deduced from the Figures 7.9(B,D and F) 
and 7.10(B and D), that positive values of velocity correspond with low tide water 
levels, negative velocities with high tide levels, and zero velocity when the water 
level returns to mean water level. 
The deviations seen in the calculated and analytical velocities might again be 
due to the marginal difference in the length of the wave and the length of the 
channel. As there is some premature reflection at the closed boundary, forcing the 
water levels slightly above the expected values at the start of the simulation, the 
resultant imbalance of water within the system could give rise to slightly varied 
velocities. 
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7.7 N.4: Monoclinal Wave 
As discussed in the Section 6.4.4, this test is an assessment of the ability of CanalFlow 
to recreate the special case of an unsteady flow, known as the monoclinal rising wave, 
as a typical case of uniformly progressive flow (Crowder et al., 2004g). 
The results of Monoclinal test case are analysed in terms of: 
• Comparison of calculated water surface profiles against the analytical solution 
after 5, 10, 15 and 20 hours; and 
• Comparison of percentage error of calculated water profile with that of analytical 
profile for CanalFlow and MIKE 11. 
The results are compared with MIKE 11 as MIKE 11 is the only other software cited 
in Crowder et al. (2004g) which uses Chezy's relation as specified by the test. Other 
softwares namely ISIS and HEC-RAS have used equivalent Manning's relation. 
7.7.1 Running the Test Case 
The data used for this test case is presented in the Table B.8, Appendix B while the 
simulation parameters used are shown in the Table 7.4. The change in these parameters 
over the default parameters is the time step, which is kept fixed at 60 seconds and use 
of Chezy's resistance law instead of Manning's (as per the test specification in Crowder 
et al. (2004g)). Additionally this test case was run using different limiters, namely, 
Minmod, Monotonised centered, Superbee and van Leer. For fixed time step of 60 
seconds, it took 3 seconds for CanalFlow to execute the test case. 
7.7.2 Results and Discussion 
The results of the simulation are presented in the Figures 7.13 to 7.1S. The figures show 
the analytical water surface profile of the wave entered at the start of the simulation, 
together with successive profiles of the CanalFlow calculated water levels at 5, 10, 15 
and 20 hours. It also shows the percentage error calculated by comparing CanalFlow 
and MIKE 11 output with that of analytical solution plotted on the secondary y-axis. 
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Table 7.4: Network parameters set for the Monoclinal wave (N.4) test case. The limiters 
used are Minmod (MM), Monotonised centered (MC), Superbee (SB) and van Leer 
(VL). 
Parameter Value 
Desired CFL 0.8 
Initial time step (seconds) 60 
Limiter MM, SB, MC and VL 
Maximum CFL 1.0 
Maximum time step 1.00E+99 
Output interval 60 mins 
Resistance law Chezy's 
Second order correction (boundary conditions) True 
Second order correction (channel) True 
Total Simulation Duration 24 hrs 
Time step Fixed 
The minimum and maximum errors as compared to analytical solution using various 
limiters are presented in the Table 7.5. 
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of a Monoclinal wave solution generated by CanalFlow using 
Minmod limiter and as given by analytical solution. The percentage error between 
CanalFlow and analytical solution, MIKE 11 and analytical solution is plotted on the 
secondary y-axis. The profiles are after 5 and 10 hours shown in A and B respectively. 
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of a Monoclinal wave solution generated by CanalFlow using 
Minmod limiter and as given by analytical solution. The percentage error between 
CanalFlow and analytical solution, MIKE 11 and analytical solution is plotted on the 
secondary y-axis. The profiles are after 15 and 20 hours shown in A and B respectively. 
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of a Monoclinal wave solution generated by CanalFlow using 
Monotonised centered limiter and as given by analytical solution. The percentage 
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of a Monoclinal wave solution generated by CanalFlow using 
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Figure 7.15: Comparison of a Monoclinal wave solution generated by CanalFlow using 
Superbee limiter and as given by analytical solution. The percentage error between 
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Figure 7.16: Comparison of a Monoclinal wave solution generated by CanalFlow using 
Superbee limiter and as given by analytical solution. The percentage error between 
CanalFlow and analytical solution, MIKE 11 and analytical solution is plotted on the 
secondary y-axis. The profiles are after 15 and 20 hours shown in A and B respectively. 
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Figure 7.17: Compaxison of a Monoclinal wave solution generated by CanalFlow using 
van Leer limiter and as given by analytical solution. The percentage error between 
CanalFlow and analytical solution, MIKE 11 and analytical solution is plotted on the 
secondaxy y-axis. The profiles axe after 5 and 10 hours shown in A and B respectively_ 
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Figure 7.18: Comparison of a Monoclinal wave solution generated by CanalFlow using 
van Leer limiter and as given by analytical solution. The percentage error between 
CanalFlow and analytical solution, MIKE 11 and analytical solution is plotted on the 
secondary y-axis. The profiles are after 15 and 20 hours shown in A and B respectively. 
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Table 7.5: Minimum and maximum errors between CanalFlow and analytical solution 
using various limiters. The limiters used are Minmod (MM), Monotonised centered 
(MC), Superbee (SB) and van Leer (VL). The data clearly shows that the van Leer 
limiter has a minimum range between minimum and maximum error while Superbee 
has got maximum error on the negative side and Minmod has got maximum error 
on the positive side with an exception at 10 Hr where Monotonised centered has got 
maximum positive error. The last row in the table shows MIKE 11 error for the same 
test case. 
Limiter 5 Hr 10 Hr 15 Hr 20 Hr 
Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
MM -2.80 1.52 -0.44 3.94 -0.52 2.84 -1.89 2.46 
MC -2.17 0.17 -0.42 4.03 -1.11 1.10 -1.89 0.15 
SB -3.86 0.19 -2.61 3.80 -3.52 0.58 -4.90 0.27 
VL -2.34 0.40 -0.42 3.78 -0.49 0.91 -1.92 0.44 
MIKE 11 Results (Personal Communication - Crowder, 2005) 
MIKE 11 -1.93 1.26 -0.80 5.57 -0.87 4.24 -0.94 2.94 
7.8 C.l: Looped System 
As described in the Section 6.4.5, this test is an assessment of the capability of the 
software package to calculate a diverging and converging flow scenario, i. e., a looped 
system (Crowder et aI., 2004c). The test is carried out for two boundary conditions, 
QS1 and QS2 (see Section 6.4 .. 5). For both QS1 and QS2 simulations, results for 
discharge and water level results have been reported upon in tabular form at each of 
the cross sections defined by the dataset. In addition, the discharge and water level 
results in each channel are presented in a graphical form. 
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1.8.1 Running the Test Case 
CanalFlow was set to run this test for the network as shown in Figure 6.6, page 153. 
Channel B was divided into Bl and B2 of equal length, 750 m. This was done due 
to the way CanalFlow handles the channel geometry as the current version does not 
handle curved channels. The simulation parameters are same as presented in the Table 
7.1. For the desired Courant number to be 0.8, dt for this test case was approximately 
equal to 0.53 and it took 5 minutes and 23 seconds for CanalFlow to execute the task 
for QS1 and 5 minutes and 25 seconds for QS2 with dx = 5.0 m for both QS1 and QS2 
and for all four channels. The initial conditions for all channels are specified as given 
in the Table B.9, Appendix B. Junctions are specified to model the convergence and 
divergence of flow (see Section 4.6.2, page 98). 
7.8.2 Results and Discussion 
The Figures 7.19 provide results generated by CanalFlow and other softwares in the 
EA benchmark study for the QS1 boundary condition. The summary of results is 
also provided in the Table 7.6. As seen in the Figure 7.19, almost all softwares have 
predicted different flow parameters in the network. CanalFlow results in predicting 
depths and discharges in Channel B and Channel C are close to REC-RAS and upto 
certain extent to ISIS. Slight differences were observed in Channel A and Channel D 
and the variations were in the range of 0.02 % to 0.03 % as compared to the flows 
predicted by other softwares in these reaches. 
The Figure 7.20 and Table 7.7 provide results of CanalFlow and other softwares 
used in EA benchmark study for the QS2 boundary condition. Variations are seen in 
depths and discharges in all channels as compared to other softwares. The variations in 
Channel A and D are smaller as compared to QS1. The range of variation in discharge 
in A and D is -0.008 % to 0.02 %. As compared to other softwares, CanalFlow has 
predicted higher water levels in all the reaches. In terms of discharge, it has assigned 
less discharge to Channel B and more to Channel C as compared to other softwares. 
The summary of results is provided in Table 7.7. 
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Figure 7.19: Looped system (C.1) test: Flow and stage results for the QSl boundary 
condition. Shown are the water level (stage) and flow results (A) and (B) for Channel 
A, (C) and (D) for Channel B, (E) and (F) for Channel C, (G) and (H) for Channel D. 
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Figure 7.20: Looped system (C.1) test: Flow and stage results for the QS2 boundary 
condition. Shown are the water level (stage) and flow results (A) and (B) for Channel 
A, (C) and (D) for Channel B, (E) and (F) for Channel C, (G) and (H) for Channel D. 
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Table 7.6: Looped system (C.l) test: Flow and stage results for the QSl boundary 
condition. Flow is expressed in m3 / sec while chainage and stage is in m. HEC-RAS, 
ISIS, MIKE 11 results are adapted from Crowder et al. (2004c). 
HEO-RAS IBIS MIKE 11 (RR) MIKE 11 (HR) CanalFlow 
Channel Chalnage Flow Stage FI~ Stage Flow Stage FI~ Stage Flow Stage 
A 100 250.00 3.065 250.00 3.066 250.00 3.072 250.00 3.100 250.07 3.066 
75 250.00 3.062 250.00 3.063 250.00 3.069 250.00 3.096 250.07 3.062 
50 250.00 3.059 250.00 3.060 250.00 3.066 250.00 3.093 250.07 3.059 
25 250.00 3.056 250.00 3.051 250.00 3.063 250.00 3.089 250.07 3.056 
0 250.00 3.052 250.00 3.053 250.00 3.060 250.00 3.086 250.10 3.052 
B 1500 78.15 3.052 80.99 3.053 92.95 3.060 102.70 3 . .086 77.68 3.053 
1125 78.15 3.039 80.99 3.041 92.95 3.044 102.70 3.{}63 77.68 3.040 
750 78.15 3.028 80.99 3.030 92.95 3.031 102.70 3.043 77.69 3.029 
375 18.15 3.019 80.99 3.022 92.95 3.020 102.10 3.027 11.68 3.020 
0 78.15 3.012 80.99 3.015 92.95 3.011 102.70 3.-014 11.71 3.013 
C 500 171.85 3.052 169.01 3.053 157.05 3.060 147.30 3.086 112.34 3.052 
375 111.85 3.036 169.01 3.038 151.05 3.038 147.30 3.058 112.35 3.036 
250 171.85 3.025 169.01 3.027 157.05 3.024 147.30 3.039 112.31 3.025 
125 171.85 3.011 169.01 3.020 151.05 3.016 141.30 3.025 112.38 3.018 
0 171.85 3.012 169.01 3.015 157.05 3.011 147.30 3.014 172.52 3.011 
D 100 250.00 3.012 250.00 3.015 250.00 3.011 250.00 3.014 250.06 3.013 
75 250.00 3.009 250.00 3.011 250.00 3.009 250.00 3.010 250.06 3.009 
50 250.00 3.006 250.00 3.007 250.00 3.006 250.00 3.007 250.06 3.007 
25 250.00 3.003 250.00 3.004 250.00 3.003 250.00 3.003 250.07 3.003 
0 250.00 3.000 250.00 3.000 250.00 3.000 250.00 3.000 250.09 3.000 
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Table 7.7: Looped system (C.1) test: Flow and stage results for the QS2 boundary 
condition. Flow is expressed in m 3 / sec while chainage and stage is in m. HEC-RAS, 
ISIS, MIKE 11 results are adapted from Crowder et al. (2004c). 
HEC-RAS ISIS MIKE 11 (HR) MIKE 11 (HR) CanalFlow 
Channel Chainage FI~ Stage FI~ Stage FI~ Stoge FI~ Stage Flow Stage 
A 100 250.00 2.420 250.00 2.407 250.00 2.370 250.00 2.412 249.99 2.431 
15 250.00 2.405 250.00 2.389 250.00 2.354 250.00 2.396 249.99 2.416 
50 250.00 2.389 250.00 2.371 250.00 2.338 250.00 2.381 249.99 2.399 
25 250.00 2.372 250.00 2.354 250.00 2.321 250.00 2.365 249.99 2.383 
0 250.00 2.355 250.00 2.334 250.00 2.305 250.00 2.349 249.98 2.370 
B 1500 117.61 2.355 120.50 2.334 116.85 2.305 117.80 2.349 115.80 2.367 
1125 117.61 2.208 120.50 2.185 116.85 2.159 117.80 2.198 115.80 2.234 
150 117.61 2.062 120.50 2.037 116.85 2.014 117.80 2.046 115.81 2.108 
315 117.61 1.918 120.50 1.889 116.85 1.873 117.80 1.894 115.81 1.989 
0 117.61 1.778 120.50 1.743 116.85 1.734 117.80 1.740 115.82 1.882 
C 500 132.39 2.355 129.50 2.334 133.15 2.305 132.20 2.349 134.20 2.365 
315 132.39 2.207 129.50 2.186 133.15 2.159 132.20 2.197 134.20 2.218 
250 132.39 2.060 129.50 2.037 133.15 2.015 132.20 2.046 134.19 2.080 
125 132.39 1.915 129.50 1.890 133.15 1.873 132.20 1.893 134.18 1.963 
0 132.39 1.778 129.50 1. 743 133.15 1.734 132.20 1. 740 134.23 1.881 
D 100 250.00 1.778 250.00 1.743 250.00 1.734 250.00 1. 740 250.00 1.878 
"' 
250.00 1. 733 250.00 1. 709 250.00 1.702 250.00 1. 707 250.02 1.835 
50 250.00 1.687 250.00 1.675 250.00 1.669 250.00 1.672 250.05 1.783 
25 250.00 1.642 250.00 1.638 250.00 1.635 250.00 1.636 250.13 1.715 
0 250.00 1.600 250.00 1.600 250.00 1.600 250.00 1.600 249.80 1.638 
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7.9 C.2: Weirs 
As discussed in the Section 6.4.6, this test is an assessment of the capability of the 
software package to model a broad crested weir (Crowder et al., 2004e). The test is 
run with a steady state and an unsteady state boundary conditions. 
The analysis of results of the test has been limited to a 
• Comparison of stage (water level) at the cross sections immediately upstream and 
downstream of the weir structure and head loss over the structure for a steady 
state boundary condition; and 
• Comparison of stage (water level) verses time at the cross sections immediately 
upstream and downstream of the weir structure for an unsteady case. 
7.9.1 Running the Test Case 
CanalFlow was set for the test configuration as shown in the Figure 6.7, page 155 and 
run using the default simulation parameters provided in the Table 7.1. In a variable 
time step mode, CanalFlow took 1 second and 3 seconds to execute the test for steady 
and unsteady state case, respectively. 
7.9.2 Results and Discussion 
The steady state results from the Broad Crested weir test for free (SSl) and drowned 
(SS2) flow conditions are presented in the Table 7.8. The unsteady results (transient 
conditions) are presented in the Figure 7.21. These results show that the CanalFlow 
can handle weir with steady and unsteady downstream boundary conditions. 
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Table 7.8: Weir flow (C.2) test case: Steady state results for free and submerged flow 
condition. The output shows that the head loss in SSl is equal to the ISIS and for SS2 
it is closer to ISIS than MIKE 11 and HEC RAS. 
Software 
ISIS 
MIKE 11 
HEC-RAS 
CanalFlow 
ISIS 
MIKE 11 
HEC-RAS 
CanalFlow 
5 9 
(A) 
Upstream (m) Downstream Cm) Head Loss (m) 
Free flow condition (SS1) 
0.725 0.346 0.379 
0.738 0.326 0.412 
0.735 0.346 0.389 
0.724 0.345 0.379 
Submerged flow condition (SS2) 
0.833 
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Figure 7.21: Weir flow (C.2) test case for an unsteady boundary condition: Figure 
shows water level time series at (A) downstream side of the Channel A and upstream 
side of the broad crested weir and (B) upstream side of the Channel B and downstream 
side of the broad crested weir. 
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7.10 C.3: Irrigation Network 
This test is an assessment of CanalFlow to model a typical irrigation network with a 
reservoir and hydraulic structures. The canal irrigation network data for this test case 
is adapted from the Misra et al. (1992). 
The results for this test case are discussed in terms of (see Figure 6.8): 
• Discharge and depth hydrographs at upstream side of the channel C-1 and down-
stream side of the channel 0-4; and 
• Discharge hydrograph and mass balance at junctions J-1, J-2 and J-3. 
7.10.1 Running the Test Case 
The canal irrigation network for this test case was configured as shown in the Figure 
6.8, page 158. The channel geometry data is as shown in the Table RIO, Appendix 
B while the network parameters are as shown in the Table 7.1. The channel section 
details and other test specifications are provided in the Section 6.4.7. For the desired 
Courant number, 0.8, it took 51 minutes and 16 seconds for CanaIFlow to execute the 
simulation task for entire network with dx = 2.5 m. The simulation was run for 6 
hours. 
7.10.2 Results and Discussion 
The initial and final flow profile in Channels 0-1 to 0-4 is shown in the Figure 7.22(A) 
while 7.22(B) shows the discharge and depth hydrographs for 0-1 and C-4. Discharge 
hydrograph and mass balance at junctions J-1 to J-3 is presented in the Figure 7.23. 
Percentage error in discharge in C-1 and sum of discharges in C-2 and C-5 is shown 
in the Figure 7.23(A). The error range is between -0.003 % and 0.28 %. The junction 
clearly models the gate opening behaviour in the first hour and then closing in the 
third hour of the simulation. Similar analysis is carried out for junctions J-2 and J-3. 
The mass balance error for J-2 is in between -0.013 % and 0.13 % while for J-3 it is in 
between -0.02 % and 0.18 %. 
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Figure 7.22: Irrigation network (C.3) test case: (A) Initial flow profile and a profile 
after 1 and 6 hour for the Channels C-l to C-4, (B) Discharge hydrograph plotted 
on primary y-axis and depth hydrograph on secondary y-axis for the upstream side 
of Channel C-l and downstream side of the Channel C-4. The behaviour seen in the 
discharge hydrograph is obvious because of the increase in the gate opening during the 
first hour and then it was kept constant during second hour then reduced in third hour 
and then kept constant for rest of the period. 
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Figure 7.23: Irrigation network (C.3) test case: Discharge hydrograph and mass balance 
at junctions at (A) J·l where channel C-l is split into C-2 and C-5 with a rectangular 
gate on C-5 (E) J-2 where channel C-2 is split into C-3 and C-20 with a rectangular gate 
on C-20 and (C) J-3 where channel C-3 is split into C-4 and C-33 with a rectangular 
gate on C-33. The percentage error at each junction is a error between discharge of the 
upstream channel and sum of the discharges of split channels. 
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7.11 R.l: Dam-Break in a Rectangular Channel and in a 
Channel with Contraction and Expansion 
As described in the Section 6.4.8, this test is an assessment of the ability of CanalFlow 
to replicate the behaviour of a surge wave, caused by the sudden collapse of a large 
body of water, in a straight rectangular channel (Gottardi and Venutelli, 2004) and in 
a channel with a local constriction and expansion and compare the numerical results 
against laboratory results (Crowder et al., 2004h). 
7.11.1 Running the Test Case 
The test setup is as shown in the Figure 6.9, page 162. The test data used is presented 
in the Table 13.11, Appendix B. No special program to develop initial conditions was 
used as opposed to various softwares used in Crowder et al. (2004h). As given in the 
initial data table, cross-sections were defined at 0.1 m and time step used for this 
test was 0.01 seconds and output time step was 0.04 seconds. It took 14 seconds for 
CanalFlow to execute this test. This test case was run using Minmod, Monotonised 
Centered, Superbee, van Leer and no limiter option. The results are analysed in terrns 
of depth time series at locations SI, S2, S3 and S4 (see Figure 6.9). 
7.11.2 Results and Discussion 
For the first part of the test, the analysis is limited to the stage versus distance at 
t = 6 seconds. The space domain is discretised in 400 cells. The figure 7.24 shows good 
agreement between CanalFlow and analytical solution. The analytical solution for this 
part of the test is given in Stoker (1957). 
For the second part of this test case, the analysis is limited to the stage versus time 
comparison at SI, S2, S3 and S4. The water level time series at these locations is shown 
in Figures 7.26 to 7.28. As seen in all figures, the water level predicted by CanalFlow at 
SI, starts dropping at approximately 0.32 seconds as opposed to experimental set-up 
at 0.40 seconds. The drop in water level in CanalFlow is more prominent after 6.2 
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Figure 7.24: Dam-Break in a Rectangular Channel: The figure shows depth along the 
length of the rectangular channel with unit width at 6 seconds. 
seconds. This is because, in the experimental set-up, sluice gate is used which opens 
fully in 2 seconds while in CanalFlow sluice gate is not used (instant dam-break). 
The calculated water level histories at the remaining three benchmarking stations 
82, 83, and 84, show different behaviour in the change in water level to that of the 
experimental data. It can be seen from the figures that the experimental water level 
recorded at station 82 changes from 0.003 m after 3.0 seconds of the simulation. This 
change in water level corresponds to the arrival of the surge wavefront at station 82. 
Therefore, it can be determined that the surge wave has travelled 6.1 m in 3.0 seconds, 
giving rise to an approximate travelling velocity of 2.0 m/sec. It can then be seen from 
the plot of the experimental water level history that the water level only rises by a very 
small amount between 3.5 seconds and 7.3 seconds, after which time the water level 
increases rapidly, settling at an approximate level of 0.23 m after 8.5 seconds. The level 
remains approximately constant thereafter for the remainder of the simulation. This 
recorded rise in the water level after 7.3 seconds is due to the superimposition of the 
resultant reflected wave caused by the angled walls at the front of the constriction on the 
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travelling surge wave. CanalFlow water level histories from Figures 7.25 to 7.28 show 
that it does not follow this same process of change as that observed experimentally. The 
water levels rise gradually after about 3.24 seconds and settle at approximately 0.09 
m. However, in no limiter case, Figure 7.29(B), the behaviour at S2 is different than 
other limiters. In this case, CanaIFlow follows the experimental trend where a sharp 
jump has been seen after 7.3 seconds. The wave rises to approximately 0.24 m and then 
settles at about 0.23 after 8.5 seconds. The discrepancies between the results in limiter 
and non-limiter case at S2 are likely due to the one-dimensional solution generated by 
the software. The test is not entirely appropriate for one-dimensional analysis as the 
water surface becomes very irregular when the surge wave hits the constriction and it 
would be appropriate to compare the CanalFlow results with a 2-D software package. 
However, CanalFlow results are much better than ISIS, HEC-RAS and Mike 11 and it 
did not create any instabilities in the solution. 
It can be seen from the figures presenting the results at station S3, that the 
CanalFlow calculated results fiuctuate around the experimental data after 4.68 sec-
onds. The final water level produced by CanalFlow at station S4 is almost same as 
produced in the laboratory test. Again, the no limiter case is an exception where 
CanalFlow result do not follow the experimental trend. The surge wave produced in 
the physical model can be observed to arrive at station S2, S3 and S4 at 3.0, 4.32 and 
5.52 seconds respectively. The same wave in CanalFlow arrives at 2.96, 4.48 and 5.2 
seconds respectively. 
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Figure 7.25: Dam break in Contractions and expansions test case (R.1): CanalFlow 
predicted water depth time series using Minmod limiter at (A) 81, (B) 82, (C) 83 and 
(D) 84. 
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Figure 7.26: Dam break in Contractions and expansions test case (R.1): CanalFlow 
predicted depth time series using Monotonised Centered limiter at (A) 81, (B) 82, (C) 
83 and (D) 84. 
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Figure 7.27: Dam break in Contractions and expansions test case (R.l): Cana1Flow 
predicted water depth time series using 8uperbee limiter at (A) 81, (B) 82, (C) 83 and 
(D) 84. 
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Figure 7.28: Dam break in Contractions and expansions test case (R.l): CanaIFlow 
predicted water depth time series using van Leer limiter at (A) 81, (B) 82, (C) 83 and 
(D) 84. 
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7.11 R.1: Dam-Break in a Rectangular Channel and in a Channel with 
Contraction and Expansion 
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Figure 7.29: Dam break in Contractions and expansions test case (R.1): CanalFlow 
predicted water depth time series using no limiter at (A) 81, (B) 82, (C) 83 and (D) 
84. 
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CHAPTER 8 
Conclusions and Future Work 
8.1 Conclusions 
The canal hydraulic simulation softwares can be effectively used to increase efficiencies 
of the irrigation schemes. The importance of such softwares in managing canal irrigation 
flows is evident from the papers published in a special issue of Journal of Irrigation and 
Drainage Engineering (119(4), July/August, 1993). As discussed in the Section 2.3, 
there are certain problems and challenges which are unique to modelling canal irrigation 
networks. Yet the technology adoption in this field has not kept a pace with advances 
in computing and software. It was decided to review existing hydraulic simulation 
softwares before deciding on the requirements of the new software. We looked at 19 
existing hydraulic simulation softwares and their underlying numerical algorithm and 
technology platform. The summary of these softwares is presented in the Table 2.1 on 
page 45. Out of 20 softwares listed (including CanaIFlow), 75% of them fall under the 
broad category of implicit finite difference schemes and within that broad category 80% 
of them fall under four-point implicit Preissmann scheme. Meselhe and Holly (1997) 
have clearly pointed out the invalidity of the Preissmann scheme in simulating trans-
critical flow regime which commonly occurs in canal irrigation networks. In recent 
years, the use of finite volume method has become common in solving shallow water 
equations. It has been widely applied to solve various problems in the field of hydraulic 
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engineering (see Section 2.4.4) but no known reference has been found where a finite 
volume method with high-resolution techniques has been applied to develop a canal 
hydraulic simulation software. 
On the other hand, the work done by Kutija (1998); Kutija and Murray (2002); 
Murray (2003) has stressed the need of implementing object-oriented paradigm in de-
veloping numerical algorithms. As such OOP is not new and it has been widely used 
in developing GUI components around the existing numerical algorithms (Kutija and 
Murray, 2002). In 2002, when this research work was started we looked at all available 
technology options. In doing so we decided to set a new standard in the development of 
hydraulic simulation softwares. One major criterion in selecting the technology options 
was the possible migration of the new software to a web-based one with a multi-user 
support. Thus, it was decided to use latest techniques in numerical algorithms and 
latest programming tools available in software development. 
The principal aim of this research was to develop a database-driven, object-oriented 
hydraulic simulation model for canal irrigation networks using a finite volume method 
with high-resolution shock capturing techniques. On the technology front, we decided 
primarily to use Java, MySQL and CVS. The reasons behind selecting these technologies 
are provided in the Section 3.3.2.1, for Java and in the Section 3.4.1, for MySQL. The 
role of CVS is described in the Section 3.5. On the numerical side, it was decided to 
use FVM with high-resolution shock capturing techniques (see Section 2.4.4) and an 
exact Rlemann solver as described in the Section 4.4.2 was used. 
It is evident from the Chapter 4 and 5 that we have achieved the above-mentioned 
principal aim set for ourselves in developing a new canal hydraulic simulation software. 
As the output of this research, a new category of hydraulic simulation software was 
added (Category 6 in the Table 2.1, page 45). The CanalFlow model is integrated with 
a relational database management system and in this thesis we present the data model 
(Section 5.5) for canal hydraulic simulation software. The metadata is presented in the 
Appendix A. This data model can be easily converted to XML schema which is fast 
becoming a de facto standard in a data exchange. 
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The next obvious task was to test the model. As described in the Chapter 6, a 
benchmark test suite developed by DEFRA/EA for 1-D river models was used (Crowder 
et al., 2004a). As specified in Crowder et al. (2004i), the tests were classified under 
the category of numerical accuracy, software capability and reproducibility (see Table 
6.1, page 142). In all, 7 tests relevant to canal irrigation network were shortlisted from 
theDEFRA/EA benchmark suite. A test case which models canal irrigation network 
(Section 6.4.7) was added under the software capability category adapted from Misra 
et al. (1992). 
The CanalFlow results for the test suite are presented in the Chapter 7. We discuss 
here conclusions of these tests: 
i. Category N: Numerical accuracy 
• Sub-critical, Super-critical and Transitional Flows: It is evident from the 
Section 7.4 that CanalFlow is capable of modelling sub-critical, super-critical 
and transitional fiows (test in the Section 6.4.1). The results are compared 
with the analytical solution and with softwares used in DEFRA/EA bench-
mark suite (ISIS, HEC-RAS and MIKE 11). CanalFlow has emerged as a 
winner in this test case with least RMS error as shown in the Figure 7.6. 
Similar results are found for the triangular channel test case (Section 6.4.2). 
It is evident from the Section 7.5.2 that CanalFlow is capable of handling 
sub-critical and super-critical flows in triangular sections. Agaln, CanalFlow 
has least error when results were compared with normal flow depth (Table 
7.2 and 7.3). For both the tests, CanalFlow requires to specify two boundary 
conditions (depth and discharge) on the upstream side in case of a super-
critical flow condition . 
• Ippen Wave: Discrepancies were found in the Ippen wave test case (Section 
6.4.3). From the Section 7.6.2, it is seen that all calculated water levels 
prior to any superimposition closely follow the analytical values. However, 
as soon as the two waves meet, the calculated water levels show a varying 
degree of divergence from the analytical values. Nevertheless, to a reasonable 
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degree of accuracy all the models predict the times at which the reflected 
wave falls into phase with the incident wave. CanalFlow and other softwares 
in the DEFRA/EA benchmark suite over-estimate the peak water level at 
the closed boundary, which in part may be a result of the wave length being 
slightly longer than the channel length, 800 m (Crowder et al., 2004f). Better 
results could have been achieved by running this test case by reducing the 
time step and running the model in a fixed time-step mode. In the current 
work, this type of analysis in not carried out. In future, this test could be 
run using different limiters to study the effect on water level and velocity 
profiles and time series. 
• Monoclinal Wave: CanaIFlow was able to model the monoclinal wave (Test 
N.4 in Section 6.4.4) to a degree of accuracy that would be acceptable in 
most practical situations. Some variations in predicting water levels were 
seen as described in the Section 7.7.2. The CanalFlow results were compared 
with the MIKE 11 results as ISIS and HEC-RAS were unable to model this 
test case with Chezy's friction coefficient (the test specification stipulates 
the use of Chezy's relation). It is evident from the Table 7.5 that error is 
least when CanalFlow is run using van Leer limiter. In this case, CanalFlow 
results are comparable to MIKE 11 results. 
ii. Category C: Software capability 
• Looped System: The Section 7.8.2 shows that CanalFlow is capable of han-
dling looped network. A minor adjustment of splitting Channel B in Bl 
and B2 was done to configure this test case in CanalFlow. From the Table 
7.6 and 7.6, it is evident that CanalFlow has shown some discrepancies in 
mass balance at the junctions. The range of variation is between 0.02 % to 
0.03 % for QSl and between -0.008 % to 0.02 % for QS2. This needs to be 
addressed in the future versions. 
• Weir: The Section 7.8.2 shows that CanalFlow is capable of modelling a weir 
in the network. The results for steady state free flow condition match with 
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that of ISIS (Table 7.8) while the results for submerged flow condition are 
different than other softwares but closer to ISIS . 
• Irrigation Network: The results for canal irrigation network test (Section 
6.4.7) are presented in the Section 7.10.2. It is evident from the results that 
CanalFlow is capable of handling medium size canal irrigation networks with 
a reservoir and control structures. It is also shown that the gates can be 
operated as per the operation schedule. In the current version, CanalFlow 
is capable of handling only rectangular gates. In future, other gates (for 
example circular, radial) could be added. It would be interesting to integrate 
the canal control algorithm and gate optimisation algorithm in the existing 
code. Also a test case needs to be devised to simulate shock fronts in the 
network. 
iii. Category R: Reproducibility 
• Dam-Break in a Rectangular Charmel and in a Channel with Contraction 
and Expansion: The test specifications described in the Section 6.4.8 for 
this case is an extreme investigation of the capabilities of CanalFlow. It 
is seen from the Section 7.11.2, that CanalFlow is able to configure and 
run this test case (dam-break in a rectangular charmel and in a channel 
with contraction and expansion). The CanalFlow results for dam-break 
in a rectangular charmel have shown close agreement with the analytical 
results. The second part of this test case was run using various limiters and 
results were presented in the Section 7.11.2. CanalFlow has shown serious 
discrepancies in predicting water levels at station S2 using limiters. With 
no limiter option it follows the trend seen in the experimental data but this 
option fails to model the flow at stations S3 and S4. The discrepancies seen 
are likely due to the one-dimensional solution generated by the software. The 
test is not entirely appropriate for one-dimensional analysis as the water 
surface becomes very irregular when the surge wave hits the constriction. 
There is no considerable difference in the results produced by CanalFlow 
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using different limiters. It is noted here that CanalFlow did not require 
the special setup of initial conditions as described in Crowder et al. (2004h) 
to configure !SIS. HEC·RAS was unable to produce any results for this 
test case and only MIKE 11 produced a stable solution for the dam-break 
progressive wave but the results calculated were not truly representative of 
the problem (Crowder et al., 2004h, p.23-25). 
These tests show that CanalFlow is capable of handling variety of fiow scenarios, 
viz., sub-critical, super-critical and trans-critical flow, flow in triangular channels, tidal 
wave propagation, uniformly progressive wave, flow in a looped and dendritic network, 
flow through weirs and gated structures and modelling a surge wave. It has outper-
formed ISIS, HEC-RAS and MIKE 11 in three of the benchmark tests and equally well 
for the other four. The developed database schema allows great flexibility in inserting 
and retrieving the data. 
8.2 Recommendations for the Future Work 
Following are few recommendations for the future work: 
• Recommendations to improve the hydraulic model: 
- In its current version CanalFlow implements exact l-D Riemann solver. In 
the future, a few more numerical solvers could be added; 
- More hydraulic structures can be added with modelling support for bridges, 
culverts, aqueducts and siphons. Handling of structures in the existing code 
needs to be improved, mainly, some more work is needed to take Care of 
smooth transitions between free and submerged flow conditions at structures; 
- Further work is needed in making the boundary conditions more robust at 
the junctions. The existing algorithm which can handle maximum 3 channels 
at a junction needs to be replaced with a new algorithm which will be able 
to handle any number of channels, structures and variety of flow conditions; 
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- Further test cases need to be run to simulate shock fronts in a large size 
canal network; 
- Verification of Contractions and Expansions test case with 2-D shallow water 
model will be required to find out weaknesses in the l-D model; 
- The natural extension of an existing hydraulic modelling application is to 
add canal control algorithm and gate optimisation algorithm to the existing 
code; 
- Another interesting extension could be inclusion of channel bed erosion 
model to study the effect of particular operational schedule on the deposition 
of silts and also to identify the maintenance activities for the channels. 
• Recommendations to improve the code: 
- The existing model building process, which retrieves the data from the 
RDBMS needs to be replaced with a service oriented layer to make it data 
source independent. The constructors of network component classes (like 
Network, Channel and ChannelStructure) will have to be refactored to ac-
commodate the database independent parameters; 
- The existing Message class is a poor attempt to write the logging system. 
This could be replaced by a better third party library called as log4j (http: 
//logging.apache.org/log4j/docs/); 
- jUnit test cases need to be added for all classes to improve the test coverage; 
- The existing version control system CVS could be replaced with better sys-
tem called Subversion (http://subversion.tigris.org) . 
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Glossary 
Abstraction Abstraction is a mechanism and practice to reduce and factor out details 
so that one can focus on few concepts at a time, 54 
Application programming interface An application programming interface (API) 
is a set of definitions of the ways one piece of computer software communicates 
with another. It is a method of achieving abstraction, usually (but not necessarily) 
between lower-level and higher-level software, 63 
Canal automation Canal automation refers to the actions performed without any 
human intervention (closed-loop) in which a gate or pump changes its posi-
tion/setting in response to a water level, flow rate, or pressure because that 
level/rate/pressure is different from the intended target value. The automation 
may be performed through hydraulic, electrical, electronic, or a combination of 
these means, 32, 46 
Canal irrigation system The physical components of the irrigation facility, i. e., main 
irrigation canal, distribution network and control structures, 1, 4 
Canal pool A segment of canal bound between two controlling structures such as 
cross-regulators, 9 
Canal reach A segment of a canal along which the parameters like cross-sectional 
shape, longitudinal slope and roughness coefficient are constant, 15, 31 
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Channel Also called as a reach is the segment of a canal along which the parame-
ters like cross-sectional shape, longitudinal slope and roughness coefficient are 
constant, 85, 98, 107 
Characteristics Characteristics are lines or curves in the (x, t) plane along which 
disturbances propagate, 19 
Checkout A checkout operation copies a working copy of a file from the repository to 
the local disk, 65 
Class In an object-oriented programming, a class consists of a collection of types 
of encapsulated variables and types of methods, possibly with implementation 
of those types together with a constructor function that can be used to create 
objects of the class, 52, 54, 55 
Command area Area served by an irrigation canal, 9 
Commit A commit occurs when you copy the changes you made on the local files 
to the repository (the version control software takes care of knowing which files 
changed since the last time the two were synchronised), 65 
Configuration management Configuration management is a process to control and 
document any changes made during the life of a software project. It is manage-
ment of the various versions of files that contribute towards a working system, 
3 
Controls Structures such as cross-regulators and head-regulators used on irrigation 
canals for controlling water level, discharge or both, 9 
CPU A microprocessor chip that does most of the data processing; the CPU and 
the memory form the central part of a computer to which the peripherals are 
attached, 23 
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Distributary Canal taking off from a main canal (or sometimes from a branch canal), 
usually supplying water to tertiary Iminor canals or 'directly to field off takes, 11, 
12 
Dynamically-typed language The dynamically typed languages treat all data loca-
tions interchangeably, so inappropriate operations, like adding names or sorting 
numbers alphabetically, will not cause errors until run-time, 53 
Field application system The network of a field-level open channels in the area 
below the outlet from a canal irrigation system, 9 
High-level programming language A high-level programming language is a pro-
gramming language that is more user-friendly, to some extent platform-independent, 
and abstract from low-level computer processor operations such as memory ac-
cesses, 50 
Hydraulic jump A hydraulic jump represents a wave that desires to move in the 
upstream direction, but which it is unable to do, as the flow velocity of the water 
is larger than the wave's celerity (the speed of individual waves), 15 
Hydrograph A hydrograph is a plot of the variation of discharge or stage with respect 
to time, 147, 150 
Hyperbolic systems A PDE is said to be hyperbolic at a point (x, t) if A has m real 
eigenvalues AI, .'" Am and a corresponding set of m linearly independent right 
eigenvectors RI, ... , Rm. Further, the system is said to be strictly hyperbolic if 
the eigenvalues Ai are all distinct, 80 
Irrigation The artificial application of water to land to promote the growth of crops, 
1 
Main canal A primary canal conveying water from the main intake of an irrigation 
system to branch canals, 9 
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Metadata Metadata means data about data, it is information that describes another 
set of data, 166 
Node In CanalFlow, node is an end-point of a channel and has x, y and z coordinates, 
85, 87, 99, 108 
Normalisation Normalisation in a database context relates to the level of redundancy 
in a relational database's structure. The key idea is to reduce the chance of having 
multiple different versions of the same data by storing all potentially duplicated 
data in different tables and linking to them instead of using a copy, 62 
Object In the context of an object-oriented programming, object is an instance of a 
program, i. e., a program running on a computer which consists of a data and 
methods (functions) which act on this data, 52, 53 
Performance indicator Parameters used for assessment of actual achievement com-
pared with targets (expressed as ratios), 13 
Performance ratio Ratio of the observed discharge at a specific location to the sched-
uled discharge at that location, 12 
Relational database Relational database is a collection of data based on the rela-
tional model, 3, 5 
Repository The repository is where the files are stored, often on a server, 65 
Riemann problem Riemann problem is defined as a standard shock-wave problem 
describing the interaction of two different constant-property states, for example 
depth and velocity), 23-25 
Riemann solvers The methods in which a numerical solution is built up from a series 
of elementary Riemann problems at cell interfaces are called Riemann solvers, 24, 
25 
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Rotational irrigation system This type of system involves dividing the command 
area into two or more sections and diverting all available water to each section in 
turns. The duration of a turn can be fixed or variable depending on the rotation 
schedule, 6 
Scalable It is the ease with which a system or component can be modified to fit the 
problem area, 3 
Sequential programming Also called as unstructured programming is a program-
ming paradigm where all code is contained in a single continuous block. This is 
contrary to the structured programming, where programming tasks are split into 
smaller sections (known as subroutines, functions or methods) that can be called 
whenever they are required, 3 
Structured programming language Structured programming language is a subset 
or subdiscipline of a procedural programming. Procedural programming is a 
programming paradigm based upon the concept of the procedure call. Procedures, 
also known as routines, subroutines, methods, or functions simply contain a series 
of computational steps to be carried out. Any given procedure might be called at 
any point during a program's execution, including by other procedures or itself, 
54 
Trans-critical The term trans-critical flow denotes the existence of both sub-critical 
and super-critical flow regimes in an open-channel system. In irrigation networks 
this flow situation is caused because of dynamic gate operation, 20 
Version control It is the management of multiple revisions of the same unit of in-
formation. It is most commonly used in engineering and software development 
to manage ongoing evolution of digital documents like application source code 
or electronic models and other critical information that may be worked on by a 
team of people, 5, 64 
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Database Design 
Notation: AI - Auto Increment, DV - Default Value, NN - Not Null, PK - Primary 
Key 
Table A.I: Canal master table (m_canal) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
cnLid MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Unique canal ID Al 
netJd SMALLINT NN UNSIGNED Unique network ID 
prnJd MEDIUMINT UNSIGNED Parent ID (Null for no parent) 
cnl..dsc VARCHAR(60) NN Canal description 
cnl..ctg TINYINT NN UNSIGNED Canal category 
prn..ctg TINYINT UNSIGNED Parent category 
cnl..cng DOUBLE(15,4) Canal cbainage (km) 
desJen DOUBLE(15,4) NN Designed length (km) 
opr..J.en DOUBLE(15,4) OperationaJlength (km) 
des..cap DQUBLE(15,4) NN Designed capacity (cumee) 
act..cap DOUBLE(15,4) Actual capacity (cumec) 
oft..sde TINYINT NN UNSIGNED Off taking side 
cnl.cnt MEDIUMINT NN UNSIGNED Total offtake count 
str.cnt MEDIUMINT NN UNSIGNED Total structure count 
grs..cmd DOUBLE(15,4) NN Gross command area (Ha) 
cul..cmd DOUBLE(15,4) NN Culturable command area (Ha) 
irg..cmd DOUBLE(15,4) NN Irrigable command area (Ha) 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY cnl..id 
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Table A.2: Channel master table (m_channel) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV COlTIment AI 
chn..ld MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Unique channel ID AI 
cnUd MEDIUMINT NN UNSIGNED 
chn~dsc VARCHAR(65) NN Channel description 
chn.typ TINYINT(l) NN UNSIGNED 1 Channel type 
sec.typ TINYINT(l) NN UNSIGNED 1 Section type 
frm-flde MEDIUMINT NN UNSIGNED From node 
to....nde MEDIUMINT NN UNSIGNED To node 
frm.elv DOUBLE(11,5) NN 0 From elevation (m) 
to-elv DOUBLE(11,5) NN 0 To elevation (m) 
frm....!ltr MEDIUMINT NN UNSIGNED From structure 
tQ..8tr MEDIUMINT NN UNSIGNED To structure 
frm-<iep DOUBLE(S,S) NN From depth Cm) 
to..dep DOUBLE(S,S) NN To depth (m) 
frm-Clis DOUBLE(lO,5) NN From discharge (cumec) 
to-Cils DOUBLE(lO,5) NN To discharge (cumec) 
scpJss DECIMAL(lO,5) NN 0 Seepage loss(cumec/m) 
rgh.cof DECIMAL(7,1S) NN Roughness coefficient 
clx DECIMAL(6,3) NN Distance step (m) 
ver.out TINYINT UNSIGNED 0 Verbose output 
Inl.fig TINYINT UNSIGNED Elevation data flag 
des..cap DECIMAL(llS,4) NN Designed capacity (cumec) 
act.cap DECIMAL(11:i,4) Actual capadty (eumee) 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY chn..ld 
Table A.3: CuIver~mastertable (m_culvert) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
Btr_ld MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Culvert ID 
elv.dsc VARCHAR(65) NN Culvert discharge 
elv..cng DOUBLE(lS,4) Chalnage (km) 
elv_typ TINYINT NN UNSIGNED Type 
civ-Clla DOUBLE(4,2) NN Diameter (m) 
civ..itgt DOUBLE(4,2) NN Height (m) 
ustJsl DOUBLE( 4,2) U/S full supply level (m) 
dstJsl DOUBLE(4.2) D/S full supply level (m) 
IndexName IndexType Columna 
PRIMARY PRIMARY str..ld 
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Table A.4: Network master table (m-'1etwork) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
net..id SMALLINT PK NN UNSIGNED Unique network ID Al 
not..dsc: VARCHAR(255) Network description 
max_wdh DOUBLE(9,3) NN Maximum width (km) 
max...hgt DOUBLE(9,3) NN Maximum beight (km) 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY net.Jd 
Table A.5: Network parameters (m-'1etwork_param) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
netJd SMALLINT PK NN UNSIGNED Unique network ID 
par_od VARCHAR(ll) PK NN Pat'anlotel' code 
par_val VARCHAR(25) NN Paramct(lf value 
par...dsc VARCHAR(65) Parameter description 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY nct-Id 
par....cd 
Table A.6: Node master table (m-'1ode) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
nde..id BIGINT PK NN UNSIGNED Unique node ID Al 
nct.Jd SMALLINT NN UNSIGNED 
res.Jd MEDlUMINT UNSIGNED Reservoir ID, If present 
nde..x DOUBLE(14,5) NN X ~ coordinate . 
nde..y DOUBLE(14,5) NN Y ~ coordinate 
nde...z DOUBLE(14,5) NN Z ~ coordinate 
bnd_typ TINYINT UNSIGNED Boundary condition type 
jun~typ TINYINT UNSIGNED Junction type 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY nde.id 
Table A.7: Software parameters (m_param) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment Al 
par_typ VARCHAR(7) PK NN Param type 
par_val INTEGER PK NN Param value 
par-Cisc VARCHAR(40) ParBm description 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY par_typ 
par.val 
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Table A.8: Pump master table (m_pump) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
etr.ld MEOJUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Pump ID 
prn...1d MEDIUMINT UNSIGNED Pump parent ID 
prn...ctg TINYINT UNSIGNED Parent category 
pmp..dsc VARCHAR(65) NN Description 
pmp..cng DOUBLE(15,4) Pump chalnage 
pmp_typ TINYINT UNSIGNED Pump type 
vlv_typ TINYINT NN UNSIGNED Valve type 
plp...len DOUBLE(5,2) NN Pipe length 
pJp..dla DOUBLE(5,2) NN Pipe diameter 
InvArp DOUBLE(5,2) NN Invert drop 
dsg..cap DOUBLE(6,3) NN Designed capacity 
act..cap DOUBLE(6,3) NN Actual capacity 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY str...1d 
Table A.9: Pump curve data table (IILPump_Crv) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
str.ld MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED 
ftw~e DOUBLE(6.3) PK NN Flow rate (cumec) 
pmp_tdh DOUBLE(6,3) NN TDH 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY str-id 
flw...Ite 
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Table A.I0: Radial gate table (m_rad_gate) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
stl:'_ld MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Structure ID 
gte..dsc VARCHAR(65) Gate description 
gtc..cng DOUBLE(15,4) NN Gate chalnage (km) 
gte..cnt TINYINT NN UNSIGNED I Gate count 
gteJigt DOUBLE(4,2) NN Gate height (m) 
gtc_wdh DOUBLE(4,2) NN Gate width (m) 
gte..spd DOUBLE(4,2) Gate speed (m/sec) 
gte..dls DOUBLE(6,3) NN Gate discharge (cumec) 
crsJvl DOUBLE( 4,2) NN Crest level (m) 
gte..rad DOUBLE( 4,2) NN Gate radius (m) 
pinJlgt DECIMAL NN PlnnloD height (m) 
fre...cof DOUBLE( 4,2) NN Discharge coefficient 
(free flow) 
sub..cof DOUBLE( 4,2) NN Discharge coefficient 
(submerged flow) 
set_typ TINYINT NN UNSIGNED Setting type 
set-vat DOUBLE(lO,4) NN Setting value 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY strJd 
Table A.ll: Rectangular gate table (m..rect..gate) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
str_ld MEOIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Structure ID 
gte..dsc VARCHAR(65) Gate description 
gte-cng DOUBLE(15,4) NN Gate cbainsge (km) 
gte-cDt TINYINT NN UNSIGNED Gate count 
gteJlgt DOUBLE(4,2) NN Gate height (m) 
gtc_wdh DOUBLE(4,2) NN Gate width (m) 
gte..spd DOUBLE(4,2) NN Gate speed (m/sec) 
gte..dls DOUBLE(6,3) NN Gate discharge (cumee) 
cfsJvl DOUBLE(9,3) NN Crest level (ID) 
fre..cof DOUBLE(4,2) NN Discharge coefficient 
(free flow) 
8ub..c;of DOUBLE(4,2) NN Discharge coefficient 
(submerged flow) 
set-typ TINYINT NN UNSIGNED Setting type 
set_val DQUBLE(lO,4) NN Sottlng value 
.oh TINYINT(l) NN UNSIGNED Gate schedule 
(O-No schedule, 
I-Schedule) 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY strJd 
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Table A.12: Reservoir rule curve table (mJes_curve) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
resJd MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Reservoir ID 
elv DOUBLE(9.S) PK NN Elevation (m) 
'" 
DOUBLE(lO.4) Storage (m3 ) 
". DECIMAL(15,4) Area (m2) 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY resJd 
elv 
Table A.13: Reservoir master table (mJeservoir) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
resJd MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Unique reservoir ID Al 
,~-""' VARCHAR(15) Reservoir description 
rcs_typ TINYINT NN UNSIGNED Reservoir type 
liv..str DOUBLE(lO,4) NN Live storage (MCM) 
ded..str DQUBLE(lO,4) NN Dead storage (MCM) 
bed..lvl DQUBLE(9,3) NN Bed level (m) 
'd DOUBLE(9,3) NN Full reservoir level (m) 
mwI DQUBLE(9,3) NN Maximum water level (m) 
mdl DOUBLE(9,3) NN Maximum draw down level (m) 
ini..Jvi DOUBLE(9,3) Initial water level (m) 
cat..a.ra DOUBLE(Hi,4) NN Catchment area (M Ha) 
sub..ara DQUBLE(15,4) NN Submerged area (M Ha) 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY res.Jd 
Table A.14: Stage discharge curve table (m..stage_dis ) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
strJd MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Structure ID 
loc TINYINT PK NN Gauge location 
dep DOUBLE(5,2) PK NN Gauge depth 
dis DOUBLE(5.2) NN Gauge discharge 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY str.Jd 
loc 
dep 
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Table A.15: Structure master table (m..structure) 
Column Data Type Koy NN Flags DV Comment Al 
strJd MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Unique structure ID Al 
enUd MEDIUMINT NN UNSIGNED Unique canal ID 
str_typ TINYINT NN UNSIGNED Structure type 
IndexName InclexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY str-ld 
Table A.16: 'Trapezoidal channel master table (m_trapez) 
Cohunn Data Type Key NN Flags DV COIlunent Al 
chn..id MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Unique channel ID 
frmJ>erl_wdh DOUBLE(1O,5) From bed width (m) 
to_bed_wdh DOUBLE(1O,5) To bed width (m) 
frm..lft..ssl DOUBLE{5,3) From left side slope (H;V) 
frJIl..Igt....l:l81 DOUBLE{S,3) From right side slope (H:V) 
to..lft..ssl DOUBLE(S,3) To left side slope (H:V) 
to..rgt..ssl DOUBLE(S,3) To right side slope (H:V) 
cbnJsd DECIMAL(7,4) NN Full supply depth (m) 
fre_brd DECIMAL(6,4) NN 0 Free board (m) 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY chn..ld 
Table A.17: Weir master table (m_weir) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
str_ld MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Weir ID 
wcr:'dsc VARCHAR(65) NN Dcscrlptlon 
wcr...cng DOUBLE(15,4) Chalnage (km) 
wcr_typ TINYINT UNSIGNED Weir type 
wcr...ctg TINYINT UNSIGNED Weir category 
wdh DOUBLE(4,2) Width (m) 
I,n DOUBLE(4,2) Length (m) 
ust..htg DOUBLE(4,2) Height of weir 
crest above bed 
- upstream (m) 
dstJltg DOUBLE(4,2) Height of weir 
crest above bed 
- downstream (m) 
crsJvl DOUBLE(9,3) Crest level (m) 
ood DOUBLE(4,2) Discharge coefficient 
o~ DOUBLE(4,2) I Coefficient of velocity 
modJim DOUBLE(4,2) 0.7 Modular limit 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY str..ld 
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Table A.18: Initial data for channels table (Uni_data) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Commen't AI 
chnJd MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Channel ID 
cnlJd MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Canal ID 
cng DOUBLE(15,4) PK NN Cbalnagc (m) 
bed DOUBLE(11,5) NN Bed clevatlon (m) 
dep DOUBLE(11,5) Water depth (m) 
dis DOVBLE(11,5) Discharge (cumec) 
bot DOUBLE(11,5) Bottom width (m) 
i>s DOUBLE(4,2) Left side slope (H:V) 
,~ DOUBLE(4,2) Rigllt side slope (H:V) 
IndexNante IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY chnJd 
cnLid 
cog 
Table A.19: Node boundary data transaction table (tilode_boundary) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment AI 
ndeJd BIGINT PK NN UNSIGNED Node ID 
str.tme MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Time (secs) 
dis DOUBLE(lO,5) Dischat'ge (cumec) 
Ivl DOUBLE(9,5) Level (m) 
IndexNarne IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY ndeJd 
str.tme 
Table A.20: CanalFlow output table (Loutput) 
Colurnn Data Type Key NN Flags DV Cornrnent AI 
ehnJ.d MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Channel ID 
date_time VARCHAR(40) PK NN Date time 
len DOUBLE PK NN Length (m) 
loc CHAR(3) NN Location 
time DOUBLE NN Time (sec) 
b.d DOUBLE NN Bed level (m) 
d.p DOUBLE NN Depth (m) 
dis DOUBLE NN Discharge (cumec) 
vel DOUBLE NN Velocity (m/sec) 
frd DOUBLE NN Froude number 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARy chn..ld 
date_time 
I.n 
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Table A.21: Structure schedule (t..schedule) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment Al 
strJd MEDJUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Structure ID 
str_trne MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED Time (a&:s) 
dis DOUBLE(9,5) Discharge (cumee) 
opn DOUBLE(9,5) Opening (m) 
IndexName IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY strJd 
str_tme 
Table A.22: Volume error (Lvol) 
Column Data Type Key NN Flags DV Comment Al 
net...1d SMALLINT PK NN UNSIGNED 
Qut...num MEDIUMINT PK NN UNSIGNED 
abs...tme DOUBLE NN 
sys_vol DOUBLE NN 
per..err DECIMAL NN 
JndexNarne IndexType Columns 
PRIMARY PRIMARY netJd 
out-num 
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Table B.I: Initial data for the sub-critical (N.l.I) sub-part in the sub-critical, super-
critical and transitional flows test case. Chainage, bed, depth are given in m while 
discharge is in cumec. 
Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
0 0.44966 0.87803 20 51 0.08698 0.87803 20 
1 0.44062 0.87803 20 52 0.08399 0.87803 20 
2 0.4316 0.87803 20 53 0.0812 0.87803 20 
3 0.42261 0.87803 20 54 0.07861 0.87803 20 
4 0.41365 0.87803 20 55 0.07621 0.87803 20 
5 0.40472 0.87803 20 56 0.074 0.87803 20 
6 0.39581 0.87803 20 57 0.07197 0.87803 20 
7 0.38693 0.87803 20 58 0.07011 0.87803 20 
8 0.37807 0.87803 20 59 0.06841 0.87803 20 
9 0.36925 0.87803 20 60 0.06687 0.87803 20 
10 0.36046 0.87803 20 61 0.06548 0.87803 20 
11 0.3517 0.87803 20 62 0.06422 0.87803 20 
12 0.34297 0.87803 20 63 0.0631 0.87803 20 
13 0.33429 0.87803 20 64 0.06208 0.87803 20 
14 0.32565 0.87803 20 65 0.06118 0.87803 20 
15 0.31705 0.87803 20 66 0.06036 0.87803 20 
16 0.3085 0.87803 20 67 0.05963 0.87803 20 
17 0.3 0.87803 20 68 0.05897 0.87803 20 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
18 0.29157 0.87803 20 69 0.05836 0.87803 20 
19 0.2832 0.87803 20 70 0.0578 0.87803 20 
20 0.27489 0.87803 20 71 0.05727 0.87803 20 
21 0.26667 0.87803 20 72 0.05675 0.87803 20 
22 0.25852 0.87803 20 73 0.05624 0.87803 20 
23 0.25047 0.87803 20 74 0.05572 0.87803 20 
24 0.24251 0.87803 20 75 0.05518 0.87803 20 
25 0.23465 0.87803 20 76 0.05459 0.87803 20 
26 0.2269 0.87803 20 77 0.05396 0.87803 20 
27 0.21927 0.87803 20 78 0.05327 0.87803 20 
28 0.21176 0.87803 20 79 0.0525 0.87803 20 
29 0.20438 0.87803 20 80 0.05164 0.87803 20 
30 0.19714 0.87803 20 81 0.05068 0.87803 20 
31 0.19004 0.87803 20 82 0.04961 0.87803 20 
32 0.1831 0.87803 20 83 0.04841 0.87803 20 
33 0.17631 0.87803 20 84 0.04707 0.87803 20 
34 0.16969 0.87803 20 85 0.04559 0.87803 20 
35 0.16324 0.87803 20 86 0.04395 0.87803 20 
36 0.15697 0.87803 20 87 0.04214 0.87803 20 
37 0.15088 0.87803 20 88 0.04016 0.87803 20 
38 0.14498 0.87803 20 89 0.03799 0.87803 20 
39 0.13927 0.87803 20 90 0.03562 0.87803 20 
40 0.13376 0.87803 20 91 0.03306 0.87803 20 
41 0.12846 0.87803 20 92 0.03028 0.87803 20 
42 0.12336 0.87803 20 93 0.02729 0.87803 20 
43 0.11846 0.87803 20 94 0.02408 0.87803 20 
44 0.11378 0.87803 20 95 0.02065 0.87803 20 
45 0.10931 0.87803 20 96 0.01699 0.87803 20 
46 0.10506 0.87803 20 97 0.0131 0.87803 20 
47 0.10102 0.87803 20 98 0.00897 0.87803 20 
48 0.09719 0.87803 20 99 0.0046 0.87803 20 
49 0.09358 0.87803 20 100 0 0.87803 20 
50 0.09017 0.87803 20 
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Table B.2: Initial data for the super-critical flow (N.1.2) sub-part in the sub-critical, 
super-critical and transitional flows test case. Chainage, bed, depth are given in m 
while discharge is in cumec. 
Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
0 2.31739 0.67341 20 51 1.03723 0.67341 20 
1 2.30042 0.67341 20 52 1.00828 0.67341 20 
2 2.28318 0.67341 20 53 0.97959 0.67341 20 
3 2.26564 0.67341 20 54 0.95116 0.67341 20 
4 2.24781 0.67341 20 55 0.92303 0.67341 20 
5 2.22967 0.67341 20 56 0.8952 0.67341 20 
6 2.21121 0.67341 20 57 0.8677 0.67341 20 
7 2.19243 0.67341 20 58 0.84054 0.67341 20 
8 2.1733 0.67341 20 59 0.81373 0.67341 20 
9 2.15383 0.67341 20 60 0.78728 0.67341 20 
10 2.134 0.67341 20 61 0.7612 0.67341 20 
11 2.1138 0.67341 20 62 0.7355 0.67341 20 
12 2.09324 0.67341 20 63 0.71018 0.67341 20 
13 2.07229 0.67341 20 64 0.68524 0.67341 20 
14 2.05096 0.67341 20 65 0.6607 0.67341 20 
15 2.02923 0.67341 20 66 0.63654 0.67341 20 
16 2.0071 0.67341 20 67 0.61276 0.67341 20 
17 1.98457 0.67341 20 68 0.58937 0.67341 20 
18 1.96163 0.67341 20 69 0.56636 0.67341 20 
19 1.93829 0.67341 20 70 0.54373 0.67341 20 
20 1.91453 0.67341 20 71 0.52147 0.67341 20 
21 1.89037 0.67341 20 72 0.49957 0.67341 20 
22 1.8658 0.67341 20 73 0.47803 0.67341 20 
23 1.84082 0.67341 20 74 0.45683 0.67341 20 
24 1.81544 0.67341 20 75 0.43598 0.67341 20 
25 1.78967 0.67341 20 76 0.41546 0.67341 20 
26 1.76351 0.67341 20 77 0.39526 0.67341 20 
27 1.73697 0.67341 20 78 0.37538 0.67341 20 
28 1.71006 0.67341 20 79 0.35581 0.67341 20 
29 1.6828 0.67341 20 80 0.33653 0.67341 20 
30 1.6552 0.67341 20 81 0.31753 0.67341 20 
31 1.62728 0.67341 20 82 0.29882 0.67341 20 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
32 1.59905 0.67341 20 83 0.28037 0.67341 20 
33 1.57053 0.67341 20 84 0.26218 0.67341 20 
34 1.54174 0.67341 20 85 0.24425 0.67341 20 
35 1.51272 0.67341 20 86 0.22655 0.67341 20 
36 1.48347 0.67341 20 87 0.20909 0.67341 20 
37 1.45402 0.67341 20 88 0.19186 0.67341 20 
38 1.42441 0.67341 20 89 0.17484 0.67341 20 
39 1.39466 0.67341 20 90 0.15803 0.67341 20 
40 1.36479 0.67341 20 91 0.14143 0.67341 20 
41 1.33484 0.67341 20 92 0.12502 0.67341 20 
42 1.30484 0.67341 20 93 0.1088 0.67341 20 
43 1.27481 0.67341 20 94 0.09276 0.67341 20 
44 1.24479 0.67341 20 95 0.07689 0.67341 20 
45 1.2148 0.67341 20 96 0.0612 0.67341 20 
46 1.18487 0.67341 20 97 0.04567 0.67341 20 
47 1.15505 0.67341 20 98 0.03029 0.67341 20 
48 1.12534 0.67341 20 99 0.01507 0.67341 20 
49 1.09578 0.67341 20 100 0 0.67341 20 
50 1.06641 0.67341 20 
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Table B.3: Initial data for the super-critical to sub-critical flow (N.1.3) sub-part in the 
sub-critical, super-critical and transitional flows test case. Chainage, bed, depth are 
given in m while discharge is in curnec. 
Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
0 1.17266 0.61801 20 51 0.85377 0.61801 20 
1 1.17139 0.61801 20 52 0.84169 0.61801 20 
2 1.16995 0.61801 20 53 0.82936 0.61801 20 
3 1.16834 0.61801 20 54 0.81679 0.61801 20 
4 1.16655 0.61801 20 55 0.80398 0.61801 20 
5 1.16459 0.61801 20 56 0.79093 0.61801 20 
6 1.16245 0.61801 20 57 0.77763 0.61801 20 
7 1.16012 0.61801 20 58 0.7641 0.61801 20 
8 1.15762 0.61801 20 59 0.75032 0.61801 20 
9 1.15493 0.61801 20 60 0.73631 0.61801 20 
10 1.15206 0.61801 20 61 0.72205 0.61801 20 
11 1.14899 0.61801 20 62 0.70756 0.61801 20 
12 1.14574 0.61801 20 63 0.69283 0.61801 20 
13 1.1423 0.61801 20 64 0.67786 0.61801 20 
14 1.13866 0.61801 20 65 0.66265 0.61801 20 
15 1.13483 0.61801 20 66 0.64722 0.61801 20 
16 1.13081 0.61801 20 67 0.63155 0.61801 20 
17 1.12658 0.61801 20 68 0.61564 0.61801 20 
18 1.12216 0.61801 20 69 0.59951 0.61801 20 
19 1.11753 0.61801 20 70 0.58315 0.61801 20 
20 1.1127 0.61801 20 71 0.56656 0.61801 20 
21 1.10767 0.61801 20 72 0.54974 0.61801 20 
22 1.10243 0.61801 20 73 0.53271 0.61801 20 
23 1.09698 0.61801 20 74 0.51545 0.61801 20 
24 1.09132 0.61801 20 75 0.49798 0.61801 20 
25 1.08545 0.61801 20 76 0.48029 0.61801 20 
26 1.07936 0.61801 20 77 0.46239 0.61801 20 
27 1.07306 0.61801 20 78 0.44427 0.61801 20 
28 1.06654 0.61801 20 79 0.42595 0.61801 20 
29 1.05981 0.61801 20 80 0.40743 0.61801 20 
30 1.05285 0.61801 20 81 0.38871 0.61801 20 
31 1.04568 0.61801 20 82 0.36978 0.61801 20 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
32 1.03828 0.61801 20 83 0.35067 0.61801 20 
33 1.03066 0.61801 20 84 0.33136 0.61801 20 
34 1.02281 0.61801 20 85 0.31187 0.61801 20 
35 1.01473 0.61801 20 86 0.29219 0.61801 20 
36 1.00643 0.61801 20 87 0.27234 0.61801 20 
37 0.9979 0.61801 20 88 0.25231 0.61801 20 
38 0.98913 0.61801 20 89 0.23211 0.61801 20 
39 0.98014 0.61801 20 90 0.21174 0.61801 20 
40 0.97091 0.61801 20 91 0.19121 0.61801 20 
41 0.96145 0.61801 20 92 0.17053 0.61801 20 
42 0.95175 0.61801 20 93 0.14969 0.61801 20 
43 0.94182 0.61801 20 94 0.12871 0.61801 20 
44 0.93165 0.61801 20 95 0.10758 0.61801 20 
45 0.92124 0.61801 20 96 0.08632 0.61801 20 
46 0.9106 0.61801 20 97 0.06492 0.61801 20 
47 0.89971 0.61801 20 98 0.0434 0.61801 20 
48 0.88859 0.61801 20 99 0.02176 0.61801 20 
49 0.87723 0.61801 20 100 0 0.61801 20 
50 0.86562 0.61801 20 
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Table B.4: Initial data for the sub-critical to super-critical to sub-critical flow (N.l.4) 
sub-part in the sub-critical, super-critical and transitional flows test case. Chainage, 
bed, depth are given in rn while discharge is in curnec. 
Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
0 2.59701 2.87904 20 51 2.28958 2.87904 20 
1 2.59311 2.87904 20 52 2.27059 2.87904 20 
2 2.58929 2.87904 20 53 2.25002 2.87904 20 
3 2.58554 2.87904 20 54 2.22771 2.87904 20 
4 2.58186 2.87904 20 55 2.20349 2.87904 20 
5 2.57825 2.87904 20 56 2.17717 2.87904 20 
6 2.57469 2.87904 20 57 2.14852 2.87904 20 
7 2.57119 2.87904 20 58 2.11729 2.87904 20 
8 2.56773 2.87904 20 59 2.0832 2.87904 20 
9 2.56432 2.87904 20 60 2.04593 2.87904 20 
10 2.56094 2.87904 20 61 2.00512 2.87904 20 
11 2.5576 2.87904 20 62 1.96036 2.87904 20 
12 2.55428 2.87904 20 63 1.91116 2.87904 20 
13 2.55097 2.87904 20 64 1.85699 2.87904 20 
14 2.54768 2.87904 20 65 1.7972 2.87904 20 
15 2.54439 2.87904 20 66 1.73107 2.87904 20 
16 2.54109 2.87904 20 67 1.65778 2.87904 20 
17 2.53778 2.87904 20 68 1.57829 2.87904 20 
18 2.53445 2.87904 20 69 1.49559 2.87904 20 
19 2.53108 2.87904 20 70 1.41169 2.87904 20 
20 2.52767 2.87904 20 71 1.32785 2.87904 20 
21 2.5242 2.87904 20 72 1.24492 2.87904 20 
22 2.52067 2.87904 20 73 1.16348 2.87904 20 
23 2.51706 2.87904 20 74 1.08393 2.87904 20 
24 2.51336 2.87904 20 75 1.00654 2.87904 20 
25 2.50955 2.87904 20 76 0.93154 2.87904 20 
26 2.50562 2.87904 20 77 0.85908 2.87904 20 
27 2.50155 2.87904 20 78 0.78928 2.87904 20 
28 2.49733 2.87904 20 79 0.72222 2.87904 20 
29 2.49294 2.87904 20 80 0.65798 2.87904 20 
30 2.48835 2.87904 20 81 0.59661 2.87904 20 
31 2.48356 2.87904 20 82 0.53814 2.87904 20 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
32 2.47852 2.87904 20 83 0.48262 2.87904 20 
33 2.47323 2.87904 20 84 0.43007 2.87904 20 
34 2.46765 2.87904 20 85 0.3805 2.87904 20 
35 2.46176 2.87904 20 86 0.33394 2.87904 20 
36 2.45552 2.87904 20 87 0.29039 2.87904 20 
37 2.4489 2.87904 20 88 0.24986 2.87904 20 
38 2.44187 2.87904 20 89 0.21236 2.87904 20 
39 2.43439 2.87904 20 90 0.1779 2.87904 20 
40 2.42642 2.87904 20 91 0.14647 2.87904 20 
41 2.4179 2.87904 20 92 0.11808 2.87904 20 
42 2.4088 2.87904 20 93 0.09272 2.87904 20 
43 2.39905 2.87904 20 94 0.0704 2.87904 20 
44 2.38861 2.87904 20 95 0.05111 2.87904 20 
45 2.3774 2.87904 20 96 0.03485 2.87904 20 
46 2.36535 2.87904 20 97 0.02161 2.87904 20 
47 2.35239 2.87904 20 98 0.01139 2.87904 20 
48 2.33843 2.87904 20 99 0.00419 2.87904 20 
49 2.32338 2.87904 20 100 0 2.87904 20 
50 2.30713 2.87904 20 
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Table B.5: Initial data for the super-critical to sub-critical to super-critical (N.1.5) flow 
sub-part in the sub-critical, super-critical and transitional flows test case. Chainage, 
bed, depth are given in m while discharge is in cumec. 
Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
0 1.89572 0.61801 20 51 0.83105 0.61801 20 
1 1.88058 0.61801 20 52 0.82071 0.61801 20 
2 1.86444 0.61801 20 53 0.81005 0.61801 20 
3 1.84708 0.61801 20 54 0.79909 0.61801 20 
4 1.8283 0.61801 20 55 0.78781 0.61801 20 
5 1.80789 0.61801 20 56 0.77622 0.61801 20 
6 1.78565 0.61801 20 57 0.76431 0.61801 20 
7 1.7614 0.61801 20 58 0.7521 0.61801 20 
8 1.73497 0.61801 20 59 0.73957 0.61801 20 
9 1.70622 0.61801 20 60 0.72673 0.61801 20 
10 1.67505 0.61801 20 61 0.71358 0.61801 20 
11 1.64143 0.61801 20 62 0.70013 0.61801 20 
12 1.60535 0.61801 20 63 0.68636 0.61801 20 
13 1.56691 0.61801 20 64 0.6723 0.61801 20 
14 1.52629 0.61801 20 65 0.65793 0.61801 20 
15 1.48373 0.61801 20 66 0.64326 0.61801 20 
16 1.43962 0.61801 20 67 0.6283 0.61801 20 
17 1.3944 0.61801 20 68 0.61304 0.61801 20 
18 1.34866 0.61801 20 69 0.59749 0.61801 20 
19 1.30304 0.61801 20 70 0.58165 0.61801 20 
20 1.25824 0.61801 20 71 0.56553 0.61801 20 
21 1.21503 0.61801 20 72 0.54912 0.61801 20 
22 1.17413 0.61801 20 73 0.53245 0.61801 20 
23 1.13624 0.61801 20 74 0.51549 0.61801 20 
24 1.10195 0.61801 20 75 0.49828 0.61801 20 
25 1.0717 0.61801 20 76 0.4808 0.61801 20 
26 1.04578 0.61801 20 77 0.46306 0.61801 20 
27 1.02423 0.61801 20 78 0.44507 0.61801 20 
28 1.00689 0.61801 20 79 0.42684 0.61801 20 
29 0.9934 0.61801 20 80 0.40836 0.61801 20 
30 0.9832 0.61801 20 81 0.38966 0.61801 20 
31 0.97559 0.61801 20 82 0.37072 0.61801 20 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
32 0.96973 0.61801 20 83 0.35157 0.61801 20 
33 0.96478 0.61801 20 84 0.3322 0.61801 20 
34 0.95987 0.61801 20 85 0.31263 0.61801 20 
35 0.95468 0.61801 20 86 0.29286 0.61801 20 
36 0.9492 0.61801 20 87 0.2729 0.61801 20 
37 0.94343 0.61801 20 88 0.25276 0.61801 20 
38 0.93736 0.61801 20 89 0.23244 0.61801 20 
39 0.93101 0.61801 20 90 0.21196 0.61801 20 
40 0.92435 0.61801 20 91 0.19132 0.61801 20 
41 0.9174 0.61801 20 92 0.17053 0.61801 20 
42 0.91014 0.61801 20 93 0.14961 0.61801 20 
43 0.90258 0.61801 20 94 0.12855 0.61801 20 
44 0.89472 0.61801 20 95 0.10737 0.61801 20 
45 0.88655 0.61801 20 96 0.08608 0.61801 20 
46 0.87807 0.61801 20 97 0.06469 0.61801 20 
47 0.86929 0.61801 20 98 0.04321 0.61801 20 
48 0.86019 0.61801 20 99 0.02164 0.61801 20 
49 0.85079 0.61801 20 100 0 0.61801 20 
50 0.84108 0.61801 20 
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Table B.6: Initial data for the sub-critical and super-critical flow test in triangular 
channels (N.2.l and N.2.2). Chainage, bed, depth are given in m while discharge is in 
cumec. 
Test N.2.1 Test N.2.2 
Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
0 13 3 20 0 13 1.7 20 
300 12.7 3 20 15 12.7 1.7 20 
600 12.4 3 20 30 12.4 1.7 20 
900 12.1 3 20 45 12.1 1.7 20 
1200 11.8 3 20 60 11.8 1.7 20 
1500 11.5 3 20 75 11.5 1.7 20 
1800 11.2 3 20 90 11.2 1.7 20 
2100 10.9 3 20 105 10.9 1.7 20 
2400 10.6 , 3 20 120 10.6 1.7 20 
2700 10.3 3 20 135 10.3 1.7 20 
3000 10 3 20 150 10 1.7 20 
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Table B.7: Initial data for the Ippen wave test (N.3). Chainage, bed, depth are given 
in m while discharge is in cumec. 
Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
0 0 20 0 50500 0 20 0 
500 0 20 0 51000 0 20 0 
1000 0 20 0 51500 0 20 0 
1500 0 20 0 52000 0 20 0 
2000 0 20 0 52500 0 20 0 
2500 0 20 0 53000 0 20 0 
3000 0 20 0 53500 0 20 0 
3500 0 20 0 54000 0 20 0 
4000 0 20 0 54500 0 20 0 
4500 0 20 0 55000 0 20 0 
5000 0 20 0 55500 0 20 0 
5500 0 20 0 56000 0 20 0 
6000 0 20 0 56500 0 20 0 
6500 0 20 0 57000 0 20 0 
7000 0 20 0 57500 0 20 0 
7500 0 20 0 58000 0 20 0 
8000 0 20 0 58500 0 20 0 
8500 0 20 0 59000 0 20 0 
9000 0 20 0 59500 0 20 0 
9500 0 20 0 60000 0 20 0 
10000 0 20 0 60500 0 20 0 
10500 0 20 0 61000 0 20 0 
11000 0 20 0 61500 0 20 0 
11500 0 20 0 62000 0 20 0 
12000 0 20 0 62500 0 20 0 
12500 0 20 0 63000 0 20 0 
13000 0 20 0 63500 0 20 0 
13500 0 20 0 64000 0 20 0 
14000 0 20 0 64500 0 20 0 
14500 0 20 0 65000 0 20 0 
15000 0 20 0 65500 0 20 0 
15500 0 20 0 66000 0 20 0 
16000 0 20 0 66500 0 20 0 
16500 0 20 0 67000 0 20 0 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
17000 0 20 0 67500 0 20 0 
17500 0 20 0 68000 0 20 0 
18000 0 20 0 68500 0 20 0 
18500 0 20 0 69000 0 20 0 
19000 0 20 0 69500 0 20 0 
19500 0 20 0 70000 0 20 0 
20000 0 20 0 70500 0 20 0 
20500 0 20 0 71000 0 20 0 
21000 0 20 0 71500 0 20 0 
21500 0 20 0 72000 0 20 0 
22000 0 .20 0 72500 0 20 0 
22500 0 20 0 73000 0 20 0 
23000 0 20 0 73500 0 20 0 
23500 0 20 0 74000 0 20 0 
24000 0 20 0 74500 0 20 0 
24500 0 20 0 75000 0 20 0 
25000 0 20 0 75500 0 20 0 
25500 0 20 0 76000 0 20 0 
26000 0 20 0 76500 0 20 0 
26500 0 20 0 77000 0 20 0 
27000 0 20 0 77500 0 20 0 
27500 0 20 0 78000 0 20 0 
28000 0 20 0 78500 0 20 0 
28500 0 20 0 79000 0 20 0 
29000 0 20 0 79500 0 20 0 
29500 0 20 0 80000 0 20 0 
30000 0 20 0 80500 0 20 0 
30500 0 20 0 81000 0 20 0 
31000 0 20 0 81500 0 20 0 
31500 0 20 0 82000 0 20 0 
32000 0 20 0 82500 0 20 0 
32500 0 20 0 83000 0 20 0 
33000 0 20 0 83500 0 20 0 
33500 0 20 0 84000 0 20 0 
34000 0 20 0 84500 0 20 0 
34500 0 20 0 85000 0 20 0 
35000 0 20 0 85500 0 20 0 
35500 0 20 0 86000 0 20 0 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
36000 0 20 0 86500 0 20 0 
36500 0 20 0 87000 0 20 0 
37000 0 20 0 87500 0 20 0 
37500 0 20 0 88000 0 20 0 
38000 0 20 0 88500 0 20 0 
38500 0 20 0 89000 0 20 0 
39000 0 20 0 89500 0 20 0 
39500 0 20 0 90000 0 20 0 
40000 0 20 0 90500 0 20 0 
40500 0 20 0 91000 0 20 0 
41000 0 20 0 91500 0 20 0 
41500 0 20 0 92000 0 20 0 
42000 0 20 0 92500 0 20 0 
42500 0 20 0 93000 0 20 0 
43000 0 20 0 93500 0 20 0 
43500 0 20 0 94000 0 20 0 
44000 0 20 0 94500 0 20 0 
44500 0 20 0 95000 0 20 0 
45000 0 20 0 95500 0 20 0 
45500 0 20 0 96000 0 20 0 
46000 0 20 0 96500 0 20 0 
46500 0 20 0 97000 0 20 0 
47000 0 20 0 97500 0 20 0 
47500 0 20 0 98000 0 20 0 
48000 0 20 0 98500 0 20 0 
48500 0 20 0 99000 0 20 0 
49000 0 20 0 99500 0 20 0 
49500 0 20 0 100000 0 20 0 
50000 0 20 0 
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Table B.8: Initial data for Monoclinal rising wave test (N.4). Chainage, bed, depth are 
given in ID while discharge is in cumec. 
Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
0 400 8 24693.395 505000 198 3 5698.697 
5000 398 7.98 24616.739 510000 196 3 5698.697 
10000 396 7.96 24540.083 515000 194 3 5698.697 
15000 394 7.939 24463.427 520000 192 3 5698.697 
20000 392 7.919 24386.771 525000 190 3 5698.697 
25000 390 7.899 2431O.Jl5 530000 188 3 5698.697 
30000 388 7.879 24233.459 535000 186 . 3 5698.697 
35000 386 7.859 24156.803 540000 184 3 5698.697 
40000 384 7.839 24080.147 545000 182 3 5698.697 
45000 382 7.818 24003.491 550000 180 3 5698.697 
50000 380 7.798 23926.835 555000 178 3 5698.697 
55000 378 7.768 23813.203 560000 176 3 5698.697 
60000 376 7.734 23681.799 565000 174 3 5698.697 
65000 374 7.699 23550.394 570000 172 3 5698.697 
70000 372 7.655 23382.963 575000 170 3 5698.697 
75000 370 7.606 23197.293 580000 168 3 5698.697 
80000 368 7.55 22982.73 585000 166 3 5698.697 
85000 366 7.487 22742.809 590000 164 3 5698.697 
90000 364 7.4J1 22454.909 595000 162 3 5698.697 
95000 362 7.326 22131.372 600000 160 3 5698.697 
100000 360 7.228 21760.748 605000 158 3 5698.697 
105000 358 7.Jl6 21334.647 610000 156 3 5698.697 
JlOOOO 356 6.987 20846.707 615000 154 3 5698.697 
Jl5000 354 6.84 20287.376 620000 152 3 5698.697 
120000 352 6.67 19642.566 625000 150 3 5698.697 
125000 350 6.476 18904.832 630000 148 3 5698.697 
130000 348 6.255 18063.025 635000 146 3 5698.697 
135000 346 6.002 17104.15 640000 144 3 5698.697 
140000 344 5.717 16019.023 645000 142 3 5698.697 
145000 342 5.397 14803.654 650000 140 3 5698.697 
150000 340 5.044 13464.925 655000 138 3 5698.697 
155000 338 4.668 12035.475 660000 136 3 5698.697 
160000 336 4.284 10576.374 665000 134 3 5698.697 
165000 334 3.919 9190.483 670000 132 3 5698.697 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
170000 332 3.606 8001.273 675000 130 3 5698.697 
175000 330 3.37 7104.49 680000 128 3 5698.697 
180000 328 3.208 6489.177 685000 126 3 5698.697 
185000 326 3.115 6135.658 690000 124 3 5698.697 
190000 324 3.022 5782.139 695000 122 3 5698.697 
195000 322 3 5698.697 700000 120 3 5698.697 
200000 320 3 5698.697 705000 118 3 5698.697 
205000 318 3 5698.697 710000 116 3 5698.697 
210000 316 3 5698.697 715000 114 3 5698.697 
215000 314 3 5698.697 720000 112 3 5698.697 
220000 312 3 5698.697 725000 110 3 5698.697 
225000 310 3 5698.697 730000 108 3 5698.697 
230000 308 3 5698.697 735000 106 3 5698.697 
235000 306 3 5698.697 740000 104 3 5698.697 
240000 304 3 5698.697 745000 102 3 5698.697 
245000 302 3 5698.697 750000 100 3 5698.697 
250000 300 3 5698.697 755000 98 3 5698.697 
255000 298 3 5698.697 760000 96 3 5698.697 
260000 296 3 5698.697 765000 94 3 5698.697 
265000 294 3 5698.697 770000 92 3 5698.697 
270000 292 3 5698.697 775000 90 3 5698.697 
275000 290 3 5698.697 780000 88 3 5698.697 
280000 288 3 5698.697 785000 86 3 5698.697 
285000 286 3 5698.697 790000 84 3 5698.697 
290000 284 3 5698.697 795000 82 3 5698.697 
295000 282 3 5698.697 800000 80 3 5698.697 
300000 280 3 5698.697 805000 78 3 5698.697 
305000 278 3 5698.697 810000 76 3 5698.697 
310000 276 3 5698.697 815000 74 3 5698.697 
315000 274 3 5698.697 820000 72 3 5698.697 
320000 272 3 5698.697 825000 70 3 5698.697 
325000 270 3 5698.697 830000 68 3 5698.697 
330000 268 3 5698.697 835000 66 3 5698.697 
335000 266 3 5698.697 840000 64 3 5698.697 
340000 264 3 5698.697 845000 62 3 5698.697 
345000 262 3 5698.697 850000 60 3 5698.697 
350000 260 3 5698.697 855000 58 3 5698.697 
355000 258 3 5698.697 860000 56 3 5698.697 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Chainage Bed Depth Discharge 
360000 256 3 5698.697 865000 54 3 5698.697 
365000 254 3 5698.697 870000 52 3 5698.697 
370000 252 3 5698.697 875000 50 3 5698.697 
375000 250 3 5698.697 880000 48 3 5698.697 
380000 248 3 5698.697 885000 46 3 5698.697 
385000 246 3 5698.697 890000 44 3 5698.697 
390000 244 3 5698.697 895000 42 3 5698.697 
395000 242 3 5698.697 900000 40 3 5698.697 
400000 240 3 5698.697 905000 38 3 5698.697 
405000 238 3 5698.697 910000 36 3 5698.697 
410000 236 3 5698.697 915000 34 3 5698.697 
415000 234 3 5698.697 920000 32 3 5698.697 
420000 232 3 5698.697 925000 30 3 5698.697 
425000 230 3 5698.697 930000 28 3 5698.697 
430000 228 3 5698.697 935000 26 3 5698.697 
435000 226 3 5698.697 940000 24 3 5698.697 
440000 224 3 5698.697 945000 22 3 5698.697 
445000 222 3 5698.697 950000 20 3 5698.697 
450000 220 3 5698.697 955000 18 3 5698.697 
455000 218 3 5698.697 960000 16 3 5698.697 
460000 216 3 5698.697 965000 14 3 5698.697 
465000 214 3 5698.697 970000 12 3 5698.697 
470000 212 3 5698.697 975000 10 3 5698.697 
475000 210 3 5698.697 980000 8 3 5698.697 
480000 208 3 5698.697 985000 6 3 5698.697 
485000 206 3 5698.697 990000 4 3 5698.697 
490000 204 3 5698.697 995000 2 3 5698.697 
495000 202 3 5698.697 1000000 0 3 5698.697 
500000 200 3 5698.697 
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Table B.g: Initial data for the Looped System test(C.l). dx (distance step), bed, depth, 
bottom are in m, discharge is in cumec and side slope is expressed as H:V. 
Channel dx Bed Depth Discharge Bottom Side Slope 
A 5 1:2000 3 250 50 1.5 
B1 5 1:2500 3 125 30 1.5 
B2 5 1:2500 3 125 30 1.5 
C 5 1:833.3 3 125 20 1.5 
D 5 1:2000 3 250 40 1.5 
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Table B.IO: Channel geometry details used in the irrigation network (C.3) test case. 
The length, bottom and depth are in m, slope is expressed as 1 in column value, side 
slope is specified as horizontal to vertical while the discharge is in cumec. 
Channel Length Slope Bottom Side Slope Depth Discharge 
1 2500 7500 10 2 0.5 0.0 
2 2000 6667 8.5 2 0.5 0.0 
3 1700 6250 7 2 0.5 0.0 
4 1500 5882 5 2 0.5 0.0 
5 1500 5000 5 2 0.5 0.0 
6 1400 4762 4 2 0.5 0.0 
7 1200 4545 3 2 0.5 0.0 
8 1000 4166 2 2 0.5 0.0 
9 1000 4166 1.5 2 0.5 0.0 
10 1000 4000 1 1 0.5 0.0 
11 1000 4166 1.75 2 0.5 0.0 
12 700 2000 0.5 1 0.5 0.0 
13 700 2000 0 .• 1 D .• 0.0 
14 1100 4166 1.. 2 0.5 0.0 
15 1000 4000 1 1 0.5 0.0 
16 700 2000 D .• 1 0.5 0.0 
17 1000 4166 1.. 2 0.5 0.0 
18 900 4000 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.0 
19 700 2000 D .• 1 0.5 0.0 
20 1400 4000 3 .• 1 D .• 0.0 
21 1200 454. 2.7 1 D .• 0.0 
22 1000 4166 1.7. 2 D .• 0.0 
23 1200 4166 1.7. 2 0.5 0.0 
24 1100 4166 1.. 2 D .• 0.0 
2. 1000 4000 1 1 D .• 0.0 
26 700 2000 0.5 1 D .• 0.0 
27 700 2000 0.5 1 D .• 0.0 
28 1200 4166 2 2 D .• 0.0 
29 1000 4166 1.75 2 D .• 0.0 
30 900 4166 1.5 2 D .• 0.0 
31 700 2000 0.5 1 D .• 0.0 
32 700 2000 D .• 1 D .• 0.0 
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Channel Length Slope Bottom Side Slope Depth Discharge 
33 1300 4545 2.5 2 0.5 0.0 
34 1200 4000 1.5 1 0.5 0.0 
35 1000 4545 1 2 0.5 0.0 
36 900 4000 1.5 1 0.5 0.0 
37 800 4000 1 1 0.5 0.0 
38 700 2000 0.5 1 0.5 0.0 
39 800 4166 1.25 2 0.5 0.0 
40 700 4166 0.75 2 0.5 0.0 
41 700 2000 0.5 1 0.5 0.0 
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Table B.Il: Initial data for test R.1 - Dambreak in converging and diverging channel 
section. The chainage, bed, depth and bottom are given in m and discharge is in cumec. 
Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Bottom 
0 0 0.3 0 0.5 
0.1 0 0.3 0 0.5 
0.2 0 0.3 0 0.5 
0.3 0 0.3 0 0.5 
0.4 0 0.3 0 0.5 
0.5 0 0.3 0 0.5 
0.6 0 0.3 0 0.5 
0.7 0 0.3 0 0.5 
0.8 0 0.3 0 0.5 
0.9 0 0.3 0 0.5 
1 0 0.3 0 0.5 
1.1 0 0.3 0 0.5 
1.2 0 0.3 0 0.5 
1.3 0 0.3 0 0.5 
1.4 0 0.3 0 0.5 
1.5 0 0.3 0 0.5 
1.6 0 0.3 0 0.5 
1.7 0 0.3 0 0.5 
1.8 0 0.3 0 0.5 
1.9 0 0.3 0 0.5 
2 0 0.3 0 0.5 
2.1 0 0.3 0 0.5 
2.2 0 0.3 0 0.5 
2.3 0 0.3 0 0.5 
2.4 0 0.3 0 0.5 
2.5 0 0.3 0 0.5 
2.6 0 0.3 0 0.5 
2.7 0 0.3 0 0.5 
2.8 0 0.3 0 0.5 
2.9 0 0.3 0 0.5 
3 0 0.3 0 0.5 
3.1 0 0.3 0 0.5 
3.2 0 0.3 0 0.5 
3.3 0 0.3 0 0.5 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Bottom 
3.4 0 0.3 0 0.5 
3.5 0 0.3 0 0.5 
3.6 0 0.3 0 0.5 
3.7 0 0.3 0 0.5 
3.8 0 0.3 0 0.5 
3.9 0 0.3 0 0.5 
4 0 0.3 0 0.5 
4.1 0 0.3 0 0.5 
4.2 0 0.3 0 0.5 
4.3 0 0.3 0 0.5 
4.4 0 0.3 0 0.5 
4.5 0 0.3 0 0.5 
4.6 0 0.3 0 0.5 
4.7 0 0.3 0 0.5 
4.8 0 0.3 0 0.5 
4.9 0 0.3 0 0.5 
5 0 0.3 0 0.5 
5.1 0 0.3 0 0.5 
5.2 0 0.3 0 0.5 
5.3 0 0.3 0 0.5 
5.4 0 0.3 0 0.5 
5.5 0 0.3 0 0.5 
5.6 0 0.3 0 0.5 
5.7 0 0.3 0 0.5 
5.8 0 0.3 0 0.5 
5.9 0 0.3 0 0.5 
6 0 0.3 0 0.5 
6.1 0 0.3 0 0.5 
6.2 0 0.003 0 0.5 
6.3 0 0.003 0 0.5 
6.4 0 0.003 0 0.5 
6.5 0 0.003 0 0.5 
6.6 0 0.003 0 0.5 
6.7 0 0.003 0 0.5 
6.8 0 0.003 0 0.5 
6.9 0 0.003 0 0.5 
7 0 0.003 0 0.5 
7.1 0 0.003 0 0.5 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Bottom 
7.2 0 0.003 0 0.5 
7.3 0 0.003 0 0.5 
7.4 0 0.003 0 0.5 
7.5 0 0.003 0 0.5 
7.6 0 0.003 0 0.5 
7.7 0 0.003 0 0.5 
7.8 0 0.003 0 0.5 
7.9 0 0.003 0 0.5 
8 0 0.003 0 0.5 
8.1 0 0.003 0 0.5 
8.2 0 0.003 0 0.5 
8.3 0 0.003 0 0.5 
8.4 0 0.003 0 0.5 
8.5 0 0.003 0 0.5 
8.6 0 0.003 0 0.5 
8.7 0 0.003 0 0.5 
8.8 0 0.003 0 0.5 
8.9 0 0.003 0 0.5 
9 0 0.003 0 0.5 
9.1 0 0.003 0 0.5 
9.2 0 0.003 0 0.5 
9.3 0 0.003 0 0.5 
9.4 0 0.003 0 0.5 
9.5 0 0.003 0 0.5 
9.6 0 0.003 0 0.5 
9.7 0 0.003 0 0.5 
9.8 0 0.003 0 0.5 
9.9 0 0.003 0 0.5 
10 0 0.003 0 0.5 
10.1 0 0.003 0 0.5 
10.2 0 0.003 0 0.5 
10.3 0 0.003 0 0.5 
10.4 0 0.003 0 0.5 
10.5 0 0.003 0 0.5 
10.6 0 0.003 0 0.5 
10.7 0 0.003 0 0.5 
10.8 0 0.003 0 0.5 
10.9 0 0.003 0 0.5 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Bottom 
11 0 0.003 0 0.5 
11.1 0 0.003 0 0.5 
11.2 0 0.003 0 0.5 
11.3 0 0.003 0 0.5 
11.4 0 0.003 0 0.5 
11.5 0 0.003 0 0.5 
11.6 0 0.003 0 0.5 
11.7 0 0.003 0 0.5 
11.8 0 0.003 0 0.5 
11.9 0 0.003 0 0.5 
12 0 0.003 0 0.5 
12.1 0 0.003 0 0.5 
12.2 0 0.003 0 0.5 
12.3 0 0.003 0 0.5 
12.4 0 0.003 0 0.5 
12.5 0 0.003 0 0.5 
12.6 0 0.003 0 0.5 
12.7 0 0.003 0 0.5 
12.8 0 0.003 0 0.5 
12.9 0 0.003 0 0.5 
13 0 0.003 0 0.5 
13.1 0 0.003 0 0.5 
13.2 0 0.003 0 0.5 
13.3 0 0.003 0 0.5 
13.4 0 0.003 0 0.5 
13.5 0 0.003 0 0.5 
13.6 0 0.003 0 0.5 
13.7 0 0.003 0 0.5 
13.8 0 0.003 0 0.5 
13.9 0 0.003 0 0.3 
14 0 0.003 0 0.1 
14.1 0 0.003 0 0.1 
14.2 0 0.003 0 0.1 
14.3 0 0.003 0 0.1 
14.4 0 0.003 0 0.1 
14.5 0 0.003 0 0.1 
14.6 0 0.003 0 0.1 
14.7 0 0.003 0 0.1 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Bottom 
14.8 0 0.003 0 0.1 
14.9 0 0.003 0 0.1 
15 0 0.003 0 0.1 
15.1 0 0.003 0 0.3 
15.2 0 0.003 0 0.5 
15.3 0 0.003 0 0.5 
15.4 0 0.003 0 0.5 
15.5 0 0.003 0 0.5 
15.6 0 0.003 0 0.5 
15.7 0 0.003 0 0.5 
15.8 0 0.003 0 0.5 
15.9 0 0.003 0 0.5 
16 0 0.003 0 0.5 
16.1 0 0.003 0 0.5 
16.2 0 0.003 0 0.5 
16.3 0 0.003 0 0.5 
16.4 0 0.003 0 0.5 
16.5 0 0.003 0 0.5 
16.6 0 0.003 0 0.5 
16.7 0 0.003 0 0.5 
16.8 0 0.003 0 0.5 
16.9 0 0.003 0 0.5 
17 0 0.003 0 0.5 
17.1 0 0.003 0 0.5 
17.2 0 0.003 0 0.5 
17.3 0 0.003 0 0.5 
17.4 0 0.003 0 0.5 
17.5 0 0.003 0 0.5 
17.6 0 0.003 0 0.5 
17.7 0 0.003 0 0.5 
17.8 0 0.003 0 0.5 
17.9 0 0.003 0 0.5 
18 0 0.003 0 0.5 
18.1 0 0.003 0 0.5 
18.2 0 0.003 0 0.5 
18.3 0 0.003 0 0.5 
18.4 0 0.003 0 0.5 
18.5 0 0.003 0 0.5 
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Chainage Bed Depth Discharge Bottom 
18.6 0 0.003 0 0.5 
18.7 0 0.003 0 0.5 
18.8 0 0.003 0 0.5 
18.9 0 0.003 0 0.5 
19 0 0.003 0 0.5 
19.1 0 0.003 . 0 0.5 
19.2 0 0.003 0 0.5 
19.3 0 0.003 0 0.5 
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